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ABSTRACT 

FOUND IN THE COSMOS: WALKER PERCY'S 
SIGNS OF TRANSCENDENCE 

Linda Cole Carroll, Ph.D. 

Texas Woman's University 

December, 1998 

This dissertation, an exercise in abduction, explores Walker Percy's 

typology of semiotics which inextricably entwines throughout his canon with his 

Judeo-Christian ethic. The study begins by examining ideas that influenced 

Percy's 1nulti-layered philosophical preoccupation, primarily Charles Sanders 

Peirce's paradigm of semiotics and S0ren Kierkegaard's Christian existentialism. 

By applying those ideas, which Percy addresses explicitly in his non-fiction, this 

rhetorical study then interprets and analyzes specific signs of transcendence 

within three of Percy's six published novels: Lancelot, The Second Coming, and The 

Thanatos Syndrome. For Percy, the mysterious triadic event of semiotics, in which 

man as organism - by using the copula is - names and knows an Object, 

juxtaposes symbol-mongering and alienation, a phenomenon unique to humans. 
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With language, Homo loquens, man the talker, or Homo symbolificus, man the 

symbol-monger, acquires consciousness, which stipulates a knowing 'With. Of 

particular interest to this study is how Percy demonstrates this epistemological 

event in his fiction. Thus, this study further explores how Percy encodes his 

belief that the triadic phenomenon unleashes desiderata within Homo symbolifius, 

for with language comes the opportunity to become self-conscious, a movement 

away from static unconsciousness, an abstraction of the self 

Following Kierkegaard's lead, Percy establishes existential possibilities for 

his characters and readers, a coming-to-know-dynamic-action that can move 

characters and readers from unconscious alienation through conscious despair 

and finally toward transcendence. This study examines not only signs of 

authentic movement to escape alienation, but also signs of inauthentic movement 

by way of repetition and rotation. This study further explores how Percy signals 

the immediate or impending doom and thereby extends the possibility for hope. 

Because Percy accepts the ad infinitum property of semiotic interpretations, 

his novels - grounded in the phenomenological and dialogic for novelist, 

characters, and readers alike-do not conclude with any definitive answers, 

more often with extended questions. This open-ended rhetorical strategy 

compels readers to discern the relation between semiotics and ontology, which 

stipulates movement toward transcendence for his readers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE BEST OF SIGNS; THE WORST OF.TIMES ? 
l .. / 

Orphaned at the age of sixteen as a result of his father's suicide in 1929, 

and his mother's accidental drowning in 1932, Walker Percy learned early about 

the mystery and loss of death, and as a result, the young man began what was to 

be a lifelong quest: a search for the meaning of life. Because of these seminal 

events as well as other significant formative experiences--that is, because 

inevitably, as Robert Frost notes, "way leads on to way"-Percy' s life took a 

different route from the one the youth likely would have expected. 

Following the death of Percy's mother, his father's second cousin, William 

Alexander Percy, himself a writer of some renown for his book of poetry Lanterns 

on the Levee, adopted the young novelist-to-be and his two younger brothers. 

Though a bachelor, "Uncle Will" reared the boys in a nurturing environment 

filled with literature and music, and as they matured, the adoptive father guided 

the young men in their college and career choices, with Walker's choosing 

medicine. Shortly, during his residency in pathology, the young man's life was 

derailed once again, this time by pulmonary tuberculosis; thus, Walker Percy 
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found himself searching anew for a different meaning, a new vocation. During 

his two-year convalescence, Percy learned other ways of knowing that are 

equally as "valid as scientific propositions but of far more critical significance in 

one's personal life" (Signposts 194). As a result of what he labels "misfortune, 

peculiar turns of fate, and finally the piece of luck or Divine Providence," Percy 

became a novelist, a different type of physician (Signposts 193). In this new role, 

his cardinal concern was why 11 scientists have a theory about everything under 

the sun but do not have a theory about man" (MB 8), particularly not one for 

"the strange spiritual malady of this modern age" (Signposts 205). Percy's work 

consistently reflects his belief that 11 something ... has gone wrong with the 

Western world," something that 11 strikes to the heart and core of meaning itself" 

(Signposts 141). In response to his own interpretative processes and science's 

indifference to this post-modern mutation, throughout his works, the novelist 

seeks to "render the unspeakable [malady] speakable" (Signposts 206) and like a 

good physician, who 11 sees that something is wrong, . . . [to] diagnose it, point 

it out and name it, toward the end that the patient might at least have hope, and 

even in the end get well" (Signposts 196). 

Hope for recovery, or discovery, can exist only if a window of 

understanding is opened for the reader; therein lies the responsibility of the 

novelist. To that end, Percy claims that "the primary business of literature and 
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art is cognitive, a kind of finding out and knowing and telling, both in good 

times and bad, a celebration of the ways things are when they are right, and a 

diagnostic enterprise when they are wrong." He reasons that 11 the pleasures of 

literature, the emotional gratification of reader and writer, follow upon and are 

secondary to the knowing" (Signposts 207). By yoking the scientific processes of 

diagnosis and treatment with the more aesthetic duties of the artist, Percy unites 

two ancient arts into a contemporary scientific examination of man's existence. 

Although Percy perceives his role as diagnostician, he also recognizes that his 

"patients" (readers) have free will and should maintain sovereignty over self 

(both a Catholic belief and a Kierkegaardian existential ideology); thus, the 

patient may choose to accept or reject the "doctor's" recommended cure for the 

great human malaise. 

As a scientist, physician-novelist Percy painstakingly analyzes science's 

role in post-modern society. He notes that" our view of the world, which we get 

consciously or unconsciously from modern science, is radically incoherent," 

primarily because "modern science is itself radically incoherent" (Signposts 271). 

Percy observes that the discipline's inconsistency comes II not when it seeks to 

understand things and subhuman organisms and the cosmos itself, but when it 

seeks to understand man, not man's physiology or neurology or his blood 

stream, but man qua man, man when he is peculiarly human" (Signposts 271). 
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Because Percy resides in both worlds, science and art, the writer declines to 

"attack the social sciences in the name of the humanities" (Signposts 271). 

4 

Instead, he challenges science to recognize its own "incoherence"-a word Percy 

repeats frequently as an emphatic rhetorical strategy-and to reorder its current 

illogical approach to the study of man by applying a new standard of inquiry. 

For Percy, this standard entails looking at the entire arena of science "in the root 

sense of the word," which is ''the discovery and knowing of something which 

can be demonstrated and verified within a community" (Signposts 271-72). Yet, 

the author contends that late-twentieth-century science, though it does not like to 

recognize it, remains split by II a three-hundred-year-old dualism," a 

philosophical dictum imposed by Descartes (Signposts 274). Percy notes that this 

dualism, the splitting of body and soul, 11 divided all reality between the res 

cogitans, the mind, and the res extensa, matter." Illustrating his view of 

Descartes's profoundly influential doctrine, Percy satirically opines, "God alone, 

literally, knew what one had to do with the other" (Signposts 274). The Cartesian 

split both stipulates and signifies, for Percy, the great post-modern rift between 

mind and matter, a rift that is anathema for the physician-author. 

Percy suggests in Lost in the Cosmos that the modern world may see the 

scientist as the II prince of the post-modern age, lord and sovereign of the Cosmos 

itself through his transcendence of it" (119), but the scientist speaks to a 



specialized community whereas the artist, "the suffering servant of the age," 

speaks "to the world of all men who understand him" (LC 119). Further, he 

suggests that art-particularly literature-is the "instrument," like "Galileo's 

telescope or Wilson's cloud chamber," that can help man explore "the great gap 

in our knowing, knowing ourselves" (Signposts 216). Art then becomes the 

means, other than science, for man's transcendence, an escape from the malaise, 

and the method by which the artist encodes that transcendence is "in his use of 

signs" (LC 119). The conscientious sign-using artist guides the reader toward a 

personal transcendence, and in the process, the artist becomes "rescuer and 

savior not merely to his fellow artists but to his fellow sufferers" (LC 119). 

When Percy advocates the "use of signs," he advances the semiotic 

process, particularly as it is conceived by Charles Sanders Peirce, the nineteenth

century American scientist and philosopher whom Win.fried Noth hails as "the 

major figure in general semiotics whose work has been of influence to linguists" 

(233). Robert Coles, a friend of the novelist and a Percyan scholar, also 

recognizes the complexity of Peirce's ideas: Peirce "set forth the principles of a 

unique kind of scientific empiricism in language not always easy to understand" 

(70). Repeatedly, Percy shows his appreciation for Peirce. For example, in 

"Toward a Triadic Theory of Meaning," Percy contends that" although Peirce is 

recognized as the founder of semiotic, the theory of signs, modern behavioral 
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scientists have not been made aware of the radical character of his ideas about 

language." Continuing, Percy explains the manner in which Peirce's theory can 

impact post-modern science's view: "I also suspect that the state of the 

behavioral science vis-a-vis language is currently in such low spirits, not to say 

default, that Peirce's time may have come" (MB 159). In 1980, Roman Jakabson 

labels Peirce "a pathfinder in the science of language," suggesting that Percy's 

earlier assessment is justified (Noth 233). 

Percy expresses his commitment to Peirce's ideas not only in published 

articles but also in personal correspondence. In a letter to Shelby Foote dated 

February 3, 1971, Percy expresses his desire to write his own treatise on 

language: he confides to his friend of almost sixty years his hope that" one 

hundred years from now the treatise could well be known as the Peirce-Percy 

theory of meaning." Percy further explains that "this guy laid it out a hundred 

years ago, exactly what language is all about and what the behaviorists and 

professors have got all wrong ever since," and finally he confides, "I propose to 

take his insight, put it in modern behavioral terms plus a few items of my own, 

and unhorse an entire generation of behaviorists and grammarians" (Tolson, 

Shelby 152-53). Patrick Samway recalls that "Percy once told me, as we sat in the 

quiet of his living room overlooking the Bogue Falaya in Covington, Louisiana, 

that, if he had a preference, he wanted to be remembered more as a semiotician 
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than a novelist" (Ketner xvii). Percy's appreciation of Peirce and his commitment 

to semiotics1 repeats itself in correspondence with Ken Ketner, Peircean scholar 

at Texas Tech University. In a February 21, 1989, letter, Ketner seeks Percy's 

approval to dedicate his latest book, Charles Sanders Peirce's Cambridge Conference 

Lectures, to the Louisiana novelist. In Percy's return letter to Ketner, he 

confesses: 11 As you well know, I am not a student of Peirce. I am a thief of 

Peirce" (Samway, Ketner 130). Whether student or thief, Percy readily admits to 

Ketner that his interest in Peirce concentrates in Peirce's '"logic' insofar as it can 

be read as an ontology" (Samway, Ketner 130). Although Percy did not live long 

enough to fulfill his ambition of writing a comprehensive and definitive work on 

semiotics, his body of work, taken collectively, does "unhorse" ideas that should 

stampede II an entire generation of behaviorists and grammarians." Moreover, 

his canon manifests Percy's commitment to investigate and make known 

Peircean se1niotics. 

As a systematic study of signs, the discipline of semiotics (identified as 

semiosis in continental usage) has had a long and variegated history, dating from 

its origin in Greece to the contemporary period. Twentieth-century semiotics 

1 Peirce spelled his approach "Semeiotic" though semiotic is commonly 
used by Peircean scholars. 



matured from two major traditions:2 continental semiosis, which stems from the 

structuralist Ferdinand de Saussure; and American semiotics, which derives its 

pragmatic inspiration from Peirce. The two semiotics move in different 

directions. Continental structuralists' semiosis accepts language and the 
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ostensibly arbitrary cultural codes within which those signs function; that is, they 

view signs as dyadic. Conversely, American pragmatic3 semiotics emphasizes a 

natural and evolutionary structure of signs, one that depends upon a triadic 

paradigm, which includes the "Interpretant." For Peirce, Interpretant always 

represents "Thirdness" in the triad of naming. Charles Bigger succinctly 

expresses the distinction between dyadic and triadic accounts of sign: "Symbols 

reveal what is while signs produce responses" ("Logos" 198). Robert Corrington 

2Semiosis is the usual term used by continental structuralists. In this 
study, unless the intention is to distinguish the two branches, semiotics will be 
used. 

3 As C. J. Misak points out, "Peirce founded pragmaticism. Its central 
insight is that there is a connection between knowing the meaning of a 
hypothesis and knowing what experiential consequences to expect if the 
hypothesis is true." A subset of semiotics, Peirce's pragmaticism differs from 
William James' concept. James interpreted it to mean "that the end of man is 
action," whereas Peirce intended his doctrine to be "a theory of logical analysis, 
or true definition," and that "its merits are greatest in its application to the 
highest metaphysical conceptions." Misak also explains that in the 1900s, Peirce 
renamed his doctrine "pragmaticism" to distinguish his position from that of 
James and others. Peirce thought the new name was '"ugly enough to be safe 
from kidnappers,"' but the name never caught on, nor did Peirce always adhere 

to this usage (3). 
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suggests that for Peirce, the "primal choice of the number three is manifest 

repeatedly in the orders of the world, and every area of inquiry will evoke triadic 

structures, no matter how thought proceeds" (125). Recognizing the significance 

of the interpreter in language, John K. Sheriff notes that the "weakness in 

Saussure's definition of a sign" rests in "Saussure's refusal to treat the signs-in

the-mind." Sheriff further submits that" it is understandable that structuralists 

have been unable to generate and evaluate interpretations of texts," primarily 

because of their adherence to the dyadic (52). Textual interpretations depend 

upon the triadic component. Finally, Peirce's concept of semiotics reflects a 

naturalistic foundation because, for him, nature provides the human mind with 

ideas which, when mature, will resemble their creator. For Peirce, the 

naturalistic possesses a metaphysical underpinning. Karl-Otto Apel suggests 

that "to fail to understand Peirce as a meta physician, first and last, is to fail to 

grasp the crucial support conditions of pragmatism" (Ketner, Peirce 384). To 

understand Peirce's semiotics, and subsequently his metaphysics, requires an 

examination of his idea of signification, one of the two cardinal functions of 

signs, and reference, the other primary function. 

Labeling semiotics a science within the philosophical domain, Peirce uses 

the word sign to designate" something which stands to somebody for something 

in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, it creates in the mind 



of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more developed sign" (Peirce, 

Philosophical 99).4 Because all ideas are couched in terms of signs, Peirce 

maintains that" every thought is a sign" and that "we have no power into the 
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nature of thinking without signs" (Philosophical 230). Key to Peirce's theory is his 

conviction that "a definition does not reveal the Object of a Sign, its Denotation, 

but only analyzes its Signification, and that is a question not of the sign's relation 

to its Object but of its relation to its Interpretant" (Lieb 39). That is, no real-world 

relationship exists among the sign and its referent; the association is relational. 

The sign-relationship involves a three-part act of intention between the sign-user, 

4 In order to make clear the distinction between sign, signal, and symbol, 
Percy offers an extensive footnote in Lost in the Cosmos: "Finally, a terminological 
confusion needs to be straightened out. There is an almost intractable confusion 
about the terms sign and symbol. We may know what we mean when we say 
there is a difference between a dog's understanding of the word ball-to go and 
look for it-and your understanding of the same utterance-you may say 'Ball? 
What about it?'-but we need to agree on what words to use to express the 
difference. Some writers (e.g., [Charles Sanders] Peirce and [Susanne] Langer) 
would call the former ball a sign and the latter ball a symbol. Others would call 
the former a signal, the latter a sign. Though I have followed Peirce's usage in 
earlier writings, I propose here to use the word signal for the former and, 
following Saussure, the word sign for the latter, and to avoid [terminology that 
includes] symbol as much as possible. This usage seems advisable for two 
reasons. One is that symbol for most people seems to connote something 
emblematic like the flag or the cross and not as symbols by Peirce, Cassirier, and 
Langer. The other reason is that the latter usage will be easier to reconcile with 
Saussure's valuable dissection of the sign into its two elements, signifier 
(significant) and signified (signifie)" (87). This study will follow Percy's 
recommendation for the word sign though it will maintain the more commonly 
accepted usage for the word symbol as emblematic. 
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the referent (or signifie), and the signifier (or significant). By positioning sign 

activity within the self and its communities, and in an expanding process to 

wider communities throughout the universe, Peirce proposes that the 

interpretative semiotic process can create new signs ad infinitum. As J. P. Telotte 

explains, the" significance of this three-cornered relationship is that it accounts 

for the involvement of the human intellect and thus for the meaning which man 

derives from his use of symbols" (Tharpe, Art 68). Telotte recognizes that "Peirce 

placed the burden of meaning--of genuineness--not on external objects or 

actions, but on man himself as he interacts with those externals" (Tharpe, Art 69). 

Patrick Samway also acknowledges the "signs-in-the-mind" interpretative 

possibilities when he points out that JI for Percy, as for Peirce, signs are capable of 

helping us form new ideas and new habits as we move into the future" (Samway, 

Ketner xv). Percy builds on that tri-partite paradigm in his work. 

Peirce's triadic hypothesis provides an underpinning for Percy's fiction, 

especially by placing the responsibility of meaning clearly on the reader as 

interpreter. That "burden of meaning" resonates in Percy's narratives as the 

author demonstrates repeatedly that an individual can come to an understanding 

of self only JI through a transaction of signs with other selves," that is, by 

interpreting signs within a context ( Signposts 206). Language, for the novelist, 

provides the greatest number of opportunities for this interpretation of signs. 
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Samway points out that Percy "believed that a creative writer's task is to select 

names and words so accurately that they go beyond evoking a dramatic sense of 

probability to re-presenting the real" (Ketner xiv). This view reflects not only 

Percy's commitment to Scholastic realism but also his parallel rejection of 

nominalism. 

In The Message in the Bottle, Percy characterizes twentieth-century 

semiotics as being" divided into three levels or dimensions: syntactics, 

pragmatics, and semantics." He then explains that syntactics is "a formal science, 

having to do with the logico-grammatical structure of signs and with the 

formation and transformation rules of language" whereas "pragmatics is the 

natural science of organisms responding to signs in their environments-

psychiatry would be considered a branch of pragmatics." Finally, he clarifies 

that semantics, "which has to do with the relation of signs and their designata, is 

not a natural science of symbolic behavior, as one might have hoped." Rather, 

semantics is "a formal deductive discipline in which 'semantic rules' are 

proposed, designating the conditions under which the sign is applied to its object 

or designatum" (193). This delineation of meaning becomes important to Percy 

because he laments that "in semiotic, symbolic behavior is studied formally in 

syntactics and semantics, but is disqualified in the natural empirical science of 

pragmatics--or written off as a refinement of sign-response behavior" (MB 193). 
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That a natural empirical science of symbolic behavior does not exist today seems 

an embarrassing oversight to Percy. In response, he repeatedly calls for a 

scientific approach and declares that "it is as proper a subject for a natural 

science as a nuclear fission or sexual reproduction" (MB 194). In the absence of a 

scientific approach, post-modern science can only continue to function in a state 

of incoherence. 

In an effort to correct science's shortcomings, Percy steadfastly explains 

the value of semiotics in his critical works. Perhaps one of his most succinct 

explanations can be found in "The Fateful Rift: The San Andreas Fault in the 

Modern Mind," the essay that synthesizes his approach to semiotics. In this 

essay Percy argues that language is "undoubtedly the extraordinary natural 

phenomenon in all of biological behavior, if not in the entire cosmos, and yet the 

most commonplace of events, one that occurs every day under our noses." Percy 

proceeds to question what mankind is to make of "that apparently unique 

property of man" (Signposts 284). He wants to know its origin as well as its 

anatomical, physiological, and evolutionary terms. 

In a move to explore those questions, Percy analyzes different theories 

about human behavior (i.e., man's being) and different theories about speech 

(i.e., man's essence). For this discussion, he synthesizes the ideas of great 

thinkers, ranging from Descartes, "who split off mind from matter," to Peirce, 
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who "saw that the one way to get at it, the great modern rift between mind and 

matter, was the only place they intersect, language" (Signposts 279). After 

codifying each theory, Percy concludes that valid interpretations are best 

rendered by applying Peirce's theory of semiotics, a triadic experience that yields 

unlimited possibilities within unlimited interpretations in an eternal cycle of re

interpreting signs. For Peirce and Percy, semiotics surpasses the temporal and 

the finite and thus becomes a cosmic event, one that is consequently both 

mysterious and divine. 

To illustrate this cosmic realm, an examination of the physical realm of the 

triadic is necessary, so Percy explains what is meant by the triadic experience as 

well as what occurs in a dyadic experience, which, according to him, embraces all 

other actions in life. In an effective analogy, Percy differentiates between what 

Peirce tagged the '"two kinds of natural events in the world"' (Signposts 279). 

Behaviorists support the dyadic experience; they contend that all action, even 

language, follows the stimulus-response event. To demonstrate, Percy details 

the language experiments of Herbert Terrance who adopted a chimp with the 

expectations of teaching it language as one would teach a human infant. 

Terrance discovered that the chimp learned not language but rather behaviors, 

that is, that certain actions warrant certain rewards: for example, repeating the 

word banana earns the reward, bananas. 
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The results of the chimp experiment parallel Pavlov's conditioned-dog 

experiment. Action A interacts with Action B, which then interacts indefinitely 

with other actions, a familiar event in biological science, but a dyadic act 

nonetheless. The chimp was able to process information and subsequently to 

respond as a computer even though the chimp did not learn to make the 

connection between the object and the naming of the object. No comprehension 

of meaning took place. Percy explains that the chimp experiment validates the 

Peircean idea of" complexus of dyads," defined as a '"mutual action between 

two things"' (Signposts 279). 

To delineate the contrast between behavioralists' experiments, dyadic 

events, and the extraordinary experience of human language acquisition, Percy 

recounts that a normal human child acquiring language would make a linguistic 

connection; that is, he would name the object by putting together the word with 

the object. To illuminate, Percy frequently refers to an act that Peirce describes: a 

man points to a balloon that he and his son see; the father says, "Balloon"; the 

son repeats "Balloon." On the surface the child's speech act appears to be an 

assertion sentence of a noun-phrase plus a verb-phrase (i.e., That big red object is a 

balloon). In reality, however, the utterance is a naming sentence, a declaration 

that the round, red object is a balloon. For the child, a triangular connection 

evolves among the object (big red object), the sign (the word balloon), and 
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himself (the language user). This activity, which involves leaning, Peirce called a 

triadic event, and the 'luord he named symbol, "from the Greek symballein, to 

throw together" (Signposts 280). In Lost in the Cosmos Percy regards this 

triangular breakthrough to be" absolutely irreducible. Here indeed was nothing 

less ... than the ultimate and elemental unit not only of language but [also] of 

the very condition of the awakening of human intelligence and consciousness" 

(40). Man, as the only organism on earth able to make that triadic connection, is 

. . 
urnque among organisms. 

Percy's essay "Is a Theory of Man Possible?" takes that concept to its end 

possibility in his contemplation that "if man is indeed unique among the species 

in crossing the symbols threshold, and if Charles Peirce is right in saying we can 

study this unique phenomenon as a relationship between observable elements, 

then surely a good place to look for a minimal consensus view of man is as a 

languaged creature, not man the mind-body composite, but Homo symbolificus, 

man the symbol-mongerer" (Signposts 122). To differentiate further between 

symbol-using triadic humans and all other organisms (dyadic organisms), Percy 

emphasizes the theory that symbol-users" are no longer oriented solely 

pragmatically toward their environment but ontologically as its co-knowers and 

co-celebrants" (MB 114). Charles Bigger submits that "the naming act asserts of a 

being its beingness, revealing in the things its structure (logos) through the word 



(ethos)" ("Logos" 200). This power to name and to understand, that is, to 

participate in the speech act, and man's alienation combine to distinguish 

humanity from other organisms. 
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In The Message in the Bottle and in Lost in the Cosmos, Percy spotlights the 

story of Helen Keller's experience at the well and identifies it as a singular 

example of a triadic experience, what Percy names the Delta Factor, based on the 

Greek letter /1, signifying irreducibility. When Anne Sullivan spelled the word 

water in young Helen's hand and the girl made the connection between the word 

and the substance, she set forth on her journey through the human experience, 

by way of the triadic experience-the Delta Factor. 

Signifier (sig1ii.fi,.m.t) : 
\V-A-'l.'-E-R spdled in 
he.r frnnd hy lvt.is,'> Sullivan 

R 

Referent (s(e,1ii:fi/) : 
perceived !iquid Ho\1 ·ing 
ove-J: other h.ind 

Fig. 1. Semiotic Triad: Delta. Lost in the Cosmos: The Last Self-Help Book (New 

York: Farrar, 1983) 95. 

The language act allows her to transcend the animal behavior (the stimulus-

response behavior) in which she had been functioning. Ralph C. Wood identifies 
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the girl's naming as II the unique and mysterious act whereby we project into 

existence a world of spiritual meaning" (Comedy 151). Within her act of naming, 

Helen Keller moves from a dyadic being to a triadic being. On an intellectual 

level, Helen Keller's breakthrough repeats the intuitive semiotic speech act of all 

humans, an epiphany of the species. 

Percy declares in The Message in the Bottle that II if one had an inkling of 

what happened in the well-house in Alabama in the space of a few minutes, one 

would know more about the phenomenon of language and about man himself 

than is contained in all the works of behaviorists, linguists, and German 

philosophers" (36-37). Percy-the scientist, the physician, the language monger, 

the novelist-asserts in "The Fateful Rift: the San Andreas Fault in the Modern 

Mind," 11 By whatever name one chooses to call it-interpretant, interpreter, coupler, 

zuhatever-it, the third element, is not material" (Signposts 287). He argues that "it" 

is as real as cabbages, kings, or Buicks, but II it" is not material, nor can II it" be 

ignored as "such traditional notions as 'mind,' 'soul,' 'ideas" have been ignored" 

( Signposts 288). 

Not willing to ignore the question of what 
II 

it" is, Percy presents some 

answers by discussing how Peirce's triadic ideas 
II 

flow directly into the rather 

spectacular portrait of man by some well-known twentieth-century philosophers 

who came at the same subject" (Signposts 288). He cites Martin Heidegger, 
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Gabriel Marcel, and Martin Buber. One significant point that Percy makes about 

these different philosophers centers on their recognition that man has undergone 

a fall and can only redeem himself by becoming a "seeker and wayfarer" 

(Signposts 290). Percy maintains that the "modern scientist of man" would do 

well to create a new anthropology with Peirce's triadic model entwined with the 

ideas of the existentialists. The physician-novelist affirms that "with this new 

anthropology in hand, ... one might explore its openness to such Judeo

Christian notions as man falling prey to the worldliness of the world, and man as 

pilgrim seeking his salvation." This "new anthropology" would enable 

humanity's recognition of and movement toward transcendence; "but," as Percy 

concludes, "that's a different story" ( Signposts 291 ). 

Percy's novels offer that" different story," the discourse in which he 

engages the reader in the process of transcendence. Bigger understands the 

complexity and significance of that process: "If we begin with the absence of 

language and the attempts to explain it as a natural phenomenon, as an event in 

the world rather than as the transcendental condition of the possibility of both its 

own empirical reality and world, then we are more likely to catch language in its 

unique reality, which is transcendental" (48). By enlisting his reader in that 

dynamic process, Percy provides opportunities for re-cognition, that is, the 

ability to transcend mere biological existence and enter into the realm of the 



11 ontological" via signs and symbols. The ontological realm is a state of being 

wherein the existing entity has the capacity for conscious awareness of its own 

existence, that is, recognition of its unique possibility of spirituality. Of course, 

an awareness of death, of non-being, must be united with the recognition of the 

full limits of one's being. 
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Percy offers a personal subjective example of that awareness in The 

Message in the Bottle. In the midst of a series of questions that explore post

modern man's unhappiness when conditions suggest happiness and conversely 

happiness when conditions suggest the opposite, he asks a rather pensive one 

about his uncle Will: "Why is it the only time I ever saw my uncle happy during 

his entire life was the afternoon of December 7, 1941, when the Japanese bombed 

Pearl Harbor?" ( 4). Percy's question, pregnant with possibilities, seeks to 

understand why the author's uncle was aroused from the malaise of 

11 everydayness" when he heard about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Among multiple enigmatic reasons for his uncle's happiness, perhaps he, like all 

humans, could not appreciate life until he faced the possibility of death. 

Regardless, the writer's question signals his existentialist concerns, a central 

theme of Percy's, which reflect the impact that S0ren Kierkegaard's thinking had 

on Percy. 

Percy acknowledges his indebtedness to Kierkegaard many times 
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throughout his work. In an interview with John Carr, Percy refers to 

Kierkegaard as "the greatest philosopher of the modern age," the one who "saw 

it [what it is to be a human] most clearly" among all the other existential thinkers 

(Lawson and Kramer, Conversations 60). In another interview with Harriet Doar, 

Percy again lists Kierkegaard among the seven writers who "have meant [the] 

most to me": Feodor Dostoievski, S0ren Kierkegaard, St. Augustine, D. H. 

Lawrence, James Joyce, Gerard Manley Hopkins, a11d Gabriel Marcel (Lawson 

and Kramer, Conversations 5). Repeatedly, Percy quotes Kierkegaard to support 

major points he wishes to convey; however, Bradley Dewey points out that 

"Kierkegaard did not function for Percy as a mere supplier of phrases" (Lawson 

and Kramer, Conversations 115). Rather, Kierkegaard furnishes Percy with much 

of his fundamental view of man and with much of the larger discernible 

framework for the novels. Dewey explains the extent of Kierkegaard's influence 

on Percy: "Kierkegaard's ideas on the discovery and development of selfhood, 

on the stages along life's way, on the perplexities of the individual in mass 

culture--these turned out to be the fabric upon which Percy created his own 

unique designs" (Lawson and Kramer, Conversations 115). 

Describing his reading of Kierkegaard, Percy recounts a challenging effort 

consisting of "repeated attempts of reading and then frustration, leaving it alone 

and then corning back to it and reading it again." Percy continues his history of 
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studying Kierkegaard by drawing an analogy: "Kierkegaard is like growing up; 

it takes a long time, many years, a lot of hard work" (Lawson and Kramer, 

Conversations 107-08). His endeavors paid dividends because Percy clearly 

understands and embraces Kierkegaard's existentialist philosophy which 

identifies the central task in life for humans to be the acquisition of individual 

selfhood through personal choice and action, an acquisition that Percy entwines 

with the interpretation of signs and symbols through the triadic process. 

Equally important, Kierkegaard impacted Percy's religious conversion, a 

theological subset of philosophical existentialism for both Kierkegaard and 

Percy. Discussing Kierkegaard's essay "The Difference between a Genius and an 

Apostle" in a 1974 interview with Bradley R. Dewey, Percy validates 

Kierkegaard's significance of that influence: "If I had to single out one piece of 

writing which was more responsible than anything else for my becoming a 

Catholic, it would be that essay of Kierkegaard's" (Lawson and Kramer, 

Conversations 110). Perhaps the most telling Percyan statement about 

Kierkegaard's influence on him centers on Kierkegaard's essential quality of 

humanity: "What I discovered was that this was Kierkegaard's main subject of 

interest ... what it is to be a man, to live and to die, to be an individual" (Lawson 

and Kramer, Conversations 110). Percy steadfastly reiterates his concern with 

ontology by weaving it into the fabric of his work. The tapestry is rich with signs 
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that point readers toward their own existential understanding. Kierkegaard's 

passion for individual integrity and freedom makes him the first modern 

philosopher to come to terms with the scientific age's death-in-life existence that 

accelerated in the nineteenth century and continues to permeate and dominate 

the twentieth century as love-of-death. A precursor to this brand of modern 

existentialism, Kierkegaard recognized man's desire to conform to the masses 

rather than seek introspection that would initiate the search for self-discovery in 

order to establish the authentic self. Percy echoes that idea: "You have a man in 

a predicament and on the move in a real world of real things, a world which is a 

sacrament and a mystery; a pilgrim whose life is a searching and a finding" 

( Signposts 369). This Kierkegaardian idea dominates Percy's fiction. 

The world, especially the Western world, continues in its movement of 

becoming 1nore depersonalized, moving ever more to a death-like status than it 

was during Kierkegaard's lifetime. As the twentieth century draws to a close, 

the Judea-Christian values continue to erode, their old verities disappear, as the 

"me generation" spawns Generation X, which in turn becomes ever more 

isolating and untrusting within its collective mass, a tragically ironic oxymoron. 

Percy, reflecting Kierkegaard's ideology, explores this unconscious alienation. 

Like Henry David Thoreau, who in Walden questions "why is it that men give so 

poor an account of their day if they have not been slumbering," then professes "I 
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have never yet met a man who was quite awake," and ultimately concludes that 

"the mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation," Kierkegaard and Percy fear 

that post-modern man could sleep-walk in lock step to death, never having been 

awake, never having lived. Equally tragic, post-modern man embraces death as 

a way to escape his unconscious despair by nurturing a love-of-death ethos. In 

order to forestall such vacuity, this disregard for human life, mankind must be 

awakened from the malaise, and each individual must come alive--that is, 

become self-aware: self-conscious. Percy does not suggest a counter culture 

revolt, similar to what young people often embark upon as a way to oppose their 

parents' culture, as the way out of mental or spiritual alienation. In fact, he 

contends that type of counter culture rebellion simply replaces one type of 

communal existence with a different type. He proposes a more serious search for 

meaning, one that culminates in eliminating the" disease of abstraction," a term 

Percy uses frequently to indicate unconscious alienation (Lawson and Kramer 

Conversations 73). 

In Either/Or, his noteworthy volume written in 1843, Kierkegaard 

addresses two distinctly different ways that life can be lived: the" aesthetic" and 

the" ethical." By defining the aesthetic as the immediate life of the senses and as 

removed from reality, he lays the groundwork to prove that man is incapable of 

being satisfied by a life of the senses. The figure of Don Juan illustrates the 



individual who experiences the emptiness of a wholly aesthetic life but who 

clings to it because movement into consciousness would awaken him to the 

despair inherent within the human condition. Kierkegaard argues that 

mankind's pursuit of external enticements, like Don Juan's amorous quests, is a 

doomed effort to evade this inherent condition, a source of universal anxiety in 

post-modern man. Awareness of this anxiety stems from the recognition that 

humans, unlike animals, possess a spiritual component, a part of the infinite. 

Individuals may stay in the aesthetic stage throughout a lifetime as long 

as they can find ways to divert attention from despair. Jerome Taylor clarifies 

this view: "In order to escape the void that is experienced when one refuses 

relationship to one's own self, a person seeks the narcotic of forgetfulness by 

following the escape of the moment" (13). Percy labels these escapes rotations 

and repetitions. Edward Dupuy claims that the Kierkegaardian drama of 

Either/Or does not champion stasis or discontinuance of reality. Instead, 

Kierkegaard underscores his belief that the only way a person can move to 

selfhood from unconscious despair is "to confront his personal life . . . to a 

point of decision, to action" (Dupuy 26), which specifically, for Percy, involves 

engagement with the dynamic process of productive semiotics. Percy, in 

agreement with Kierkegaard, holds that the self can choose to move toward the 

angelic infinite or the self can stay in the finite (stasis) and live as a beast among 
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beasts. "To be between the finite and the infinite/ Dupuy suggests, "is the 

human condition of temporality, what the self already is" (31), not what it can be 

through the self-discovery achieved while engaged in the triadic process of 

interpreting the self. 

An awareness of stasis or the recognition of the inferiority of life in the 

aesthetic state is necessary before a person can begin movement toward the 

ethical state, the sphere that can be reached with an understanding of eternity's 

claims on mankind. The ethical state, however, is not abiding, primarily because 

of a human being's weakness for the aesthetic. Taylor further illustrates that 

Kierkegaard understood the cyclical nature of the human struggle: "when the 

ethical striving toward victory finally crumbles under foot, the individual must 

either fall into oblivion or make another leap" (6). Therefore, within the cycle of 

life, individuals can escape despair only by understanding the ethical, a process 

that mimics the triadic semiotic process. 

Like Kierkegaard, Percy uses an aesthetic medium of the written mode of 

communication to convey ideas about the ethical. Arriving at the same 

conclusion as Taylor, Dupuy suggests that these writers' works are "both' art' 

and 'act'; they point to the existential [ ethico-religious] by means of the aesthetic" 

(26). Using the art, Percy emphasizes the point that the aesthetic and the ethical 

are not separate; rather, they are actually bound together in each person: "When 
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a novelist writes of a man' coming to himself' through some such catalyst as 

catastrophe or ordeal, he may be offering obscure testimony to a gross disorder 

of consciousness and to the need of recovering oneself as neither angel nor 

organism but as a wayfaring creature somewhere between" (MB 113). For Percy, 

the II coming to himself" becomes an event in which a novelist moves a character 

from the static to the dynamic, from the aesthetic to the ethical, a progression 

that Kierkegaard would have argued is required before taking the first step of 

religious faith, the ultimate advancement in the process of Kierkegaardian 

existentialism and Percyan movement from spiritual alienation. 

Percy's protagonists are engaged in a journey of self-exploration and 

discovery. All four protagonists (Binx Bolling, Tom More, Will Barrett, and 

Lancelot Lamar) are introduced in the aesthetic stage, but each' s final 

breakthrough in the process of self-discovery happens involuntarily and appears 

to come as a gift beyond themselves. Taylor stresses that "the movement out of 

the deathly aesthetic mode to the ethico-religious is enabled by something 

beyond the protagonist's own will power. He must assent and make the inner 

movement, and in this act he is enabled" (8). In fact, both Kierkegaard and Percy 

accept the idea of a gift or a miracle as the essential element in the whole process 

of self-becoming. The belief in this epiphany of self-understanding by its very 

nature marks the movement of transcendence into the ethical and then the 
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religious. 

Percy addresses this revelatory manifestation in his somewhat sardonic 

self-interview, Questions They Never Asked Me. As the self-interview comes to a 

close, Percy comments on a portrait of him painted by artist Lyn Hill. 

Attempting to describe the enigmatic expression rendered by Hill, the writer 

responds to the hypothetical interviewer's rather banal pleas to "at least explicate 

the painting in Kierkegaardian terms." Percy acquiesces: "I see the painting [i.e. 

Hill's portrait of Percy] as depicting the very beginning of the Kierkegaardian 

stages of life-which can apply to an individual, a people, an age. It is the dawn 

of the aesthetic stage, the emergence of life from death, of light from darkness, 

the first utterance of words between people." He notes that "the desert is just 

beginning to flower and there is the possibility that they may be survivors after 

the catastrophe." Recognizing the self-assured look he continues, "He, 

somewhat sardonic and smart assed as usual, knows it but does not want to give 

away the secret too easily. So he keeps his own counsel, except for the faintest 

glimmer in his eye-of risibility, even hope-which says to the viewer: I doubt if 

you knozu what's going on, but then again you just might. Do you?" To that question 

the hypothetical interviewer succinctly responds, "No." (Signposts 423). In this 

mock dialogue, Percy compels the reader, if not the interviewer, to question the 

secret that causes that "glimmer" of" risibility" or "hope" and in the questioning 



to begin movement from stasis to participation and perhaps toward 

transcendence. 
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The writer, the object of the painting, knows the secret but" does not want 

to give it away too easily." The secret is consciousness, the awareness of one's 

awareness, the conscious knowledge that "I exist." Percy reminds his readers 

that"' conscious' means 'knowing with.' And 'knowing with' is not a state of 

affairs but a relation, or rather two relations, the relation of knowing and the 

relation of with" (Signposts 124). That state of knowledge can only come about 

through the triadic experience of language, the true "miracle" of mankind, that 

time when "the spark jumped, language was born, the brain flowered with 

words, and man became man" (MB 42). 

That triadic process for mankind was unprecedented in the cosmos, and 

thus, Percy suggests, the change caused a greater disparity among mankind and 

other species than what may exist "between the dyadic animal and the planet 

Saturn" (LC 96). When "man became man" through language, other new traits 

appeared. Logically, the use of language creates a social environment because of 

the" intersubjectivity" (that is, the state of shared understanding or 

misunderstanding) involved in the communication process. When a word, such 

as water in Helen Keller's case, can be understood to signal an object, then that 

word/ sign takes on meaning and thus allows for such extraordinary events as 
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understanding or misunderstanding, truth-telling or lying, depending upon the 

interpretations and the changes that occur with use, regardless how subtle. The 

two participants, the rhetor and audience (i.e., the encoder and decoder), are no 

longer related as organisms in a bond of dyadic interaction; instead they 

establish a relationship, one a namer and the other a hearer of a name, thus 

setting up the "I-Thou" intersubjectivity relationship conceived by Gabriel 

Marcel, the French philosopher to whom, Mary Deems Howland argues, Percy is 

closer "in temperament and conviction" than he is to any other existential 

philosopher (2). Percy's interview with Dewey substantiates Howland' s 

assessment. In that 1974 interview Percy discusses objections to Kierkegaardian 

existentialism: "Kierkegaard seemed to set up subjectivity as the only alternative 

[to Hegelian objectivity]. That has always bothered me, because I think he is 

falling into the trap of emotion, inwardness, and so forth" (Lawson and Kramer, 

Conversations 108). Howland argues that in Marcel, Percy "found a philosopher 

who mediates between Kierkegaardian subjectivity and Hegelian objectivity 

through the concept of intersubjectivity, which allows persons perceived as an 'I' 

and 'thou' to share and affirm the world" (3). Close examination of Percy's 

novels reveals his preoccupation with the concept of intersubjectivity. 

Signification for both Peirce and Percy is essentially and irreducibly a 

personal and individual triadic meaning relation; however, communication for 
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Percy also advances a social intersubjective relationship, which creates what he 

calls a "noncausal bond," an event formed by a "tetradic relationship" among the 

object, the sign ( or symbol), the speaker (Organism "I"), and the hearer 

(Organism "Thou") (LC 96-97). Thus, symbolization is essentially and 

irreducibly a tetradic relation of intersubjectivity. That relation is significant 

because the sign (for example, the word water) possesses only a quasi-identity, 

that is, an imperfect meaning that the speaker and the hearer have attributed to 

the object and have agreed to identify as "water" or" drink" or "liquid." An 

unspoken social agreement, this intentionally arbitrary relationship exemplifies 

ontologically the status of the speaker and the hearer/reader as 0 co-knowers and 

co-celebrants," with a natural and necessary result:" consciousness and 

intersubjectivity are seen to be inextricably related; they are in fact aspects of the 

same new orientation toward the world, the symbolic orientation" (MB 274). 

This point becomes very important in Percy's novels as his protagonists begin 

their journeys toward transcendence: they move from a state of unconscious 

despair-a private world-to a state of self-consciousness, a conscious world of 

intersubjectivity. 

In The Message in the Bottle Percy refers to Marcel to explain the 

significance of the intersubjectivity of language. Citing the philosopher's 

understanding of the communal nature of language as an "intersubjective 
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nexus," he explains that Marcel's term is a metaphysic of "we," which recognizes 

community, as opposed to a metaphysic of Descartes's "I think," which restricts 

and isolates the individual. Percy further develops that difference by 

expounding upon the idea that the subjective nexus cannot be asserted-it can 

only be acknowledged-and concludes with the bold statement, "I should readily 

agree that it is the mysterious root of language" (MB 271 ). That "mysterious root" of 

intersubjectivity reflects upon the consciousness of language by the "co-knowers 

and co-celebrants" which Percy believes "may not be construed as an 

interaction." Instead, intersubjectivity requires "a suitable phenomenology 

which takes due notice of its most characteristic property, a polarity of authentic

unauthenthicity" (MB 272). Significantly, for Percy, intersubjectivity relation 

substantiates the existential consciousness of mankind, a metaphysical event. 

In addition to the social property of co-knowing and co-celebrating within 

the tetradic relation of intersubjectivity, Percy points out that another unique 

property exists: "as soon as he [ symbol user] crosses the triadic threshold, he not 

only continues to exist in an environment but also has a 1.uorld. 11 That world, 

Percy explains, is "segmented and named by language" (LC 99), and it, the world 

of language, can sink to stasis if and when the language loses its meaning. 

Percy's deep concern over language's loss of meaning proves to be among the 

primary issues that drive his work. 
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In his essay "Why Are You a Catholic?" Percy, observing the status of 

language, particularly the language of faith, directly expresses his serious 

concern with the condition of language: "So decrepit and so abused is the 

language of the Judea-Christian religion that it takes an effort to salvage them, 

the very words, from the husks and barnacles of meaning which have encrusted 

them over the centuries .... One of the tasks of the saint is to renew language, 

to sing a new song" (Signposts 306). In true Percyan irony, he challenges the 

status quo and sets forth directions for reform: "The novelist, no saint, has a 

humbler task. He must use every ounce of skill, cunning humor, even irony, to 

deliver religion from the merely edifying" (Signposts 306). That same axiom is 

evident in the exceedingly complex rhetorical strategies Percy uses to" deliver" 

his fiction from the "merely" entertaining. 

Percy, who shares with Chekhov a "healthy contempt of didactic writing," 

delivers his language and message of religion from the "merely edifying" to the 

realm of spiritual and intellectual transcendence. His commitment to this 

deliverance emerges when he lists four reasons for his own conversion into the 

Catholic faith: "Roman, Arthurian, Semitic, and semiotic" (Signposts 313). 

Neither the Roman nor the Arthurian reasons bear on this study as they are 

grounded in his Southernism, but the Semitic and semiotic are essential because 

they are grounded in transcendence and language. He differentiates between the 
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Semitic and the semiotic by deconstructing their multi-layered and intertwined 

qualities: "Semitic? Semiotic? Jews and the science of signs? Yes, because in this 

age of the lost soul, lost in the desert of theory and consumption, nothing of 

significance remains but signs. And only two signs are of significance in a world 

where all theoretical cats are gray. One is oneself and the other is the Jews" 

(Signposts 314). With an observation that reflects his recurrent plot strategy, he 

explains why and how the pilgrim's journey begins, "But for the self that finds 

itself lost in the desert of theory and consumption, there is nothing to do but set 

out as a pilgrim in the desert in search of a sign." Calling that desert one of 

11 theory and consumption," Percy submits that II there remains only one sign, the 

Jews. By 'the Jews' I mean not only Israel, the exclusive people of God, but the 

worldwide ecclesia instituted by one of them, God-became-man Jew" (Signposts 

314), a history, a people, a man. For Percy, this single actual event, a Dynamic 

Interpretant, becomes the sign of man's redemption, his way out of alienation. 

For Percy, the Judeo-Christian account of alienation, "not as a peculiar evil 

of the twentieth-century, but as the enduring symptom of man's estrangement 

from God" (MB 23), couples with Peircean semiotics to become token, symbol, 

and sign for entering into the process of transcendence. This entwining creates 

new signs for Percy's interpreters. Not all interpreters approve of this sometimes 

esoteric mode. For example, William H. Poteat charges that Percy is 
II 

profoundly 
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confused" in his philosophy (Broughton 193). Nonetheless, Poteat praises 

Percy's model of juxtaposing "symbolmongering and feeling bad" by declaring 

that it reflects the "very radix of Percy's imagination, the source of this 

profoundest reflection, given by him an absolutely original form, shaping 

everything he has written." After labeling this juxtaposition" singular" and 

"valuable," Poteat concludes with high commendations for Percy: "For it is the 

very stone ignored by the zealous philosophical builders. And as a model upon 

which to devise a new theory of man capable of expressing his finite freedom, it 

is heuristically more fecund and closer to our concrete being than models based 

upon oppositions and juxtapositions," such as those advanced by Buber, Sartre, 

Marcel, or Heidegger (Broughton 217-18). Although somewhat begrudgingly, 

Poteat notes Percy's unique insight and appreciates Percy's juxtaposition of 

language and alienation, both conditions peculiar to humanity. 

By applying ideas found in Percy's non-fiction, this dissertation will 

explore Percy's last three novels in order to illuminate the writer's unique 

anthropology, which includes his triadic and tetradic paradigms, his analysis of 

post-modern man's alienation, and his signs of hope for transcendence. By 

interpreting selected and representative signs, this study will also illustrate the 

rhetorical strategies Percy uses to encode man's alienation, fragmentation, and 

estrangement from God-which Percy believes is inherent in the human 
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experience-and how he simultaneously extends a transcendent triangulation in 

his work (i.e., the journey from Homo loquens to Homo symbolificus to the status of 

Homo sapiens). In addition, it will demonstrate how Percy engages the reader, as 

interpreter, in the process of transcendence. Further, it will illustrate the 

principal rhetorical strategies Percy uses to scrape the "barnacles" off language 

and expose the signs of Judea-Christian thought, which for Percy equates to 

Catholic thought. This encoding reflects Percy's belief that all human 

communication compels intersubjectivity. Finally, this study will subsequently 

show how the reader-interpretant' s engagement in that process results in the 

framing of a personal and singular vade mecum. 



CHAPTER2 

SOUNDS OF SILENCE 

Although Walker Percy begins his philosophical essay "The Man on the 

Train" with the statement "There is no such thing, strictly speaking, as a 

literature of isolation," he clarifies this claim by distinguishing between the 

commuter who does not read about alienation and the one who does. Percy 

explains that the "nonreading commuter exists in true alienation, which is 

unspeakable; the reading commuter rejoices in the speakability of his alienation 

and in the new triple alliance of himself, the alienated character, and the author" 

(MB 83). Within his fiction, Percy, as novelist and prime mover, sets in motion 

the speakability of alienation for the other two participants in that triple alliance. 

By advancing characters that exist in alienation, the physician Percy sets forth the 

diagnosis which makes the unspeakable malady of alienation speakable and 

which provides for the possibility of transcendence from the malaise. 

Perhaps Percy drew on his own early life experiences for an 

understanding of isolation. The deaths of his parents within three years of each 

other probably taught the novelist-to-be much about isolation and alienation. 
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Confiding to Shelby Foote, Percy labels his father's death "something that could 

never be resolved" (Samway, Walker 56). His mother's death was equally 

significant in Percy's life. Calling the second parental death" the most definitive 

form of rejection, the rationale of which could never be fathomed," Samway 

notes that "the loss of his mother was the greatest unresolved event in Walker 

Percy's life, and [that loss] would manifest itself later in his fiction in ways that 

Walker himself might not even have suspected." To establish this relationship, 

Samway points to artist Lyn Hill who "sensed that the death of Walker's mother 

was the 'ultimate abandonment' that left Walker with a good deal of unresolved 

anger" (Walker 56). Any feeling of abandonment probably could provoke some 

sense of alienation. 

Percy's affliction with tuberculosis and the subsequent lengthy treatment 

for that illness at Trudeau Sanitarium in the Adirondack Mountains also 

imposed isolation. In many ways, Percy's tubercular experiences parallel the 

fictional experiences of Hans Castrop, Thomas Mann's protagonist in his 

bildungsroman The Magic Mountain. Serendipitously, the illness and its resulting 

and inescapable isolation provided insight for the fictional Castrop, who during 

his seven-year stay in a tuberculosis sanitarium in the mountains of Davos, 

Switzerland, gradually becomes aware of and absorbs the established political, 

cultural, and scientific ideas of twentieth-century Europe. Castrop expresses 
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such a discovery, one that permeates Percy's fiction: "Speech is civilization itself. 

The word, even the most contradictory word, preserves contact - it is silence 

which isolates" (Mann 727). From high on a mountain, like a prophet of wisdom, 

the suffering Castrop gives voice to the phatic force of language and the 

subsequent emotional effects that silence can have on humans. Albeit Percy's 

feet were planted firmly on lower ground than Castrop' s, Percy not only 

reverberates Castrop' s epiphany, but also he extends his perceptive 

understanding of silence and its consequent isolation to include spiritual 

isolation. 

As conscientious sign-using artist, Percy guides the reader through 

selected rhetorical strategies toward a personal recognition of and possible 

transcendence from the alienation of isolating silence. Equally important, Percy 

draws distinctions between static silence and dynamic silence. This discernment 

provides the reader opportunities for introspective cognition. This awareness 

becomes possible for readers if they participate in the dynamic rhetorical process 

of interpreting the signs within Percy's work, a participation that may allow 

them to experience" an aesthetic reversal of alienation" from the depths of 

modern malaise (MB 83). In this process, silent alienation can become sign, 

symbol, and progenitor, and the artist can become "rescuer and savior not 

merely to his fellow artists but [also] to his fellow sufferers" (LC 119). 
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Each of Percy's protagonists exists in varying degrees of static silent 

alienation although Lancelot Andrewes Lamar in Percy's fourth novel, Lancelot, 

reflects the greatest degree of alienation from God as exemplified by his 

language, including silence, and his interpretations of the signs prior to and 

following the apocalyptic climax of Belle Isle's destruction. Percy's use of the 

dramatic monologue, the structure of Lancelot, with Percival as Lance's near

silent interlocutor, underscores the implicit isolation and alienation of the 

speaker, the listener, and the reader, a different but critical kind of triangulation. 

In this triad, Percy again follows Peirce's view that "primal choice of the number 

three is manifest repeatedly in the orders of the world" (Corrington 125). As 

narrator, Lance presents within the dramatic monologue his interpretations of 

the possible signs that the listener and reader do not have direct access to; even 

so, both Percival and reader are dependent upon Lance as interpreter. Lance's 

subsequent interpretations become new signs for Percival and the reader. 

Through the dramatic monologue, Percy establishes the semiotic frame of the 

novel and presents a triadic mediation of signs, which allows for alternative 

interpretations for Lance, Percival, and the reader. Because of the number of 

possible layered interpretations, each participant has the opportunity to come to 

an understanding of self" through a transaction of signs with other selves," that 

is, by interpreting the signs within the context of the narrative (Signposts 206). 
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Again in Lancelot, as in his other novels, Percy illustrates his commitment 

to semiotics and to Charles Sanders Peirce who defines the term sign as 

"anything which is so determined by something else, called its Object, and so 

determines an effect upon a person" (Selected 404). Peirce proposes that the sign 

immediately determines the effect, that is, the Interpretant.5 Succinctly stated, a 

sign is a cause; the Interpretant, its effect. Peirce's nomenclature for Interpretant 

consists of an Immediate Interpretant, a Dynamic Interpretant, and the Final 

Interpretant. In a letter to Lady Welby6 written on March 14, 1904, Peirce 

explains the distinction between these three kinds of Interpretants: "The 

Immediate Interpretant is an abstraction, consisting in a Possibility [sic]. The 

Dynamic Interpretant is a single actual event. The Final Interpretant is that 

toward which the actual tends" (Selected 414). In an effort to clarify these 

distinctions, Peirce submits that the "Immediate Interpretant is implied in the 

fact that each sign must have its own peculiar Interpretability before it gets any 

s Because Peirce capitalizes these terms (Interpretant, Immediate 
Interpretant, Dynamic Interpretant, Final Interpretant, and Possibilities), this 
study will follow that standard when referring to Peirce's use of them. 

6 The correspondence between Peirce and Victoria Lady Welby began in 
May, 1903, when Lady Welby published What Is Meaning? After sending a copy 
to Peirce, she followed with a letter, in which she sought his criticism. He replied 
and reviewed the book in The Nation. The correspondence, thus begun, lasted 
until her death eight years later. This correspondence has proven valuable as it 
stimulated Peirce's concentration on semiotics in the last decade of his life. 
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Interpreter"; the "Dynamic Interpretant is that which is experienced in each act 

of Interpretation and is different in each from that of any other"; and the "Final 

Interpretant is the one Interpretative result to which every Interpreter is destined 

to come if the Sign is sufficiently considered" (Selected 414). Umberto Eco 

observes that Peirce "thought of the interpretant (which was another sign 

translating and explaining the first one, and so on ad infinitum) as a psychological 

event in the mind of a possible interpreter" (A Theory 15). In Percy's work, as in 

Peirce's, the interpretants are complex discourses which translate and 

inferentially develop the multiple possibilities of the signs. 

An examination of Lancelot reveals that one of the dominant signs within 

the novel is silence, a speech act that invites multiple interpretants and 

interpretations. When viewed within specific contexts, silence cannot be 

categorized as static; instead, silence acts either in a refusal to initiate or to 

respond to communication. The significance of silence as a rhetorical strategy for 

Percy can be found in a conversation he had with Herbert Mitgang. Although 

Percy acknowledges the debt he owes to Albert Camus's The Fall in the creation 

of Lancelot, he tells Mitgang that he sought a strategy that would enable him to 

convey 11 the failure of communication between people." Percy continues to 

explain that the rhetorical solution came as a thought: "Why not have the silence 

serve as a sort of dialogue?" (Lawson and Kramer Conversations 146). Although 
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Percy does not credit Kierkegaard with this use of silence in this interview, the 

careful reader recognizes that he might have been influenced by Kierkegaard's 

work Fear and Trembling. In this book, under the pseudonym Johannes de 

Silentio, Kierkegaard submits that II silence is the snare of the demon, and the 

more one keeps silent, the more terrifying the demon becomes; but silence is also 

the mutual understanding between the Deity and the individual" (97). Mark C. 

Taylor points out that Kierkegaard's Silentio grapples with silence in relationship 

to "the nature of language, the relationship between faith and reason, between 

faith and the demonic, between faith and ethics, between aesthetics and ethics, 

between inwardness and outwardness, between individuality and universality, 

between isolation and community" (Perkins 165). By advancing the novel 

Lancelot within the same construct of silence, Percy, adroit manipulator of signs, 

imparts multiple signs that lend themselves to multiple layers of interpretations. 

In "Lancelot by Walker Percy," Joyce Carol Oates, one interpreter, claims 

that "Percival is never allowed into the story, nor the past; he does not figure in 

the narrative at all" (31 ). Oates' confined interpretation regards Percival's silence 

during the confessional monologue as non-participative. In her interpretation, 

Oates falls short on two fronts. She fails to interpret silence as a sign, and she 

fails to interpret the possible implications of silence as a dynamic process. 

Consequently, she categorizes Percival's sustained silence as static, and she 



neglects to address Lance's silence. This limiting interpretation of Percy's signs 

illustrates possible misunderstanding of Percy's rhetorical strategies of silence, 

which in themselves require interpretation from readers. 
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George Steiner, on the other hand, in his seminal work Language and 

Silence, spotlights the importance of silence in communication. Steiner maintains 

oxymoronically that" silence is meaningful speech" (53), and he points out that 

language has its frontiers in light, music, and silence, all of which "give proof of a 

transcendent presence in the fabric of the world" (39). When those realities are 

united with two other salient points that Steiner makes-that humans are 

"possessed of and possessed by speech" and that "the classic and the Christian 

sense of the world strive to order reality within the governance of language" -

(13), it becomes clear why Percy's use of silence as a rhetorical strategy invites 

the participants (Percival and reader) to interpret inference and implication. 

Because silence is "meaningful speech" and language provides the means to 

"order reality," silence as sign, symbol, and progenitor in Lancelot serves as the 

dynamic transcendent force for Lancelot, Percival, and the reader. 

By structuring the narrative within the confessional framework, Percy 

provides for the possibility of ordering "reality within the governance of 

language" (Steiner 13). That ordering, which is dependent upon verbal and 

silent signs, cannot commence for Lance until he can identify and distinguish 
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those signs for himself, for Percival, and for the reader. The first step in that 

dynamic process requires the naming of the Objects, the process Percy stipulates 

as the Delta Factor. 

As mover for the participants, Percy has Lance begin the process of 

triangulation by acting as a namer. His act of naming initiates triangulation by 

causing the character and the reader to accept, perhaps even agree, on a sign 

which will inevitably have multiple interpretations. In this act, Lance differs 

from other namers (protagonists) in Percy's novels. Michael Pearson suggests 

that in Lancelot Percy II is no longer satisfied, it seems, with the reader's viewing 

genuine naming between two characters." Instead, Pearson contends, "Percy 

beckons the reader to enter the ordeal of naming" (" Art" 61). Whereas in Percy's 

earlier works, the reader is an outside observer of the naming process which 

occurs among the various characters; in Lancelot, Percy extends this process so 

that the reader participates actively in it. Because Percy views naming as a 

miracle of awareness, as in the parable of Garden of Eden and John's declaration 

that in the beginning was the word, that participation allows the reader to 

establish a direct connection to Percy's discourse and to add another possible 

dimension to this novel by facilitating an enhanced potential for the reader's 

transcendence. 
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The language that Lance uses to review the events at Belle Isle exemplifies 

the naming process, which Percy discusses in The Message in the Bottle. On the 

surface Lance's speech act appears to be an assertion of a noun-phrase plus a 

verb-phrase (i.e., That big red object is a balloon). In reality, his account is a naming 

process--a declaration that the narrative is, an activity identical to the child's 

naming the round red object "balloon." Like the child's triangular connection, in 

Lancelot independent and simultaneously interdependent triads evolve among 

the object (action), the sign (Lance's namings), and each of the language users 

(Percy, as novelist; Lance and Percival, as participants; and reader, as 

deconstructor). These multiple triads create the possibility of multi-layered 

triangulations. The child understands that "the word balloon is not a concrete 

thing but a general one, a law" (MB 43), and Percy's readers are extended the 

opportunity to participate in a parallel concept. Just as the child's particular 

balloon is a member of a class of inflated Objects - the world of balloonness 

opens for the child namer - each component of Lance's narrative is a member of 

a class of revelations for each member of the triad; subsequently, the world of 

revelations can open like a gateway for each. 

In Lancelot, Percy illustrates the potential for new worldness when he 

develops Lance musing over the dumbwaiter wall: "Children believe that a wall 

is a wall, that the word says what is and what is not, and that if there is 
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something else there the word doesn't say, reality itself is tricked and a new 

magic and unnamed world opens" (Lancelot 46). As an initiator of the triangular 

process, Lance assumes the role of namer for himself, Percival, and the reader as 

he relates the events that lead to his catalytic discovery and his subsequent quest 

as a result of that discovery, and in that role, Lance tricks reality and unveils the 

possibility for new and unnamed mythical worlds. 

When analyzing the significance of naming, Charles P. Bigger submits that 

"the naming event is both a call by Being and a violence against Being." Bigger 

explains that Percy adds a new dimension to Aquinas' concept of the mind and 

being. Percy's new dimension is what resonates "between words and things and 

between formal signs themselves [that] makes possible knowing and human 

community." To clarify that point Bigger submits that "in the resonance one 

grasps identities (the essence of the thing and the self of the other) through 

otherness." That is, according to Bigger, "the 'all understanding' that lies at the 

roots of the soul's power to transcend environment and to have world, to play at 

being God." Bigger concedes, "But that act is itself against that power whereby 

beings causally communicate with one another; it is a transcendence of persons 

to world so that we can apprehend the truth about the world." Ultimately, 

Bigger concludes that "these are the themes, born of despair, and nothing more 

noble and splendid has been born from the rag and bone shop of the human 
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heart and mind than Percy's response to this calling" ("Walker" 47). As namer, 

Lance struggles to "become" as he struggles against "being," a painful conflict of 

stasis and regimentation from which he has to escape before he can transcend his 

morose static condition. 

The pivotal example of this naming process occurs when Lance first sees 

his daughter Siobhan's application for camp: "I happened to look down at my 

desk and saw something" (Lancelot 19). This sentence identifies the Object (the 

"something" that Lance later identifies as Siobhan's bloodtype), and the 

triangular process begins among Lance (the language user), the sign (the letter 0) 

and the Object (Siobhan's bloodtype). This recognition sets in motion the 

dynamic process: it initializes the actual movement for Lance as he can "infer 

with at least as much certitude as the astronomer" the significance of the sign 

(Lancelot 21). When Lance later renames the letter O (labeling it Margot's 

infidelity), his interpretation initiates another triadic connection that reflects 

Percy's concept of II the relation between sign and object [ which] has been called 

an imputed, as opposed to a real, relation." Percy admits that" this imputed 

relation is ambiguous" (MB 199). By extending the triangulation process among 

Lance, Percival, and the reader, Percy allows for the possibility that Percival and 

the reader will share in Lance's '' imputed" naming processes; however, because 



each participant is dependent upon Lance's interpretations of the signs, the 

imputed relation in the semiotic process can be ambiguous and puzzling. 
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In the initial stage when Lance first sees the bloodtype, the effect of the 

sign on him can be classified as an Immediate Interpretant because at that point it 

is II an abstraction, consisting of a Possibility" (Peirce, Selected 414). Lance clearly · 

identifies the abstraction by exploring the possibility: 11 then it was that the worm 

of interest turned somewhere near the base of my spine" (Lancelot 29). Later, 

when Lance confirms that his interpretation of the sign is accurate, that he cannot 

be the child's father because his blood type is IV-AB and hers is 0, the 

Interpretant for the sign changes and becomes a Dynamic Interpretant. While 

Lance's seed of interest grows, he completes his gestation calculations, which 

give birth to the Final Interpretant of the sign to Lance: Margot has been 

unfaithful to him. Lance's movement toward and arrival at the Final 

Interpretant exemplifies the semiotic process elemental to the multiple acts of 

naming, a triadic process that results in a layering effect of inference, implication, 

and interpretation. 

Although Lance's naming process illustrates his ability to interpret signs, 

it, nonetheless, denies the bond between speaker and listener, a denial contrary 

to the act of symbolization and communication. Percy maintains that 
II 

the very 

act of symbolic formulation, whether it be language, logic, art, or even thinking, 
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is of its very nature a formulation for a someone else" (MB 200). Percy extends this 

concept to its Final Interpretant when he explains that "if there were only one 

person in the world, symbolization could not conceivably occur. . .. Every act 

of symbolization ... must occur either in the presence of a real you or an ideal 

you for whom the symbol is intended as meaningful" (MB 281 ). Percy 

demonstrates this compqnent of language by referring to Robinson Crusoe, who, 

"writing in his journal after twenty years on the island, is nevertheless 

performing a through-and-through social and intersubjective act" (MB 200). 

Percy further notes that even Samuel Pepys's journal, written in an idiosyncratic 

code, "was formulating experience and so setting it at a distance for a someone 

else-himself" (MB 200); Percy stipulates this communication relation between the 

speaker/writer and the audience intersubjectivity, which he believes "may not 

be construed as an interaction." He explains that intersubjectivity "requires 

instead a suitable phenomenology which takes due notice of its most 

characteristic property, a polarity of authenticity-unauthenticity." Recognizing 

that "a nomative terminology is unavoidable," Percy submits that "one must 

take account of the authentic I-Thou relation and the deteriorated I-It of Buber" 

(MB 200). 



Walter Ong argues that the audience, the Thou, even when known, is a 

fictional construct. Whether fictional, real, immediate, or distant, "the second 
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person is required as an element not merely in the genetic event of learning 

language but as the indispensable and enduring condition of all symbolic 

behavior" (MB 200). Thus, symbolization is essentially and irreducibly a tetradic 

relation of intersubjectivity. Percy illustrates the tetradic relation with the 

following paradigm: 

B 

A -----+-t---~ C 

Signifier 
(signifiant) 

D 

Referent 
(si7,nifie) 

Fig. 2. Intersubjective Tetradic Relation Paradigm, Lost in the Cosmos: The Last 

Self-Help Book. (New York: Farrar, 1983) 98. 

Percy clarifies the intersubjective relationship illustrated in the paradigm: 

"Relation AC -your [ act of] giving a name to a class of objects to make a sign, 

and my understanding or misunderstanding of such a naming" (LC 97). This 
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process, the author claims, 11 cannot be understood as a dyadic interaction" (LC 

97). Neither can the BD relation, an 11 intersubjective exchange of signs, be a 

dyadic interaction" (LC 97). Rather, these two II conjoined triadic events which 

always happen in any exchange of signs, whether in talk, looking at a painting, 

reading a novel, or listening to music," constitute an intersubjective relationship, 

allowing II such peculiar properties of triadic events as understanding, 

misunderstanding, truth telling, lying" (LC 97). This unspoken social agreement 

embodies an intentionally arbitrary relationship, thereby exemplifying 

ontologically the status of the speaker and the hearer as "co-knowers and co

celebrants" (MB 274). Percy's terms 11 co-knowers" and fl co-celebrants" serve as 

metaphors for the sacredness of communication. Just as participants in the 

Roman Catholic ritual of the Mass "know" and" celebrate" the Divinity, Percy 

accepts that intersubjective communication can unite the 'T' and "Thou" in a 

sacred bond of knowledge, an epistemological concept grounded in his Judeo

Christian belief that the Word is Divine. 

Although an intersubjective relation develops immediately between 

Percy, as an "I," and his reader, as a "Thou," Lance's naming process does not 

allow for what Percy labels an authentic intersubjective relation to develop 

between Lance and his confessor/ psychiatrist until the final four pages of the 

novel. Lance, the critic Bill Oliver notes, 11 jeopardizes the bond between speaker 
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and auditor by slighting the auditor" (12). Oliver also argues that Lance's 

"strategy is to restrict Percival, along with the reader, to his own narrow view" 

and that instead of Lance's "exploring with Percival his complicity in the events 

of the past, he tells a story which minimizes his own guilt and exaggerates his 

power and freedom" (12). Oliver critically assesses this behavior: "To such a 

man, the rules and conditions which symbolization and intersubjectivity impose 

on language threaten his personal autonomy/' and he concludes that "Lance is a 

romantic. Believing that he is his own sovereign, that his deliverance from the 

modern age depends on himself alone, that he must denounce God, society, 

other men, indeed, anyone or anything that would restrict his power and 

freedom, he looks upon language primarily as self-advertisement// (12-13). As 

interpreter, Oliver recognizes the sign and symbol of Lance's naming and 

understands that Lance's naming, though dynamic for the reader, has yet to 

move Lance into authentic intersubjectivity, that second important component of 

language. 

Lance's lack of intersubjectivity is analogous to his isolation in that his 

naming sign can be interpreted as a verbal form of static silence ( as opposed to 

Percival's dynamic silence) as it can provoke the same interpretants. His 

confession denies authentic contrition and delays authentic intersubjective 

communication between the narrator and the confessor. Antithetically, this same 



confession, replete with possibilities of limitless intersubjective connections 

between Percy and his reader, endows Percy's 11 fellow sufferers" with limitless 

opportunities for transcendence. 
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Movement toward transcendence is not possible for Lance until he moves 

from naming to intersubjectivity. Still, the language of silent alienation shrouds 

Lance until the final four pages of the novel. When recounting the events which 

lead to his confinement in the "Center for Aberrant Behavior," Lance offers a 

defense for that silence: "You're the first person I've wanted to see. I've refused 

all psychiatrists, ministers, priests, group therapy, and whatnot. After all, what 

is there to talk about? I've nothing to say and am certainly not interested in what 

they say" (Lancelot 5). This statement, which conveys undertones of nihilism, 

serves to exonerate Lance's silent behavior and to absolve him from the 

requirements of intersubjectivity. Additionally, Lance's use of the word see, as 

opposed to the idiom speak with, introduces visual imagery. Ironically, Lance's 

language reflects and belies his attitude about Percival. He needs Percival's 

physical presence (to see him), yet he considers Percival to be a sounding board 

that serves to echo him, thereby setting up a resonance rather than a conversant 

dynamic. 

Although this perception of Percival as sounding board repeats in the 

narrative, a final example illustrates the characteristic: "I think I see now what I 
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am doing. I am reliving with you my quest. That's the only way I can bear to 

think about it. Something went wrong. If you listen I think I can figure out what 

it was" (Lancelot 137). While the argument could be made that Lance seeks 

Becoming through his narrative of reliving the quest, the last sentence in this 

commentary contradicts that conclusion and reflects his hybris. Lance, a post

modern Gnostic, believes that he alone has the power to II figure it out." He seeks 

neither intersubjective communication with Percival, nor Percival's help to 

resolve the dilemma; rather he seeks a detached audience for his naming. 

Although Lance can name the quest for the Unholy Grail as II something [that] 

went wrong," he fails to understand that neither the quest nor the naming of it 

will" serve God" (Lancelot 138). Conversely and concurrently, Lance's naming 

advances the possibility of a new world of understanding for the reader. That 

possibility exists because Percy provides the reader, through Lance, with signs 

that can trigger an intersubjective understanding with the text and, by extension, 

the novelist. 

To Percy, who repeatedly entwines language with knowledge and 

knowledge with God, Lance's resistance of intersubjectivity cloaks him from 

God. In The Message in the Bottle, Percy argues that when symbolic 

transformation can be viewed as a means of knowing rather than as an end," it 

will be [transformed into] knowledge, not in the sense of possessing "facts' but in 
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the Thomist and existential sense of identification of the knower with the object 

known" (MB 297). Of course, the "object known" can exist in secular and 

spiritual worlds. A rhetorical question that Percy puts forth demonstrates that 

interpretation: "Is it not possible that this startling semantic insight, that by the 

word I have the thing, fix it, and rescue it from the flux of Becoming around me, 

might not confirm and illuminate the mysterious Thomist notion of the interior 

word, of knowing something by becoming something?" (MB 297). Lance's silent 

isolation holds him from symbolic transformation and prevents him from 

Knowing and Becoming. In addition, because the Thomist doctrine also defines 

evil as the" absence of essence," Lance's stasis in silence signifies his complete 

rejection of God, his complete commitment to evil. 

Percy makes that distinction clear many times in Lance's narrative. One 

such sign Percy offers the reader occurs when Lance mutters, "Some years ago I 

discovered that I had nothing to say to anybody nor anybody to me, that is, 

anything worth listening to. There is nothing left to say" (Lancelot 85). Not only 

does this statement inform Lance's refusal to be the "I" in intersubjective 

communication, but it also reveals his refusal to be a "Thou," both of which 

signify a rejection of secular and spiritual discourse. The subtext also suggests 

his withdrawal into silent isolation as a deliberate choice of free will. And 

finally, inasmuch as he makes this declaration to Father John, the priest-



psychiatrist, Lance flaunts his refusal to grant an "I" or "Thou" relation even to 

God. The ultimate consequence, and Final Interpretant, of this disdain for 

Knowing can culminate only in disdain for God. 
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Lance paradoxically names Percival's silence several times during the 

course of the narrative: he tells him that "your silence is the only conversation I 

can listen to" (Lancelot 85) and that he is "simply listening, looking at me and 

saying nothing" (Lancelot 107). By repeatedly emphasizing Percival's silence, 

Lance seeks to draw a correlation between himself and Percival, to show "a 

certain kinship of spirit" (Lancelot 5). Lance's interpretation of Percival's 

multidimensional silence as sign proposes that Percival might have chosen the 

language of silence for the same reasons he has. Lance's focused interpretation 

does not allow for others; nonetheless, other interpretations do exist. Silence for 

Percival, as a priest, might be a sign of the holy man who withdraws from 

worldly speech in order to meditate with God. That silence, which stands in 

sharp contrast with Lance's idea of silence, stimulates intersubjectivity. The 

validity of such a contrast can be proved by Lance's own charge: "I understand 

you took a religious name when you became a priest: John, a good name. But is 

it John the Evangelist who loved so much or John the Baptist, a loner out in the 

wilderness?" (Lancelot 10). Of other possible interpretations for the sign which 

the name John suggests to Lance, the two saints that he names both experienced 
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extended periods of silent introspective isolation: John the Evangelist on the 

island of Patmos and John the Baptist in the desert. These self-imposed periods 

of silence, unlike Lance's silent withdrawal, were undertaken for 

intersubjectivity with and not for isolation from God through silence. The saints 

sought insight and understanding, precursors to knowledge. 

In a letter to Caroline Gordon, Percy addresses the significance of silence 

as sign for faith in and knowledge of God. Percy writes that God's "name is used 

in vain so often that there remains only one way to speak of him: in silence." He 

continues to explain that "perhaps the craft of the religious novelist nowadays 

consists mainly in learning how to shout in silence" (Tolson, Pilgrim 301). Tolson 

acknowledges that "Percy's declaration of his intentions [to Gordon] is more 

than a literary statement. It suggests an almost hieratic ambition to preach the 

word, to spread the Good News" (Pilgrim 301). By developing Percival (his 

priest-psychiatrist) as a silent listener, Percy shouts his message of Good News in 

a silence that can be dynamic for the reader, if not for Lance. 

As long as Lance interprets silence as static, he remains static; 

paradoxically, if the reader interprets silence as dynamic, the reader can begin 

the movement toward Becoming. One such reader, Linda Whitney Hobson, 

underscores the dynamic significance of Percival's silence by describing it as 

"eloquent" and "forceful" (105). Contrary to Percival's communicative silence, 
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Lance's noncommunicative ramblings seek to make Percival a mirror image of 

his own silence, that of dark alienation: "No, what first struck me about you was 

that you' re the only person around here who doesn't want to talk. That and an 

abstracted look in which I recognize a certain kinship of spirit" (Lancelot 5). If 

Lance can equate Percival's silence with his own isolation, he can find a corridor 

to the outside world, an exigency of escape from his own isolation. That 

disposition becomes more evident when Lance names his predicament as being 

"in the dark" and names Percival as "like seeing myself" (Lancelot 5). Within this 

passage, Lance claims an understanding of self "through a transaction of signs 

with other selves" or by interpreting signs within a context that he creates 

(Signposts 206). His ramblings, for the reader, become signs of Lance's 

willingness to find that corridor to the outside world. 

Lance bases his interpretation of Percival as sign on a scene which Lance 

earlier witnesses from his "little view." Lance observes Percival shake his head 

and move on after one of the women whitewashing the tombstones on All Souls' 

Day apparently speaks to him. Lance interprets what he sees as a dual action. 

Lance names the woman's action to be a request for "a prayer for the dead." He 

names Precival's action to be a refusal: "you turned her down" (Lancelot 11). By 

applying subjective context to an unknown, as he is only able to speculate about 

the actual exchange between the woman and Percival, Lance presumes to 
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interpret Percival's physical sign as a spiritual sign of alienation: "So something 

went wrong with you[,] too" (Lancelot 11). Lance's interpretation illustrates that 

he is again guilty of making external that which is inviolably internal, his own 

isolation. 

Although Lance spends the totality of Percival's first visit to his cell 

justifying his own silence, during Percival's second visit Lance confesses that he 

"was not quite honest" during their first visit. He goes on to say that he had 

recognized Percival, but he does not "like to remember" (Lancelot 9). In this 

admission Lance recognizes the possibility of other meanings to his own 

language, yet he tries to defend his behavior during his first encounter with 

Percival. He claims that he "hardly knew what to say" to Percival inasmuch as 

he has "already said everything" during their twenty-year relationship (Lancelot 

9) . This confession signifies several possible interpretations. It could suggest 

that Lance believes he has exhausted all communication within himself; thus, he 

feels trapped in a verbal barrenness. Additionally, it could corroborate Lance's 

lack of faith in language as a tool for knowing. It might even ignore Percival as a 

"thou," which signals Lance's inability to participate in an authentic 

intersubjective relationship. Among other possible interpretations, the open

minded reader will probably consider a spectrum that begins with denial, 

includes deception and reflection, and ends with acceptance. 



Grammatically and existentially, Lance's pejorative interpretation of 

silence as barren stasis hinders his transcendence. For the reader, on the other 
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hand, the same signs of silence are open to interpretation as void, rather than 

barrenness, as such, a void that duplicates and signifies Lance's current spiritual 

void. The sign void signifies possible affirmation for transcendence. This 

interpretation is based on the Greek Leucippus' s perspective, which Aristotle 

explains. In On Generation and Corruption, Aristotle quotes Leucippus: '"there 

could be no motion without a void.' The result is a theory which he [Leucippus] 

states as follows: 'The void is a not-being, and no part of what is is a not-being; for 

what is in the strict sense of the term is an absolute plenum"' (Russell 68). As 

such, a void allows for being because it is not full. In this context, Lance's silence 

can be interpreted as a void, which affords his Becoming. 

Lance's lack of faith in language later becomes evident when, reflecting 

Percy's oft-repeated idea that "words have become as worn as poker chips" 

(Lawson and Kramer, Conversations 140), Lance laments, "To make conversation in 

the old tongue, the worn-out language. It can't be done" (Lancelot 85). This 

lamentation is exemplary, ironic, and paradoxical because it mirrors the actions 

of a hollow man7 who espouses silence and rejects intersubjectivity, presents 

7The expression "hollow man" is used consciously in this study as it 
signifies the twentieth-century metaphor for the void that prevails in such works 
as T. S. Eliot's "The Hollow Men" and Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. 



Percy's philosophy about the condition of language, and tests the limits of 

language theologically. 
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Lance is a metaphoric sign for a decadent society unwilling or unable to 

interpret the signs. Even his name signifies "the dried voices" (Eliot 56) of a 

hollow man. Lancelot Andrewes Lamar was named by his father for Lancelot 

Andrewes, the same Anglican divine whom T. S. Eliot admired and who, as John 

F. Desmond points out," exerted profound influence on his [Eliot's] poetry," 

especially on "Gerontion" (At the Crossroads 33). Eliot writes in "Gerontion," 

Signs are taken for wonders, "We would see a sign!" 

The Word within a word, unable to speak a word, 

Swaddled with darkness. (Eliot 21) 

Although Lance" sees" the signs, they become "words within a word," and he is 

"unable to speak a word." Because he cannot communicate with words, Lance 

ironically becomes a namer of signs and simultaneously a rejecter of signs. For 

Lance, like Eliot's hollow man, the words "swaddled in darkness" (Eliot 21) are 

"quiet and meaningless / As wind in dry grass" (Eliot 56). The words do not 

signify. 

Ironically and antithetically, Lancelot Andrewes Lamar's name couples 

with Eliot's metaphors to become new sign, thus new metaphor. Percy reminds 

his readers in "Metaphor as Mistake" that contrary to what Shelley said about 



poetry pointing out the unapprehended relations of things, "Wouldn't it be 

closer to the case to say that poetry validates that which has already been 

privately apprehended but has gone unformulated for both of us?" (MB 72). In 

this context, Percy sets forth to formulate what has already been apprehended. 

Lance's name represents the essence of truth Percy addresses: "I cannot know 
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anything at all unless I symbolize it" (MB 72). Percy symbolizes Lance so that his 

readers will know the "metaphoric truth," and Percy accomplishes what he 

perceives the poet's task to be, "to name unmistakably and yet to name by such a 

gentle analogy that the thing beheld by both of us may be truly formulated for 

what it is" (MB 73). By naming Lance for the Anglican divine, Percy creates the 

perfect metaphor, the perfect spokesman. 

While it may seem tantalizingly problematic that Percy would have this 

abstracteds protagonist elucidate such important ideas, an examination of Percy's 

essay "Why Are You a Catholic" offers additional insight into this rhetorical 

strategy. After calling novelists" a devious lot" whose II stock-in-trade is 

indirection~ if not guile," Percy admits that novelists tend to attack the reader 

from II the blind side, the better to get at them." He explains how novelists 

s As Richard Todd points out, abstraction, one of Percy's favorite words to 
name alienation, means to Percy II the dissociation of thought from feeling, of 
body from soul, the false shelter that keeps out discomfort but into which despair 

creeps like a chill" (114). 
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present their views: "If anybody says anything straight out, it is apt to be one of 

their characters, a character, moreover, for which they have not much use" 

(Signposts 304). Percy also points out in an interview with Charles T. Bunting 

that the "so-called Catholic or Christian novelist nowadays has to be very 

indirect, if not downright deceitful. So, he has to do what Joyce did: he has to 

practice his art in cunning and in secrecy and achieve his objective by indirect 

methods" (Lawson and Kramer Conversations 41). Hence, in Lancelot Percy's 

abstracted protagonist becomes the indirect but perfect spokesman for the 

novelist's ideas, and in that role Lance repeatedly names the signs that signify 

language's exigency and society's disorder. 

In one naming tirade, Lance interprets signs of society's disease: 

Washington, the country, is down the drain. Everyone knows it. 

The people have lost it to the politicians, bureaucrats, drunk 

Congressmen, lying Presidents, White House preachers, CI.A., 

F.B.I., Mafia, Pentagon, pornographers, muggers, buggers, bribers, 

bribe takers, rich crooked cowboys, sclerotic Southerners, rich 

crooked Yankees, dirty books, dirty movies, dirty plays, dirty talk 

shows, dirty soap operas, fags, lesbians, abortionists, Jesus 

shouters, anti-Jesus shouters, dying cities, dying schools, courses in 

how to fuck for schoolchildren. (Lancelot 220) 
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Although here Percy's implicit indictment, through Lance's voice, seems to 

suggest that society's state is hopeless, in reality it does not preclude hope. 

Rather, Percy offers hope for redemption by having Lance name the 

predicament: "before life can be affirmed for the novelist or his readers, death-in

life must be named" ( Signposts 153). Lance's naming of society's disease serves 

as Percy's diagnosis of the malaise but not Percy's prognosis. Advancing an 

assessment that supports this interpretation, Robert Brinkmeyer reasons that 

Percy hopes "the violent insults and shocks of the novel will have a purgative 

effect, so that these readers will be propelled out of their locked-in confines of 

'everydayness"' ("Percy's Bludgeon" 85). Lance's naming, in effect, allows for 

that possibility in that it affirms life for the reader by making movement possible 

from the aesthetic condition of" death-in-life" toward its dynamic possibilities, 

among them, an ethico/ religious state. 

Elaborating on the novelist's role in presenting the possibilities for that 

transcendence, Percy connects the human predicament with language: 

"depending on the conviction of the writer, the signs may be found to be 

ambiguous or meaningless-or perhaps a faint message comes through, a 

tapping on the wall heard and replied to" (Signposts 217). Percy, the deliberate 

sign-using novelist, not only uses Lance's naming of the predicament to make the 

reader aware of the ''possibility of a search for signs and meanings," but he also 
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meets his own criterion: "For the challenge now is nothing less than the 

exploration of a new world and the re-creation or rediscovery of language and 

meanings" (Signposts 218). To that end., Lancelot functions as an instrument of 

exploration and discovery for the reader, and within this context, the limitation 

of Lance's language actually serves as a potential catalyst for the reader's 

linguistic rebirth. "Language is an extremely mysterious phenomenon," submits 

Percy, and when" one scratches the surface of the familiar and comes face to face 

with the nature of language, one finds himself face to face with the nature of 

man" (MB 150). Lance's role as sign namer and sign rejecter provides the reader 

the opportunity to come "face to face with the nature of man," namely 

himself/herself, and thus to knmu and become, an existentialist concept. 

Before a linguistic rebirth can take place for Lance, either the "husks and 

barnacles" must be scraped from the "worn-out language" or a pregnancy of 

new language must fill his void. Because Lance has given up on the old 

language, he seeks to propagate new language, subsequently a new world, 

through Anna, the young, raped victim who occupies the cell next to his. Like 

Lance, Anna exists in a silent world. "She won't speak to anybody," muses 

Lance, ''like me she prefers the solitude of her cell" (Lancelot 12). Metaphorically, 

Lance and Anna represent the alienation inherent in the human condition. As 

Percy's coexisting, albeit dichotomous, signs for despair and hope, they can be 
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likened to "two prisoners who find themselves in adjoining cells as a 

consequence of some vague Kafka-like offense. Communication is possible by 

tapping against the intervening wall" (Signposts 217). Percy acknowledges that 

these wall tappings constitute "quasi-conversations or nonconversation," but 

because the potential exists for "re-creation or rediscovery of language and 

meanings," he affirms that he would "rather be a prisoner in a cell tapping 

messages to a fellow prisoner in the twentieth century than be a guest at Anna 

Pavlovna' s reception in Moscow in 1805" (Signposts 218). This commentary 

accentuates Percy's hope for a cultural awakening to authentic communication, a 

precursor to transcendence. Percy imparts that hope through Lance's attempt to 

establish communication with Anna, however rudimentary. 

When Lance comments upon his effort to "communicate by tapping on 

the wall," he not only engages in a naming act, but he also makes an 

extraordinary claim: "It is strange. Her defilement restores her to a kind of 

innocence" (Lancelot 12). By naming Anna's rape restoration of innocence, Lance 

interprets the act to be a metaphoric apotheosis, which exalts Anna to divine 

status, creating for the reader the symbolic potential for a virginal rebirth of 

language and allowing for spiritual transcendence. Worrying that their tenuous 

tapping connection II might have been an accident," he nonetheless hopes that 

11 on the other hand, it could have been true communication" (Lancelot 12). 
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Lance's hope for a language that provides II true communication" with Anna 

contrasts sharply with the reality he experiences earlier, his inability to articulate 

his feelings after he cuts Jacoby's throat. 9 He attempts to name what he does not 

feel: "what I remember better than the cutting was the sense I had of casting 

about for an appropriate feeling to match the deed. Weren't we raised to believe 

that' great deeds' were performed with great feelings-anger, joy, revenge, and 

so on? I remember casting about for the feeling and not finding one" (Lancelot 

242). Ironically, what Lance does not feel signifies that which he cannot name, a 

sign that he cannot communicate even with himself. In this case, what Lance 

experiences is what Steiner suggests occurs in art: "what is felt may occur at 

some level anterior to language or outside it" (Steiner 22). In his essay "Toward 

Home: Place, Language, and Death in The Last Gentleman," Richard Pindell 

proposes that II to name something is to claim sovereignty over it and to be 

unable to name is to fail to establish sovereignty" (Broughton 53). Tragically for 

Lance, he cannot gain sovereignty; moreover, because "that which is wholly 

outside of language is outside of life" (Steiner 29), Lance's action, his lack of 

feelings about those actions, and his subsequent feelings of 
II 

cold" exemplify and 

signify a meleficent case of death-in-life. 

9 Percy's name for the "beast" that cuckolds Lance certainly works as a 
powerfully ironic intertextual sign in that during the Jacobean period beheading 

was fairly common. 
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Lance's inarticulate state when he cuts Jacoby's throat epitomizes Percy's 

idea of alienated man in despair, a man shrouded from God. Inversely, Lance's 

persistent tappings to Anna signify a man who seeks passage out of isolation. "I 

must communicate with her," asserts Lance, and to that end he attempts multiple 

codes of tapping (Lancelot 35). In "the simplest codes of all: One knock=A, 

two= B, and so on," Lance sends his first question to Anna: "Who are you?" 

(Lancelot 34-35). Unlike his ramblings to Father John, this rudimentary effort 

betokens Lance's desire for systematic communication. To become an "I," he 

seeks a "Thou" who can understand him by interpreting his language. 

Lance's concern over whether Anna's solitary response tappings are 

"communication or imitation" validates that interpretation as does the dream 

Lance recalls. The Dream State begins in a room of "perfect quiet" where Lance 

is" strangely immobilized," yet he senses a woman's presence elsewhere in the 

house (Lancelot 36). The dual signs of silence and constraint symbolize and 

signify Lance's alienation, and the woman, his hope from that silent stasis. As 

Lance's dream continues, he and the woman move outside to eat in silence 

(Lancelot 37). Silence in the second scene provokes a different interpretant, one of 

dynamic possibilities. Although he and the "New Woman" never speak, Lance 

explains they "know" that they are "making a new life, starting from scratch" 

(Lancelot 37). Lance's dream names his desire to leave the static silence, which 



immobilizes, and progress to the dynamic silence - the silence of void - which 

allows for the possibility of a new language, a new world. 
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In the old world, Lance suffers an" ever so gradual slipping away" of his 

life "into a dream state" in which he" could not be sure that anything was 

happening at all" (Lancelot 57). His awakening reflects the Kierkegaardian idea 

that man must first know he exists in an aesthetic state before he can begin 

movement toward the ethical state. Conscious acknowledgment of his condition 

will initiate his movement from a state of existence to the ethical state of being. 

After naming himself and the "New Woman" survivors of the "catastrophe and 

the death of old worlds," Lance gives one knock on the wall to Anna, signifying 

his desire to explore a new world by re-creating or rediscovering language and 

meanings. However, Lance's singular attempt goes unanswered, and again he 

falls victim to despair: ''I'm surer of the catastrophe than I am of her survival" 

(Lancelot 37). As complementary and dichotomous sign, Anna's silence 

communicates her role as progenitor of Lance's transcendence. Acknowledging 

Anna's significant role in that movement, Gary M. Cuiba submits that she "may 

in the end show the apocalyptic linguist that she [Anna] is truly the first word 

she speaks in the novel" (7). The first word that Anna verbalizes is her name, 

which, as Cuiba points out, "means grace" (7). As the "New Woman" of Lance's 

dream, Anna functions as the catalyst for Lance's movement toward God. 
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Percy explains that "it is only by a movement, 'transcendence,' toward 

God that these characters, Binx et al., become themselves, not abstracted 

scientists but fully incarnate beings in the world." Continuing, Percy connects 

this idea to Kierkegaard, who "put it more succinctly: the self becomes itself only 

when it becomes itself transparently before God" (Signposts 388). As sign, Anna 

signifies the grace Lance must gain before he can become transparent before 

God. Like the metaphoric Robinson Crusoe castaway who finds himself in a new 

and unknown world, Lance perceives that intersubjective communication with 

Anna would move him from the old-world of living-dead, static silence into a 

new world of dynamic movement. 

Yet, in an excellent example of failed intersubjective communication, 

Lance mistakenly names Anna's rape as the "ultimate indignity, the worst 

violation a woman can suffer" (Lancelot 251). Lance's naming of rape as such 

receives an antithetical reaction from Anna, not what Lance expected: "to my 

astonishment, I mortally wounded her" (Lancelot 251). The ambiguity of the sign 

rape exemplifies the multi-layered interpretations of all signs. Signifying the 

rape as significant to Anna's selfhood, Lance assigns power to the act, a power 

that Anna rejects: '" Are you suggesting .. . that I, myself, me, my person, can be 

violated by a man? You goddamn men. Don't you know that there are more 

important things in this world? Next you'll be telling me that despite myself I 
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liked it"' (Lancelot 251). Anna's reaction echoes St. Augustine's thesis about rape 

in The City of God: "I affirm, therefore, that in case of violent rape and of an 

unshaken intention not to yield unchaste consent, the crime is attributable only 

to the ravisher and not at all to the ravished." Augustine continues, "To my 

cogent argument to this effect, some may venture to take exception. Against 

these I maintain the truth that not only the souls of Christian women who have 

been forcibly violated during their captivity, but also their bodies, remain holy" 

(53). Anna knows that chastity, as a virtue of the mind, cannot be lost by rape of 

the body. 

After acknowledging that ''there is something to what she says," Lance 

still laments that Anna has not discovered the great secret of the "old life," that 

is, the "ignominious joy of rape and being raped" (Lancelot 252). Percy's use of 

the oxymoron in Lance's assessment signifies multiple interpretations; one 

possible interpretation connects the rape of Anna to the rape of Lucretia, who 

commits suicide as a result of her rape, a rape that Augustine names adultery 

because of the subsequent suicide. Augustine contends that if Lucretia did not 

secretly acquiesce to the sex act, she would have no need to commit suicide as 

the word rape betokens one guilty and one innocent. Lucretia's suicide suggests 

her shame, which signifies secret acquiescence, not lost virtue. Lance's concern 

that Anna does not know the "ignominious joy of rape and being raped" 
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signifies his remorse that Anna did not acquiesce to the rape, and as such did not 

and does not acquiesce to the II old world," a world of isolation from God. 

Ironically, while Lance overtly seeks intersubjective communication with Anna, 

he fails to understand the significance of that communication, a divine act for 

Percy. 

After being declared sane, Lance prepares to leave his cell. Although he 

thanks Percival for "listening" to him, he quickly declares to the priest

psychiatrist that II no, no confession forthcoming, Father, as you well know. But 

there is one thing ... There is a coldness ... You know the feeling of numbness 

and coldness, no, not a feeling, but a lack of feeling, that I spoke of during the 

events at Belle Isle?,,, (Lancelot 253). This final refusal to confess, which signifies 

pride, reflects Lance's immediate desire to remain in silent isolation. For the 

Catholic Percy, confession symbolizes a seeking of self. As St. Augustine relates 

in his Confessions, "Seek for yourself, 0 man; search for your true self. He who 

seeks shall find-but, marvel and joy, he will not find himself, he will find God, 

or if he find himself, he will find himself in God" (xi). Because Lance is not yet 

ready to find himself, to find God, he feels the cold numbness of isolation from 

God. 

Some critics might argue that Lance will remain in that cold isolation, but 

careful attention to the concluding four pages of the novel warrants a different 



interpretation: hope for Lance's transcendence. In the tightly woven exchange 

between Lance and Percival, Percy introduces the possibility of authentic 

intersubjective communication between Lance and Percival when Percival 

responds "Yes" twelve times and "No" one time to thirteen different questions 

that Lance puts forth to the priest-psychiatrist: 
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At last you' re looking at me, but how strangely! Ah, all at once I 

understand you. I read you as instantly as I used to when we were 

close. All of a sudden we understand each other perfectly, don't 

we? 

Tell me if I'm right or wrong. 

You know something you think I don't know, and you want to tell 

me but you hesitate. 

Yes 

You speak! Loud and clear! And looking straight at me! 

But I can see in your eyes it doesn't make any difference any more, 

as far as what is going to happen next is concerned, that what is 

going to happen is going to happen whether you or I believe or not 

and whether your belief is true or not. Right? 

Yes. 

We are not going to make it this way, are we? 



No. 

It's all over, isn't it? I can see it in your eyes. We agree after all. 

Yes. 

Yes, but? But what? There must be a new beginning, right? 

Yes-

But? You don't like the new beginning I propose? 

You are silent. So you are going to go to your little church in 

Alabama and that's it? 

Yes. 

So what's the new beginning in that? Isn't that just more of the 

same? 

You are silent. 
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Very well. But you know this! One of us is wrong. It will be your 

way or it will be my way. 

Yes. 

There is no other way than yours or mine, true? 

Yes. 

One last question-and somehow I know you know the answer. 

Do you know Anna? 

Yes. 



Do you know her well? 

Yes. 
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Will she join me in Virginia and will she and I and Siobhan begin a 

new life there? 

Yes. 

Very well. I'm finished. Is there anything you wish to tell me 

before I leave? 

Yes. (Lancelot 256-57) 

Although brief, this exchange signifies Lance's movement toward intersubjective 

communication. The statement" all at once we understand each other perfectly" 

signals well Lance's belief that he has become a co-conceiver with Percival, and 

that point becomes even clearer in the statement "We agree after all." 

The final question and response signifies an affirmation of possibility. 

Lance's use of the verb tell as opposed to his earlier use of the word see signals a 

tetradic shift to intersubjective communication. Hobson suggests that "Father 

John is the newsbearer and that Lance is the Castaway" (105). The movement 

into intersubjectivity makes it possible for Lance to move from the 

Kierkegaardian aesthetic stage, where he is removed from reality, to a new 

ordered reality. Hobson supports the possibility of that point when she 

concludes that" the final word of the book is a provocative 'Yes,' I have 



something to tell you." Hobson speculates that Father John's message will 

paraphrase Kierkegaard with "news of where you come from and who you are 

and what you must do to ensure your eternal happiness" (107). 

Percy's discussion of Lance in his interview with Zoltan Abadi-Nagy validates 

Hobson' s conclusion. Percy contends that "the novelist has no business setting 
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up as the Answer Man." To establish this point, he quotes Binx from the 

epilogue of The Moviegoer: "'As for my search, I have not the inclination to say 

much on the subject. For one thing, I have not the authority, as the great Danish 

philosopher declared to speak of such matters."' The novelist, on the other hand, 

Percy informs Abadi-Nagy, "is entitled to a degree of artifice and cunning as 

J oycern said; or the 'indirect method' as Kierkegaard said; or the comic-bizarre 

for shock therapy, as Flannery O'Connor did" (Signposts 385). Percy concludes 

his point by explaining, "In Lancelot the resolution of the conflict between 

Lancelot and Percival is given by a single word, the last word in the book. 

Which holds out hope for Lancelot" (Signposts 385). 

Language, as a miraculous event, can provide Lance the means to 

transcend his silent alienated otherworld. Lewis Lawson recounts the dynamics 

10 Percy's rhetorical strategy in the final exchange between Lance and 
Percival parallels the concluding chapter, "Penelope," of James Joyce's 
masterpiece Ulysses. This intertextuality, which repeats itself in Percy's fiction, 
signifies Percy's desire to be as multidimensional as Joyce. 
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of the situation: "the priest has tried to tell Lance something by his silence 

throughout their five days together. ... Father John has stood there those five 

days then as a silent invitation, as a character who could be no more eloquent, 

and Lance, knowing what the silence says, has fought to protect himself by his 

noise. The next step is up to Lance" (Following 195). Edward Dupuy affirms and 

extends Lewis's assessment. Declaring that Percival's final "Yes" serves as a 

silent invitation to the reader, Dupuy reasons that Percy "wants the reader to 

decide in the silence that follows this ending. Will the reader accept the self

actualized apocalypse and renewal of Lance--the logical end of his radically 

Gnostic vision--or will he choose the silent, 'Come!' of Father John?" Dupuy 

draws the analogous conclusion, "Like Lance, the reader is left in silence" (104). 

Percy's rhetorical silence reverberates. Although the cunning novelist shouts in 

silence, he leaves the reader, who has free will, to choose between the static 

silence of alienation or the dynamic silence that follows the Percival-Father 

John's affirmative "Yes." Percy signals those signs and choices. 

Percy's use of silence as a rhetoric strategy is not limited to Lancelot nor is 

Lancelot Andrewes Lamar Percy's only character who exists in static silent 

alienation. Silence permeates Percy's rhetorical canon. In a letter to Walker 

Percy in early 1964, the Trappist Monk and poet Thomas Merton praises Percy's 

"creative ambiguities in which the author and the character dialogue silently and 
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wrestle for a kind of autonomy" (Tolson, Pilgrim 315). In this letter Merton is 

referring to The Moviegoer whose main character, Binx Bolling, also struggles in 

and with silence. Binx delineates that silence when he describes his relationship 

to Walter, his cousin Kate's fiance: "The fact is we have little to say to each other. 

There is only this thick sympathetic silence between us" (Mg 38). Percy uses this 

silence to signal Binx' s static alienation. And in The Second Coming as Will 

Barrett, the protagonist, recalls the day his father attempted to commit suicide 

and to kill his young son beforehand, Will remembers the silence: "There was 

silence. They spoke no more of it. We know, don't we, the silence said, that the 

man was somehow wounded by the same shot and there is nothing to be said 

about it" (SC 59). This silence betokens guilt, shame, and knowledge of sin. 

Another example of silence in The Second Coming occurs when Allie and 

Will meet for the second time. The narrator recounts that they stood silently. "It 

was not for her like a silence with another person, a silence in which something 

horrid takes root and grows. What if nobody says anything, what then? 

Sometimes she thought she had gone crazy rather than have to talk to people. 

Which was worse, their talk or their silences?" (SC 108). In this passage, Percy 

sets forth two of the multiple and complex interpretations of silence. Silence can 

be a comfortable understanding between two people, an understanding that does 

not need words to name it as communication takes place within that silence. 
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Conversely, silence can be so pregnant with possibilities that" something horrid 

takes root and grows." That silence begs for naming. 

In a letter to Shelby Foote, dated October 19, 1973, Percy pens two 

postscripts. In the first postscript he declares that "Shakespeare had it easy: he 

had a language, a new language, busting out all around him, and he didn't even 

have to make up stories: the stories were around him too." He goes on to assert, 

"We [modern novelists] have to do it all, including the impossible or all but 

impossible task: make up a language as you go along." He concludes this 

particular postscript with a statement that reflects his understanding of and even 

frustration with inadequacy of the old worn-out language: "All you have to do to 

be a good novelist now is to be like God on the first day" (Tolson, The 

Correspondence 180). Of course, Percy cannot be and does not desire to be named 

God, but he does want to convey his belief that "language, symbolization, is the 

stuff of which our knowledge and awareness of the world are made, the medium 

through which we see the world" (MB 151 ). Through Percy's use of language, 

symbolization, he creates a new world for his readers to participate in, a world of 

signs that point the way to transcendence. Among those signs, silence may well 

be Percy's most thunderous. 



CHAPTER3 

TRUTH IN TRANSIT 

The rhetorical strategy of using the metaphor of journey as a vehicle to 

explore the tenor and complexities of life is one of the most powerful, ubiquitous 

motifs in literature. Indeed, one might argue that it is the primary motif in 

western literature in that it is the rhetorical strategy chosen by Homer to 

compose the Odyssey, a touchstone of Western literary thought, tradition, and 

values. Further, not only does the metaphor of journey cross all genres, but also 

virtually every distinguished writer since Homer has utilized this rhetorical 

strategy to advance the writer's ideas in engaging and often eloquent styles. The 

list of a representative few of these writers and their works includes Sophocles in 

his three plays about the Oedipus myth; the anonymous poet in Beozuulf; 

Geoffrey Chaucer in The Canterbury Tales; William Shakespeare in various plays 

and sonnets; John Bunyan in The Pilgrim's Progress; Walt Whitman in "Song of 

the Open Road"; Mark Twain in Huckleberry Finn; James Joyce in Ulysses; Joseph 

Conrad in Heart of Darkness, and William Faulkner in As I Lay Dying. In keeping 

with this rich tradition, Walker Percy also employs the journey motif, and his 
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transit metaphors carry the theme of transcendence, a recurring theme in the 

totality of his prose and fiction. Specifically, Percy's transit metaphor signifies 

mankind's quest for spiritual salvation and secular truth. The author's 

application of this time-honored strategy is particularly evident and ripe with 

symbolism in The Second Coming as he encodes transcendence for his protagonist 

and readers, wayfarers all, within multiple and abounding signs and symbols of 

mobility. These modes of mobility include conventional ones, such as 

automobiles, trucks, and buses; as well as non-conventional ones, such as 

gunshots, binoculars, creepers, pulleys, caves, and Jews. 

The Catholic Percy saw his role in this long caravan of writers as one who 

must examine "such Judea-Christian notions as man falling prey to the 

worldliness of the world, and man as pilgrim seeking his salvation" (Signposts 

291). This commitment is so pervasive in Percy's work that most critics accept it 

as a defining ideal within his canon. For example, Martin Luschei points out 

Percy's belief that "to get a more encompassing view we must undergo a 

fundamental shift of perspective and see man as a wayfarer" (37) . Gabriel 

Marcel, from whom the descriptive term derives, perceives a wayfarer as a 

person "who is not at home but on the road," a person in exile, a "being who is 

not at one with his actual surroundings" (Marcel, Mystery of Being, II 237). The 

wayfarer lives in a state of disquiet, a kind of limbo signified by a "yearning for a 
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home" (Sanborn 48). That is, the wayfarer's desire for a connection that spans 

the present state of alienation to a future and preferred state of reconciliation 

dominates other cravings. Luschei proposes that "this desire to bridge the gap is 

man's need for transcendence, not a transcending of experience, for there is 

nothing beyond experience, but an inner transformation" (38). Percy, himself a 

seeker as well as a writer about and spokesman for seekers, focuses on the 

alienation of the wayfarer, but more importantly, he offers possible routes of 

escape, and, ever the semiotician, he signals those routes with multiple and 

varied signs of mobility. In order to convey those signs, Percy employs a 

rhetorical strategy that creates a dynamic triangulation: one that connects him, 

his reader, and other literature that uses the transit metaphor. This rhetorical 

intertextual triangulation entwines the transit motifs so intimately that new 

intersubjective connections build on old intersubjective connections, and as a 

consequence, readers experience a new understanding about transcendence and 

may even participate in transcending. 

In his often quoted essay "The Man on the Train," Percy begins chapter 

two with an explanation of a statement made by Cervantes: "The road is better 

than the inn, said Cervantes---and by this he meant that rotation is better than 

the alienation of everydayness" (MB 89). In that essay, contrasting rotation and 

repetition as ways to escape alienation, Percy explains the difference between 
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these two concepts. Rotation requires any movement, physical or mental, that 

distracts an individual from the reality of the static condition, whereas repetition, 

which is not necessarily recollection, requires a return to the past. Kierkegaard, 

from whom Percy draws, makes clear that distinction: "Repetition and 

recollection are the same movement, except in opposite directions, for what is 

recollected has been, is repeated backward, whereas genuine repetition is 

recollected forward." Kierkegaard determines that repetition "if possible, makes 

a person happy, whereas recollection makes him unhappy" (Fear and Trembling 

131). Percy submits that "the moments of rotation and repetition are of such 

peculiar interest to the contemporary alienated consciousness because they 

represent the two obvious alternatives or deliverances from alienation" (MB 86). 

In a convoluted journey, rotation and repetition can move the traveler away 

from self-knowledge and possible transcendence. Thus, the alienated traveler 

may choose various routes of escape from being by way of rotation or repetition. 

Connecting intertextually to previous writers and their works, Percy 

extends the journey motif in his essay "The Man on the Train" as he compares 

the wayfaring man to Huck Finn on a raft and to Philip Marlowe in a coupe. 

Percy submits that all these travelers are of "extraordinary interest because the 

situation realizes in a concrete manner the existential placement of all three 

modes: alienation, rotation, and repetition" (MB 86). Explaining that" the best 
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part of Huckleberry Finn begins when Huck escapes from his old man's shack and 

ends when he leaves the river for good at the Phelps farm," Percy declares that 

Mark Twain "hit upon an admirable rotation." He further maintains that "a man 

who sets out adrift down the Mississippi has thrice over insured the integrity of 

his possibility with the least surrender of access to actualization-there is always 

that which lies around the bend" (MB 89). In order to establish that rotations are 

not subject to imposed boundaries, Percy asserts that "rotation may occur by a 

trafficking in zones, the privilege zone of possibility, which is the river in Huck 

Finn; the vagrancy zones in Steinbeck: ditches, vacant lots, whorehouses, weed

grown boilers, packing cases ... or it may occur simply by getting clean away" 

(MB 91). Elaborating on other examples of rotations, Percy names amnesia as 

"the one, the only, the perfect rotation" (MB 92), and he points out that 

"Kierkegaard and Marcel mention rotation but as an experiential, a travel 

category, rather than an aesthetic" (MB 93). Noting that this quest for the remote 

is "peculiarly suited to re-presenting," Percy observes that "it transmits through 

art without the loss of a trait. As a mode of deliverance from alienation, 

experiencing it directly is not different from experiencing it through art" (MB 93). 

Thus, whether one experiences rotation directly or through art, Percy contends 

that" one must in any case be on the move" (MB 93). That movement, for Percy, 
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affords the multiple opportunities of escape, one of which is transcendence with 

the possibility of redemption. 

Although all of Percy's wayfaring protagonists strive for movement, Will 

Barrett in The Last Gentleman and The Second Coming may personify that 

movement away from the alienating zones more definitively than protagonists in 

his other works. In The Last Gentleman, Will, who exists in a perpetual fugue, 

travels cross-country either with different Vaught family members or in pursuit 

of one of them; this physical movement signifies and symbolizes Will's spiritual 

quest for an escape from his mental fugue, that is, his alienation. Percy employs 

another effective triangulation in the Vaught family as it exemplifies to Will three 

possible escapes from his abstraction, his alienation: Kitty advances sex and 

conventionality, an existence of unconsciousness; Sutter offers free-will 

existential choices, which, ironically, include the possibility of suicide; and Val 

proposes a peculiar type of "religious dimension of life," in which, also 

ironically, transcendence does not belong (LG 383). Labeling these three choices 

as "three visions of life," W. L. Godshalk compares Will to "a twentieth-century 

Candide traveling in search of meaning" (Gretland and Westrap 34-35). As The 

Last Gentleman ends, Will can seek that meaning within one of the three clear 

alternatives. He can elect an ordinary life steeped in everydayness, an existential 

life that may include death through suicide, or the religious life, which 
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recognizes both life and death as possibilities. Percy leaves the reader in doubt at 

the novel's end as to which option Will might choose although movement 

toward transcendence seems to be the immediate choice as Will runs after 

Sutter' s Edsel, "a fake Ford," with" a final question," and "the Edsel waited for 

him" (LG 319). In a 1980 interview with W. Kenneth Holditch, Percy admitted 

that uncertainty: "Will Barrett ends rather inconclusively in The Last Gentleman. I 

think that [The Second Coming] solves the problems" (Lawson and Kramer, More 

19). When Percy returns to Will Barrett in his fifth novel, the middle-aged Will is 

involved in yet another cycle of alienation that begins a new existential journey 

toward transcendence. 

At the mid-point in his life, the wayfarer Will reflects that" not once in his 

entire life had he allowed himself to come to rest in the quiet corner of himself 

but had forever cast himself forward from some dark past he could not 

remember to a future which did not exist. Not once had he been present for his 

life. So his life had passed like a dream" (SC 123-24). Here Will contemplates an 

important Percyan question: "How can it happen that one day you are young, 

you marry, and then another day you come to yourself and your life has passed 

like a dream?" (SC 124). Will has, in effect, been journeying out of himself for his 

entire life. The dream-state he muses about is the alienated condition, which he 

recalls his father trying to name one night as the young boy and the troubled 
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man walk under the oaks: "'The trouble is,' the man said, 'there is no word for 

this."' Seeking clarification, the young boy inquires, '"For what?"' The father 

attempts to answer, but he cannot do so: '"This.' He held both arms out to the 

town, to the wide world. 'It's not war and it's not peace. It's not death and it's 

not life. What is it? What do you call it?"' Continuing the conversation, the 

father repeats his interpretation of his own human malaise: "There is no word for 

it. Maybe it never happened before and so there is not yet a word for it. What is 

the word for a state which is not life and not death, a death in life?"' (SC 126). 

The everydayness which Will's father attempts to name is the space between the 

finite and the infinite, what Edward Dupuy insightfully labels as "the human 

condition of temporality, what the self already is" (31). One triadic implication 

within the text of that condition is that if Will's father could name it, he might 

understand it, but because he cannot do so, he seeks escape from it through his 

suicide. The middle-aged Will has not been able to name it either, that is, to 

make the semiotic triadic connection, so he continues to exist in the nameless 

state of alienation until he reaches the same conclusion that his father earlier had 

reached: suicide will afford him answers and escape. 

Designating alienation "a reversal of the objective-empirical" (MB 84), 

Percy allows his readers not only to observe again Will's alienation but also to 

participate in Will's conceivable transcendence in such a way that the reader may 



experience a similar aesthetic or theistic experience. As novelist, Percy 

introduces and repeats mobility signs that can lead his post-modern readers 

toward that reversal, readers who, like Percy's wayfaring protagonists, may be 

"possessed by a sense of dislocation, a loss of personal identity, an alternating 

sentimentality and rage which, in an individual patient, could be characterized 

as dementia" ( Signposts 309). 
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In "The Mystery of Language," Percy denotes sign as "something that 

directs our attention to something else," and symbol as something that" does not 

direct our attention to something else, as a sign does." He continues to clarify 

the distinctions: "It [symbol] does not direct at all. It 'means' something else. It 

somehow comes to contain within itself the thing it means" (MB 153). In The 

Second Coming, Percy not only makes use of signs that" direct our attention to 

something else," but also he creates, as Jay Tolson points out, a novel about 

communication, language, [and] semiotics" (Pilgrim 428). Addressing Percy's 

"television technique of repetition," Tolson affirms that" one finds similar 

repetition in any carefully worked novel," but he argues that in this novel, "the 

amount of repetition-and the emphasis given to it-is quantitatively and 

qualitatively different." Tolson submits that the effect, depending largely on the 

reader, can be either "seductive or suffocating," but he ultimately concludes that 

"whichever effect it produces, this is a novel that requires its reader to heed its 
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manifold signs" (Pilgrim 428). Among the multidimensional signs which Percy 

evinces and thus communicates to his readers, one of the most immediately 

evident ones is the sign of mobility that signals movement. By employing 

multiple signs and symbols of mobility (automobiles, trucks, buses, gunshots, 

binoculars, creepers, pulleys, caves, and Jews), Percy not only validates 

Cervantes' idea that "the road is better than the inn," but also he, like many 

writers before him, suggests that self-actualization may be around the next bend 

for Will and the reader. 

As he re-introduces Will to the reader in The Second Coming, Percy sets up 

the signs of Will's enduring alienation in the opening sentence: "The first sign 

that something had gone wrong manifested itself while he was playing golf. Or 

rather it was the first time he admitted to himself that something might be 

wrong" (3). In a revelatory statement that signals total alienation, Percy's 

narrator reports that lately Will remembers everything: "His symptom, if it was a 

symptom, was the opposite of amnesia, a condition as far as I know unnamed by 

medical science" (SC 9). Because Percy considers amnesia the" supreme 

rotation" (MB 90), Will's remembrance could be interpreted as absolute and 

static alienation or the awakening from that unconsciousness. 

Within the span of a few pages, Percy depicts the image of Will's 

alienation so clearly that when Will concludes "he might shoot himself," the 
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reader understands and possibly even identifies with his deep sense of isolation 

( SC 4). The narrator records Will's idea of suicide first as simply a "thought that 

popped into his head. Next, it was an idea that he entertained ironically. 

Finally, it was a course of action which he took seriously and decided to carry 

out" (SC 4). Will exemplifies, for Percy, the post-modern hero "who finds 

himself in the victorious secular city. His only problem now is to keep from 

blowing his brains out" (MB 112). To relieve his isolated condition, the wayfarer 

Will is aware that he needs to escape the stasis in which he is mired; thus, he 

realizes he needs an exit and, like his father, ultimately concludes that suicide 

might provide that rotation. 

In a well-crafted intertextual re-creation of Huck traveling down the 

center of the Mississippi river on a raft, Percy presents Will, after he finishes his 

game of golf, driving a Mercedes down the center of Church Street on a Sunday 

morning just as parishioners are emerging from morning services: "He passed 

the following churches, some on the left and some on the right" (SC 13). After 

naming a total of thirteen churches in Linwood, the omniscient narrator points 

out that Will "lived in the most Christian nation in the world, the U.S.A., in the 

most Christian part of the nation, the South, in the most Christian state in the 

South, North Carolina, in the most Christian town in North Carolina" (SC 13). 

Like Huck, who is surrounded by civilization and conformity, Will is surrounded 
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by formal religion, but Percy signals that Will can find no comfort from his 

alienation in Christendom, perhaps because, as Jae Tharpe points out, "like 

Kierkegaard, from whom the specific idea and the expression are taken, Percy 

distinguishes between Christendom and Christianity." For Percy, Christianity 

observes 11 the uncluttered central body of Christian doctrine, with its concept of 

God's grace and individual salvation through a personal savior. Christianity is a 

way of living and a concept of eternal life." Christendom, on the other hand, 

"repeatedly experiences moral failure by compromising with or being 

responsible for political tyranny" (Tharpe, Walker 19). More importantly, Percy 

submits that the vocabulary of Christendom has been devalued. Thus, as a 

Christian novelist, in order to "tell the good news with authority," Percy has to 

create new signs for his reader (MB 117). As Percy's sign and symbol of modern 

alienated man, Will accepts neither Christianity nor Christendom. In symbolic 

action that mimics Huck's rotation, Will "floats betiueen states: he is in neither 

Illinois nor Missouri but in a privileged zone between the two" (MB 89). This 

privileged zone, nevertheless, teems with possibilities for transcendence. But 

that movement cannot happen until Will can come to an understanding of self, 

which happens 11 through a transaction of signs with other selves," that is, by 

interpreting signs within a context (Signposts 206). For Percy, like Peirce before 



him, those signs represent a cosmic event in that they are both mysterious and 

divine. 

In true Percyan style, the novelist provides those mysterious and divine 

signs for his protagonist and his readers, in this instance, signs of mobility. 
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Will's Mercedes serves as a sign for movement, both literally and existentially. 

After Will leaves Church Street-the name of which may serve as both sign and 

symbol of alienation, possibilities of redemption, and failure of Christendom 

language-and continues his drive toward home, "he suffered another spell" (SC 

13). Pulling over to the side of the road, Will" caught the sight of a shadowy 

stranger in the mirror fixed to the door"; then however, "he quickly saw that the 

stranger was himself" (SC 13). 11 Thus, the car, as the mechanism that moves Will 

through the zone, and the car mirror, the tool that reveals to him his own status 

as a stranger, act as signs and symbols of his current condition, an alienated man 

on the move in a world of alienated beings. Will's re-cognition that he is a 

stranger to himself further serves as a sign of his own alienation; but because 

Percy believes that "an intersubjective discovery of alienation is already its 

opposite" movement, transcendence being one of the possibilities, becomes 

available for the wayfarer Will (MB 97). 

11 Percy uses this same stranger-as-self sign in Lancelot after Lancelot 
becomes aware of Margot's infidelity. This rhetorical strategy suggests the 
movement from unconsciousness, a state of not-knowing-with, to consciousness. 
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The potential for that transcendence continues as Will experiences another 

epiphany. After arriving home, he parks his Mercedes in his five-car garage. 

Percy's subtle image of multiple vehicles available to Will resonates with irony. 

Although Will is aware of his alienation and obviously has ample means to 

escape physical isolation, his movement from that spiritual stagnant "It" 

existence is thwarted: "he is both in the world he is traveling through and not in 

it" (MB 87). Like Percy's man on the train, Will needs a catastrophe, or he will 

remain "the transient possible I" stranded in" the static indefeasible It" (MB 87), 

a state, in this instance, symbolized ironically by a garage filled with luxurious 

automobiles. Catastrophes, for Percy, serve as catalysts that move individuals 

out of stasis because they allow the individuals experiencing them to meditate 

upon the infinite and perhaps to define and subsequently to understand their 

individual roles within the finite. Percy explains this consequential occurrence to 

Fr. Dennis Corrado and Fr. Hames Hinchey in a 1985 interview. After explaining 

that 11 something happens under conditions of ordeal," Percy illustrates that 

"peculiar phenomenon" by referring to Tolstoy's War and Peace when the 

wounded Prince Andre "sees the beauty of the world for the first time." Percy 

notes that Marcel labels this discovery "recover being" (Desmond, Delta Factor 1). 

By coupling this intertextual connection with his use of the rhetorical strategy 

deliberatio, Percy thereby provides the reader with an opportunity to "recover 



being." Will and the reader are joined in the catastrophe and its result, the 

deliberation of choices, so both participants enjoy opportunities for 

transcendence. As Will evaluates his current condition of malaise and the 

possible courses of action available to move him from that condition, so too can 

the reader. 
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Temporarily trapped in that "indefeasible It," Will seems resigned to his 

fate of alienation as he sits" sunk in fragrant German leather," sniffs the residue 

from spent bullets in his father's German Lugar, and absently thinks about what 

he should do with his deceased wife's Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud. Percy's use of 

the rhetorical strategy of cataplexis, which hangs like the sword of Damocles, 

informs Will's dilemma as the threat of impending disaster looms and then 

materializes. Suddenly, in the midst of this somewhat mindless mire of malaise, a 

moment of epiphany jars Will: "there came to him with the force of a revelation 

the breakthrough he had been waiting for, the sudden vivid inkling of what had 

gone wrong, not just with himself but, as he saw it, with the whole modern age" 

(SC 15). Will surmises that, in most cases post-modern man, himself included, is 

only "two percent himself," and he reasons that the cure for that affliction is to 

"restore the [other] ninety-eight percent" (SC 16)12 Percy leaves open the 

12 Percy advances this same percentage in The Moviegoer when Binx 
wonders where, among other American seekers, he belongs: "Have 98% of 
Americans already found what I seek or are they so sunk in everydayness that 
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question as to how that restoration will take place, but within only a few 

moments, Will experiences a minor-but not insignificant--catastrophe when a 

gunshot blasts through the garage, a dramatic event that restores for him that 

missing ninety-eight percent. The gunshot, as emblem, symbolizes mobility as it 

literally and figuratively moves Will from his static condition. Moreover, the 

gunshot transports him into a temporary state of consciousness in which he 

knows the Object (gunfire) for what it is, that is, a sign of mobility from the stasis 

of everydayness to death, the very rotation Will has been contemplating. As the 

bullet from the ruffian bully Ewell McBee' s13 gun bounces across the pavement, 

Will rolls away to avoid it and finds, surprisingly, that he is II feeling himself to 

be himself for the first time in years" (SC 17). Hiding beneath the Rolls, Will 

speculates on why "it takes a gunshot to restore a man to himself" (SC 18). He 

concludes that "it is better to be shot at on a Sunday afternoon than not be shot 

at. Because it means maybe there is an enemy after all" (SC 21). Will concludes 

not even the possibility of a search has occurred to them?" (Mg 19). 

13 Within this intertextual triad, Percy's dry wit sparkles as he makes a 
connection between his character and William Faulkner's character Abner 
Snopes. Much like Faulkner's Abner Snopes, Ewell moves up the social scale; the 
narrator states with tongue in cheek, 11 America is still on the move! A poor boy 
can still come up in the world" (21). The passage reverberates with satire 
because Ewell seeks to open a pornographic movie business with Will, a sign and 
symbol of America's spiritual degradation and decay, a dominating stasis. 
Additionally, the name Ewell could signal an association to the scoundrel Robert 
E. Lee Ewell in Harper Lee's novel To Kill a Mockingbird. 
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that "if there is no enemy, then I am either mad or living in a madhouse" (SC 21). 

This convoluted reasoning, that it is better to have an enemy than to be mad, 

facilitates a temporary rotation from Will's alienation, a temporary moment of 

consciousness. 

Percy writes in his satirical dialogue "A Space Odyssey" that "the 

evolution of consciousness is attended by a disaster of some sort," and "it has 

something to do with the discovery of self and the incapacity to deal with it, the 

conscious being self-conscious but not knowing what to do with the self" (LC 

210). Moreover, the gunshot (as a sign of disaster--specifically, the possibility of 

imminent death for Will)" gave him leave to act" (SC 122). Later Will comes to 

the realization that "the only time I knew what to do was when something bad 

happened to somebody. Disaster gave me leave to act. Between times I didn't 

know what to do" (SC 122). For a brief moment, while lying underneath his 

Rolls Royce, the wayfarer Will Barrett begins the long journey toward authentic 

transcendence, what Percy suggests is "the heart's desire of the alienated man" 

(LC 122). Transcendence can only occur by way of consciousness. Ironically, the 

gunshot-not the Rolls Royc~erves as the physical sign that signals Will's 

forthcoming transcendent journey. 

Percy provides a secondary and simultaneous examination of alienation 

and transcendence with his character of Allison Huger (Allie), whom John F. 
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Desmond designates as "Percy's figure of grace in The Second Coming" (At the 

Crossroads 11). In agreement with Desmond, Linda Whitney Hobson submits 

that Allie "is a new image for Percy of the whole self" (129). Hobson points out 

the dichotomy of the two characters: "If Will is haunted by death and 

pathologically capable of remembering every detail of his childhood, Allison is 

brand-new. She is washed clean of guilt through another kind of trauma-her 

electroshock treatments--so that she becomes an emblem of love and hope in an 

otherwise dark tale of Will Barrett" (Understanding 129). Allie, who remembers 

nothing as a result of her electroshock treatments, can be compared to Helen 

Keller as she undergoes language acquisition. Like Keller in her pre-language, 

blind-and-deaf dyadic state of stimulus response, Allie has been existing in a 

similar dyadic state, which her electroshock treatments induce, signify, and 

symbolize. After release from the bondage of silent darkness for Keller and of 

electroshock treatment for Allie, both woman (Keller) and character (Allie) 

experience what Percy calls "the joy of consciousness and the discovery of the 

Cosmos through the mediation of symbols," and in so doing both preserve "this 

joy against the incursions of boredom, fear, anger, despair, shame, and the love 

of war and death and the secret desire for the misfortune of others" (LC 209). 

That is, both are delivered from the state of malaise because the language act 

allows each to move beyond the dyadic (stimulus-response behavior) to the 
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triadic (naming and knowing). After naming the liquid substance that flowed 

over her hand water at that well in Tuscumbia, Alabama, Helen Keller entered 

the triadic world, thereby repeating the human act, described by Percy as that 

moment when "the spark jumped, language was born, the brain flowered with 

words, and man became man" (MB 42). Analogously, Allie, whose memory of 

words has vanished, seeks to enter that same world, but like Keller, she is barred 

from access but for the act of naming, that single act which will place her in the 

triadic mode and thereby allow her to begin her transcendence. 

Percy's introduction of Allie ironically parallels his introduction of Will 

Barrett in The Last Gentleman. The reader meets Will in Central Park as he peers 

through a telescope watching Kitty Vaught. Twenty years later the reader meets 

Allie, Kitty's daughter, as she sits on a park bench in Linwood, North Carolina. 

Instead of seeking signs through a medium that would enhance her ability to see, 

such as a telescope, Allie, like Helen Keller, already sees and moves to interpret 

the innumerable and ever changing ordinary signs of life that surround her. 

Among them, the significance of the" cars of tourists [that] drove slowly up and 

down the street" particularly interests Allie, perhaps because they represent 

mobility. The cars hold varying numbers of passengers: "some of the cars had 

four women passengers. A few had five. There were no cars with four or five 

men" (SC 22). This multidimensional scene repeats one which Allie witnesses 
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earlier as she plans her escape from Valleyhead, the mental institution to which 

her parents committed her. In an effort to chart the arrival and departure 

schedule of the bread truck, her eventual mode of escape, Allie peers through 

binoculars, which her father had given her for bird-watching. Allie's binoculars, 

like Will's telescope, serve not only as a mechanism to achieve mobility but also 

as a sign of mobility itself. As physical phenomena, both telescope and 

binoculars make objects appear to be closer to the viewer than they actually are; 

as metaphoric phenomena, they signify the potential for transcendence by 

allowing the viewer to experience a sense of movement upon peering through 

the instruments. Therefore, ironically, physical act becomes illusion; and 

metaphoric act becomes reality, a superb rhetorical amplificatio. 

As Allie waits and watches, "not for the birds but for the bread truck," she 

sees four women passengers in a car, a yellow Continental, which "came over the 

hill, its top appearing first as a swelling in the hot asphalt" (SC 86). To Allie, the 

car II seemed not to approach but to swell and rise until it was a few inches clear 

of the highway and riding on thick shimmering air" (SC 86). In both scenes, 

Percy's signs, that is, the cars in the Linwood Park and the car outside of 

Valley head, can be interpreted on a literal level. As modes of transportation, 

they can communicate the freedom that is inherent within mobility, in this 

example, freedom for the women passengers. 
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On another dimension, the cars in these two scenes advance salient 

metaphors for Allie's actual experiences. Significant because it occurs on the eve 

of Allie's escape from the institution, the image of the yellow Continental 

swelling and rising until it rides on II shimmering air" distinctly signifies the 

process of childbirth. Here, Allie, albeit possibly unaware, witnesses the sign 

and symbol of her own rebirth into consciousness. Paradoxically, just as a baby 

is born dependent, Allie is reborn autonomous. This rebirth image again reflects 

Kierkegaard's influence on Percy. In Either/Or Kierkegaard's character Judge 

William informs the rotation-trapped young man, "You are not about to give 

birth to another human being; you are merely to give birth to yourself" (210). 

Parallel and conjoined to that image, Allie struggles to escape her confinement 

just as a baby struggles to escape the womb. The cars filled with women, which 

Allie witnesses from the Linwood park bench after her escape from Valleyhead, 

signify her further emergence into selfhood, and a new triangulation unfolds. 

Like Helen Keller, she now experiences the freedom to explore language an~ in 

so doing to become, as she cannot know either the essence or the existence of 

anything, including herself, except through the mediation of language, which she 

will learn anew. 

On yet another metaphoric level, the cars may signal one more 

interpretation: transcendence. Despite possible skepticism by some readers, a 
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careful examination of the language that Dr. Duk uses in his conversation with 

Allie after she witnesses the yellow Continental serves to substantiate such an 

interpretation. Dr. Duk informs Allie that for the English, "there is an advantage 

to being a small insular people." With pseudo national pride, the doctor brags, 

"We make a virtue of our limitations--ah, but you Americans and Russians with 

your great continental soul-searching." In slang that suggests he comprehends 

the significance of what he has verbalized, Dr. Duk concludes his observations 

with "heavy man!" (SC 87). Percy, with conscious artistry, joins these two 

seemingly unconnected scenes with the sign continental. As a result of Allie's 

"continental soul-searching," she is reborn. 14 These two dichotomous, yet 

14 Although some feminist critics have criticized Percy's treatment of 
female characters, these two scenes validate a reading of Percy, which these 
critics have failed to grasp. The critic Tharpe argues that "Percy shows no 
interest in the question of women's rights." To make his point, Tharpe offers a 
statement which Percy made during an interview with John Carr in 1971; in this 
interview Percy explains some of his concerns: "What interests me is not how it 
feels to be ... that particular woman, but how it feels to be a particular 
consciousness, male or female, set down in the world the way it is now" (Tharpe, 
Art 332). Percy's statement certainly implies more about the human struggle 
than it does about women's rights, which is at its core a social and political 
movement; however, because Percy's concerns are gender neutral, that does not 
warrant the judgment that he is anti-woman. On the contrary, because Percy 
treats his female and male characters equally, his work exemplifies impartiality, 
a treatment which eliminates any need for distinct and separate recognition of 
gender. That is the highest form of respect for humans, to treat them as equals. 
Additionally, the women in the cars without men signify autonomy, a concept 
that not only connects to Percy's Catholic idea of free-will, but also to selfhood or 
individual human consciousness. The women in the cars signal those conditions 

to Allie as well. 



complementary, scenes exemplify the microcosm within a larger whole, the 

macrocosm. The signs herein imply that if the wayfarer Allie can come to an 

understanding of self and be reborn, so too can the reader, and that indeed is 

"h II eavy. 

After her escape from Valleyhead, Allie sits in the Linwood park and 
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watches the cars; as she does so, she becomes aware that "many cars had bumper 

stickers," with one truck sticker urging "DO IT IN A PICKUP" and a car bumper 

sticker proclaiming "I FOUND IT." Frank J. D' Angelo points out that" slogans, 

catchphrases, and slogan graffiti are essentially rhetorical in purpose" and that 

" they often deal with significant social and political issues" (Tanner and Bishop 

111). Allie, who is relearning language, is drawn to the rhetoric of the bumper

sticker messages. After seeing the two, she contemplates the multiple, complex 

meanings of the word g. Her implied shock at whether the first it suggests 

sexual intercourse signals the reader that Allie has assigned to the it one 

culturally recognized interpretation. After Allie reads the "I FOUND IT" sticker, 

the narrator tells us that "suddenly she gave a start and shuddered, then 

frowned as if she had remembered something" (SC 22). Percy establishes an 

antithesis through Allie's paradoxical reactions to the imperative "DO IT IN A 

PICKUP" and the declarative "I FOUND IT." Readers are left to interpret what 

the second it signals to Allie, what" something" could cause such a reaction. In 



the semiotic process, the interpretive possibilities are limitless; thus, the open

minded reader may accept the possibility that Percy is making a textual 

connection to all the women-filled cars and to the bread truck in which Allie 

escapes Valley head because the it could signal liberation from stasis. 
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In light of the Judea-Christian image of bread as a symbol of infinite 

spiritual life, Percy's use of a bread truck as Allie's mechanism of escape not only 

signifies Allie's escape from physical and mental isolation, but also it portends 

her escape to spiritual freedom. Because the Catholic Percy would believe in 

transubstantiation of bread into the body of Christ, the truck becomes sign and 

symbol of Christ, the authentic mode of escape from alienation for Percy. In that 

connection, the second bumper sticker it could signal the same it which Dr. Duk 

and her parents have prevented Allie from reaching, that is, her core of self

consciousness: "I have to go down down down before I can go up. Down down 

in me to it" (SC 90). For the Catholic Percy, redemption can only come through 

an examination of conscience, the first step necessary for consciousness of the 

finite in order to transcend to the infinite. The it on the second bumper ("I 

FOUND IT") sticker signifies redemption. 

This transcendent possibility becomes more apparent after Allie moves 

into the greenhouse; she comprehends that she has to make decisions as to "how 

to live" and how to recall portions of her past life, which the electroshock 
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treatments have blocked. Allie feels that she has "one good sign: I can already 

feel myself coming down to myself." Nonetheless, she reasons that "I have to 

know enough of where I've been to know which way I'm going" (SC 93). As a 

wayfarer, Allie seeks to know her destiny, but in order to begin that process she 

must zone cross, an act that Percy submits "is of such great moment to the 

alienated I because the latter is thereby able to explore the It while at the same 

time retaining his option of noncommitment" (MB 88). Zone crossing would 

move Allie from the objective-empirical to the aesthetic-existential, what Percy 

calls stepping "through the mirror into the en soi 11 (MB ·88). 

Will first encounters Allie after she moves into the greenhouse, which is 

close to the course where he plays golf, a game which in itself signifies 

movement. It is during their second encounter that Percy again employs a type 

of vehicle as sign of mobility. Allie faces the task of moving the great black iron 

stove from the cellar into the greenhouse before winter arrives. Later, alone once 

again, she wonders why she had not asked "the man with the golf stick" (Will) to 

help her move it. After only one meeting, Allie understands Will's condition. 

She c01nprehends that "he'd have done it-for the reason that he was, she saw at 

once out of it, out of his life" (SC 92).15 Besides Will enjoying the oddness of the 

15 This it beacons back to the bumper sticker it, which earlier causes Allie 

to shudder. 
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request, Allie recognizes that he "would have been glad to do anything at all 

except whatever it was he was doing or not doing" (SC 92). Allie intuitively 

comprehends that Will would be content to exist in the aesthetic stage, a 

condition, for Kierkegaard and Percy, that allows the pursuit of external 

enticements in a doomed effort to evade the anxiety inherent within the human 

condition. Thus, the physical action of stove moving signifies a means of 

rotation out of alienation for Will, one that Allie does not extend to him. 

Allie does not want anyone's help in moving the stove. In a decision that 

suggests the stove as metaphor of her life, Allie reasons that "it is not that a debt 

is incurred to a person for a thing as that the thing itself loses value." The 

symbolic action of moving the stove signals Allie's desire to control her own life. 

Not wanting to lose her own newly found self-worth, Allie concludes that "it 

was her stove and her life and she would move the stove and live her life," even 

if it meant moving the stove piece by piece (SC 92). Thus, when Will offers 

during his second visit to" get a golf cart from the club and a trailer and a couple 

of men" to help her, Allie quickly declines. This rejection symbolizes her 

rejection of an intersubjective connection with Will. Allie, in her new 

sovereignty, is like Robinson Crusoe in that she, as a new castaway, can 

acknowledge existence on her own terms. She understands the difficulty of 

moving the stove by herself, but she is not yet ready for an intersubjective 
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relationship with Will, an inevitable result if he understood the symbolic 

significance of the stove, that is, if he shared with Allie the same intersubjective 

understanding. 

In yet another intertextual connection, the moving of the stove serves as 

emblem of God's glorification of commonplace things. This interpretation is 

supported in an interview that Percy had with Peggy Castex in 1983; in this 

interview, Percy acknowledges that Gerard Manley Hopkins' poem "Pied 

Beauty" influenced the development of the stove's importance. After citing the 

opening line of Hopkin' s poem to Castex, Percy posits its significance: "What 

about Gerard Manley Hopkins' line, 'Glory be to God for dappled things' where 

he talks about block and tackle and trim, about the ordinary commonplace of 

things in the hardware store, how that can be something sacramental." This 

disclosure from Percy prompts Castex to connect Allie's hoisting of the stove to 

the later hoisting of Will (Lawson and Kramer, More 50). Though insightful, 

Castex' s interpretation falls short, for it fails to recognize the conceivable 

implications of the stove-moving as a transcendent process for Allie, whose use 

of a creeper to move the stove invokes intertextual images of mobility between 

zones, again suggesting her possible movement toward transcendence. As 

symbolic action, the moving of the stove represents Allie's and Will's gradual 

movement toward transcendence. 
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The creeper, which Allie has borrowed from Will's Ford dealership, serves 

not only as a mechanism to move the stove physically, but more importantly, it 

signifies the sacramental connection between Allie and Will. This interpretation 

is again borne out by Percy's conversation with Castex, in which Percy suggests 

that he intended for the stove to serve as dual symbols and signs: as metaphor 

for both Allie and Will and as an emblem of transcendence. The metaphoric 

intent becomes clear as Percy calls Castex' s attention to Allie's "getting this 

monstrous ugly thing out of the ground. It comes out like an abscessed tooth 

and what does she do with it? She works on it; she polishes it" (Lawson and 

Kramer, More 50). Percy's simile, comparing the stove to an abscessed tooth, 

beacons the connection of the stove to Will, who falls out of his cave, because of 

an abscessed tooth, into Allie's care. Just as she works on the stove, Allie works 

on Will. Concluding his point, Percy reasons that "you don't have to be a 

Jungian or a Freudian to grasp what else is going on besides the stove" (Lawson 

and Kramer, More 50). The "what else" depends upon each reader's semiotic 

process, but Percy's statement to Castex suggests that he wants readers to 

experience an intersubjective tetradic connection and thus understand the full 

implications of the stove. 

After declaring in "Metaphor as Mistake" that "I cannot know anything 

unless I symbolize it," Percy explains that readers can" only conceive being, sidle 
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up to it by laying something else alongside." He continues, "We approach the 

thing not directly but by pairing, by apposing symbol and thing" (MB 72). Later 

in the essay, Percy explains that II given the situation of naming and hearing, 

there can only be one of three issues to an act of pointing at and naming." Percy 

clarifies those three issues: "what is said will either be old, that is, something we 

already know and know quite overtly; or something new, and if it is utterly new, 

I can only experience bafflement; or new-old, that is, something that I had 

privately experienced but which was not available to me before it had been 

formulated and rendered intersubjective." Percy concludes by declaring that 

"metaphor is the true maker of language" (MB 79). Because symbolization is 

essentially and irreducibly a tetradic relation of intersubjectivity, Percy, in his 

effort to create new language and in so doing allow his reader to make an 

intersubjective connection, creates in the stove metaphor a new-old experience 

that suggests a relationship of inscape, much like Hopkins does in his poem 

"Pied Beauty." Moreover, Percy sets forth yet another intertextual connection 

between his signs of mobility and those of Hopkins's images. The stove in its 

new-old signification suggests a new triad of meanings: as symbol for salvation, 

as metaphor for Allie and Will, as sign of transcendence. These new-old 

understandings are made possible through Percy's description of this 

sacramental 11 cathedral of a stove, with [its] spires and turrets and battlements" 
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(SC 203), which rhetorically connects intertextually with the Hopkins poem. 

Thus, Allie's moving of the stove by way of the creeper and the pulley, all of 

which are God's "dappled things," suggests that Allie can be God's instrument 

to help the lost wayfarer Will transcend; further, it suggests that the old language 

of sin-redemption can be coupled with Percy's new language of alienation

transcendence, an idea that permeates this novel from its title to its closing word. 

Percy's repeated use of the transit metaphor in its variety of forms not 

only signifies the importance of those events but also underscores symbolic 

action. Will's pilgrimage from stasis, a movement that is ironically both 

antithetical and analogous to Allie's, initially consists of his independent efforts 

at recollecting and attempting to reconcile his father's attempt to murder him 

and to commit suicide. This symbolic action promotes an escape from alienation 

by way of repetition. As tokens of his past-particularly his father's rotation by 

way of suicide-Will keeps four items that belonged to his father and 

grandfather: a Greener (the shotgun that Will's father used to consummate his 

"love of death"16); a German Lugar; his grandfather's copy of Ivanhoe; and his 

16 The reader should not ignore the significant connection between the 
sign of the Greener as an instrument of death and the sign of the greenhouse as 

an instrument of new life for Will. 
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father's copy of Lord Jim. 17 These mementos signal a triadic connection between 

the two men who owned them, grandfather and father, and the son who now 

seeks the answers to his father's suicide. More importantly, they signal that 

son's desire to find himself, even if death becomes the means to do so. In an 

extension of the life-through-death metaphor, Will's search ends in 

hopelessness--the nadir of his malaise. 

Significant! y, in another intertextual connection, Will's despair reflects the 

Kierkegaardian belief that individuals who fail to be a self are in despair. These 

individuals must be willing to recognize and even accept their own condition of 

despair before they can begin or continue movement to a new level of existence. 

Kierkegaard would probably commend Will's recognition of his despair because 

for Kierkegaard, and correspondingly for Percy, that insight indicates that Will 

sees not only his own failures but also those of others in the "hollowness" of the 

human condition.18 Moreover, recognition is the first possible step toward 

transcendence because choices come with recognition, and both Kierkegaard and 

Percy would agree that freedom is part of mankind's created essence from God. 

17 Once again, through the rhetorical strategy of intertextuality, Percy 
signals a connection between his alienated characters with Joseph Conrad's. 

1s As discussed in chapter two, the expression "hollow man" is used 
consciously in this study as it signifies the twentieth-century metaphor for the 
void that prevails in such works as T. S. Eliot's "The Hollow Men" and Joseph 

Conrad's Heart of Darkness. 
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In repetition, the wayfarer Will explores the events of the murder-suicide 

in details and determines that his father intentionally missed him but, equally 

important, that "his father's suicide was wasted. It availed nothing, proved 

nothing, solved nothing, posed no questions let alone answered questions, did 

nobody good. It was no more than an exit, a getting up and a going out, a 

closing of the door" (SC 182). Concluding his polemic, Will vows, "My death, if 

it occurs shall occur not by my own hand but by the hand of God. Or rather the 

handlessness or inaction of God" (SC 186). In his bet against God, Will, whom 

the narrator judges to be mad, "descended into Lost Cove cave looking for proof 

of the existence of God and a sign of the apocalypse like some crackpot preacher 

in California" (SC 198). Will's actions signal multiple interpretations. Although 

the narrator labels Will's actions as those of a mad man, they reflect 

Kierkegaard's existentialist philosophy. In The Sickness unto Death, Kierkegaard 

submits that "the despairing man who is unconscious of being in despair is, in 

comparison with him who is conscious of it, merely a negative step further from 

the truth and salvation. Despair itself is a negativity, unconsciousness of it is a 

new negativity" (177). Kierkegaard concludes his reasoning: "But to reach truth 

one must pierce through every negativity" (177). Will's despair sends him into 

the cave's void of dark unconsciousness, which he induces and insures with 

drugs. Although Will claims to seek a revelation, he deliberately avoids a 



confrontation with truth by a rotation through drugs. Moreover, Will's silent 

retreat into the dark belly of that cave not only parallels Lance's retreat into a 

silent void, but also, again in ironic rotation like Lance's withdrawal, it 

ultimately makes Will's rebirth possible. 
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In a metaphysical conceit, Percy sets forth the cave as a vehicle of mobility 

and in so doing extends multiple signs that point his readers toward Will's 

rebirth. One of those signs occurs toward the end of Will's interlude in the cave. 

Will notices a light coming from a hole in the rock, one that promises "his 

deliverance from the cave" (SC 226). In the symbolic action that follows, the cave 

becomes not the instrument of death but the instrument of life. Will "meant to 

poke his head through for a look, but both vines and sill were rotten," causing 

Will to "free-fall headfirst with time enough to wonder if he might not be dead 

after all, what with this tacky heaven and the great beast of apocalypse roaring 

down at him" (SC 226). Again, Percy makes an intertextual connection between 

Will and post-modern man in William Butler Yeat' s poem of the same name as 

this novel: "The Second Coming." The beast of the apocalypse symbolizes the 

malaise from which Will seeks escape. Moreover, this scene also evokes the 

birthing process and therein parallels and conjoins Allie's observation of her own 

re birth, again reflecting the Kier kegaardian concept of self-birth. As though he 

were moving through the birth canal, Will moves through the opening, falls into 
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the greenhouse, and almost literally falls into Allie's hands. This journey from 

the dark abyss into new life signals that which Percy might identify as "coming 

upon the Real Thing among the ruins" (MB 99). Thus begins Will's slow and 

cyclical authentic existential reversal toward conscious transcendence. 

After Will lands in the greenhouse, Allie again employs the pulley and 

creeper as sacramental images of transit. Allie calculates that "with pulleys, and 

ropes and time to plan, one could move anything" (SC 234), and so as 

Archimedes postulates, Allie begins her moving-not of the earth, but of Will. 

Allie painstakingly and strategically moves Will by placing him on the creeper 

and hoisting him up onto her homemade bunk. In a scene that signifies Will's 

baptism into his new life, Allie bathes Will in water heated in the great cathedral 

stove. She finds immense joy in caring for him as he recovers from his near

death experience, one that both stipulates and licenses his new life. 

As he slowly recovers, Will enlists Allie's help; among other requests, he 

asks her to retrieve his car, which is parked behind the bus station. Allie's 

reaction to this request suggests that she comprehends its significance: "Very 

well. Drive a car? His car? Very well. If he asked her to drive the car, she 

would drive the car" (SC 245). Allie willingly joins Will in his journey, and her 

ready compliance to Will's request signals her willingness to now enter into zone 

crossing for Will, a willingness that becomes even more evident as she drives his 
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Mercedes. After locating Will's Mercedes and packing her supplies into it, she 

"drove off as easily as a lady leaf er," Allie's name for the women in the cars she 

had earlier witnessed. This metaphoric coupling signals Allie's extended 

rotation, but this rotation is not one of aesthetic escape from alienation; rather it 

is a conscientious movement toward transcendence. This interpretation becomes 

clearer as Allie drives the car: "the tape player came on, playing Schubert's Trout 

Quintet." Like the trout in the music, Allie moves along, "zipping through old 

Carolina in a perfect fragrant German car," glorying in her new existence in her 

new-old world (SC 252). Notwithstanding the joyous transport of this 

movement for Allie, she realizes that she wants to be with Will. In an effective 

use of a double negative, Allie concludes, "I do not want him not being here" ( SC 

253). She wants Will to move toward transcendence with her, but Will must 

choose that path. Taylor labels this decisive act a "true choice," one that "works 

to create one's freedom, one's selfhood" (85). 

Percy's work consistently suggests that the battle for selfhood always 

commences with individual choice; therefore, Allie's desire for Will to be with 

her, both physically and spiritually, cannot initiate his movement. Instead, like 

all humans, Will has to make that II either/ or" choice. In his short essay "The 

Holiness of the Ordinary," Percy addresses the value of those individual 

decisions: "What distinguishes Judeo-Christianity in general from other world 
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religions is its emphasis on the value of the individual person, its view of man as 

a creature in trouble, seeking to get out of it, and accordingly on the move" 

(Signposts 369). Ironically and unexpectedly for Allie, after she delivers his car, 

Will chooses to leave the greenhouse, a place that serves as sign and symbol of 

physical and spiritual life forces. Not yet ready to make a full commitment to his 

journey toward transcendence, Will departs. His departure exemplifies Percy's 

view of man as a" creature in trouble, seeking to get out of it." Will, like most 

post-modernists, continues to seek his self, that portion of the person that "does 

not know who it is or where it belongs," although Will could conceivably 

discover that self in the greenhouse (Signposts 312). 

After he leaves Allie in the greenhouse, Will goes at once to his Mercedes, 

but as he inserts the key into the door's lock, his body begins to shake 

convulsively. Although the narrator suggests that the shaking results from cold 

weather, the trembling also signifies a spiritual illness, a subtle but effective 

intertextual link to Kierkegaard's Fear and Trembling. Moreover, the car betokens 

and symbolizes the temporary mechanism of deliverance from that sickness 

because it can provide rotation and repetition. Suspended in a temporary static 

state, Will" sat in the same Mercedes, a 450 SEL 6.9-liter sedan, a badly flawed 

frazzled shaky American, as hollow-eyed as a Dachau survivor, still smelling of 

cave crud, in a perfect German machine redolent of leather, polished wood, and 
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fine oil on steel" ( SC 268-69). By linking Will with Jewish survivors of Hitler's 

reign of terror, Percy presents one of his more powerful and dynamic 

multidimensional signs of mobility. Like a Jew who survived the holocaust

which at its core was a forced alienation, spiritual, ethnic, and economic-Will 

has thus far survived his own self-imposed alienation of the spirit. Additionally, 

for Percy, the Jews represent an important sign that God's plan is working. Not 

only does Will express this belief in a conversation with his friend Dr. Vance (SC 

12), but also Percy alludes to it in several of his essays. In "Why Are You a 

Catholic?1' Percy proposes that "in this age of the lost self, lost in the desert of 

theory and consumption, nothing of significance remains but signs." In order to 

clarify this point, Percy designates the important signs: "And only two signs are 

of significance in a world where all theoretical cats are gray. One is oneself and 

the other is the Jews." Percy explains that when one's self is lost in the desert of 

theory and consumption, the Jews become the only sign. He continues his 

explanation: "By 'the Jew' I mean not only Israel, the exclusive people of God, 

but the world-wide ecclesia instituted by one of them, God become-man, a Jew" 

(Signposts 314). Thus, when Percy compares Will to a Jew in Dachau, he offers a 

new sign: within post-modern man, God's plan can survive; moreover, man's 

movement toward transcendence is made possible within the Jew sign, a 

powerfully effective metaphor of mobility. One additional sentence from "Why 



Are You a Catholic?" validates that interpretation: "Salvation, the Lord said, 

comes from the Jews" (Signposts 314). 
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Whereas the isolated Jew in Dachau had no means to escape impending 

physical death, Will could choose to escape and survive his death-in-life 

condition through rotation, repetition, or transcendence. He contemplates 

driving home, going to bed, sleeping until eight, and appearing for breakfast" as 

usual" in the sun parlor (SC 267). That choice would place him back into the 

rotation of aesthetic everydayness, a safe albeit temporary measure, but he 

chooses not to act on that option. Temporarily choosing repetition, Will recalls 

the road trip his father had taken him on only one week after their near fatal 

hunting accident. This repetition is significant because it provides layered signs 

and provokes layered acumen. One of the significant signs that connects the two 

scenes is the automobile. Thirteen-year-old Will experiences his first insight 

while traveling cross-country in the car with his father, and the middle-aged Will 

comes to a new insight after his exploration of past events while sitting in his 

Mercedes. In this flashback scene, Percy joins the Mercedes in which Will now 

sits immobile with the car in which he and his father traveled to California; in so 

doing, Percy places alongside each other the old-new vehicles of mobility, 

signifying Will's lifelong old-new journey toward being. 
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As young Will rides in the car with his father, the boy realizes that the 

world lay before him: "Anything you want. Girls, money, God, fame, whatever 

you want" (SC 269). Three of the four listed pursuits signal aesthetic rotations, 

that is, life-in-death choices: girls, money, and fame. The fourth choice, God, 

could signal Will's early understanding of man's spirituality, an understanding 

that is contrary to "the majority of men [who] live without being thoroughly 

conscious that they are spiritual beings--and to this is referable all the security, 

contentment with life, etc., etc., which precisely is despair" (Kierkegaard, The 

Sickness until Death 159). According to Kierkegaard, despair results from 

consciousness. Young Will, because of his near-death experience, arrives at 

consciousness and thus faces his first encounter with despair, which could bring 

him to the face of God. 

Returning mentally to the present, in a symbolic action, Will jumps out of 

the Mercedes, paces back and forth, kicks the tires, and eventually comprehends 

"the solution to a problem which had vexed him for years" (SC 271). Will 

recognizes that in order to know the answer to life, he has to know the question: 

"The question is, who is the enemy?" (SC 271). This revelation causes him to be 

delirious with joy: "Ha, he said, dancing, snapping his fingers and laughing and 

hooting ha hoo hee, jumping up and down and socking himself, but I do know. I 

know. I know the name of the enemy" (SC 271). Percy, oriented toward Christian 
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eschatology, names that enemy: death, "not the death of dying but the living 

death" (SC 271). With Will as his spokesman, in an effort to make sure his reader 

reaches an intersubjective understanding, Percy offers a rather lengthy and 

unswerving expose on modern man's love/hate relationship with death: 

The name of the century is the Century of the Love of Death. Death 

in this century is not the death people die but the death people live. 

Men love death because real death is better than the living death. 

That's why men like wars, of course. Bad as wars are and maybe 

because they are so bad, thinking of peace during war is better than 

peace. War is what makes peace desirable. But peace without war 

is intolerable. Why do men settle so easily for lives which are 

living deaths? Men either kill each other in war, or in peace walk 

as docilely into living as sheep into a slaughterhouse. (SC 271) 

Will continues to put forth Percy's ideas about alienated man: "Why do men 

walk like sheep straight into the slaughterhouse? Why are people content to 

stand helpless while their lifeblood is drained away?" (SC 271). In response to 

these questions and in yet another sign that connects all alienated individuals 

with the symbol of Jews, Percy suggests that "men in this century are no 

different from the Jews at Buchenwald who did not give themselves leave to 

resist death" (SC 271). Percy's rhetorical strategy uses this intertextuality to 



move his readers to juxtapose old-new signs in order to understand new 

alienation-that is, Jews who failed to resist certain and imminent death and 

modern alienated individuals in abstraction who acquiesce to a life-in-death 

existence. 
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J.C. Kennedy connects Will's perception of modern man to Binx Bolling's 

attack in The Moviegoer. Binx labels it "the century of merde, the great shithouse 

of scientific humanism" (23). Kennedy also points out that Will" seeks signs of 

life amid ubiquitous indications of death. Alienated from all forms of belief and 

unbelief in the late twentieth century, Will desires an ultimate sign, a self

sufficient emblem, which will confirm the existence of God-and thus the 

possibility of surmounting death" (Crowley and Crowley 217). Although 

perceptive, Kennedy's interpretation of Percy's signs fails to recognize the 

possibility that for Will physical death is preferable to his current death-in-life 

existence without God. 

This passage also reflects the Catholic Church's influence on Percy. To 

comprehend that influence, one has to examine only one of Pope John Paul II' s 

many texts in which he labels the twentieth century the Century of Death. In The 

Gospel of Life: The Encyclical Letter on Abortion, Euthanasia, and the Death Penalty in 

Today's World the Pope proposes that "in seeking the deepest roots of the 

struggle between the 'culture of life' and the 'culture of death' . . . we have to go 
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to the heart of the tragedy being experienced by modern man: the eclipse of the 

sense of God and of man" (37). Later in this text, Pope John Paul II expounds upon 

this idea: "But when God is forgotten, the creature itself grows unintelligible. 

Man is no longer able to see himself as 'mysterious! y different' from other 

earthly creatures. . . . He is somehow reduced to being' a thing' and no longer 

grasps the 'transcendent' character of his 'existence as man"' (39). Although this 

work was issued five years after Percy's death, it illustrates succinctly the 

correlation of ideas between writer and church. Unintelligible man is one who 

cannot speak, one who cannot make the semiotic connection, one who cannot 

make the intersubjective connection, thus one who cannot be. 

In his struggle to transcend, Will Barrett declares that death will not 

prevail over him, not in the guise of love, war, Christianity, Christendom, God, 

America, the happy life, believers, non-believers, California, in the forms of isms 

and asms ( as in "orgasm, enthusiasm, liberalism, conservatism, Communism, 

Buddhism, Americanism"), marriage, family, or children (SC 272-73). As truth 

seeker, Will recognizes that these elements can be impediments to his movement 

because each one signifies and stipulates a rotation from knowing, a rotation 

from being, a rotation from life. Addressing his dead father, Will declares, "You 

gave into death, old mole, but I will not have it so. It is a matter of knowing and 

choosing. To know the many names of death is also to know there is life. I 
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choose life" (SC 273-74). Will articulates Percy's idea that naming signifies 

knowing, a semiotic triadic connection with the Christian spiritual Trinity. With 

that proclamation, Will crawls back into the car, lies down in the back seat, 

covers himself with Marion's lap robe, sticks his nose into the fragrant German 

leather, and goes to sleep. Will's new consciousness inspires a peaceful calmness 

in him, one that not only allows him to sleep but one that is also antithetical to 

his earlier despair. 

This entire scene of revelation in the Mercedes initiates a dynamic triadic 

connection among Percy, Will, and the reader. The physician Percy diagnoses 

and names the malaise; Will labels the rotation devices that modern man uses to 

escape the malaise, and the reader must choose to accept or reject the 

predicament of the present age. Percy's explicit sign of that predicament signals 

his desire for his reader to become self-conscious and ultimately to act upon that 

new self-consciousness. Percy explains: 11 As soon as the self becomes self

conscious-that is, aware of its own unique unformulability in its world of 

signs-from that moment forward, it cannot escape the predicament of its 

placement in the world" (LC 109). The devious novelist seeks also to have 

readers confront their own predicament of placement in the world. That 

confrontation is necessary before movement toward transcendence can begin. 
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In yet another intertextual connection, the clarity of Percy's sign reflects 

and parallels the sign of baptism in the work of Flannery O'Connor, another 

modern Catholic writer concerned with modern man's alienation. In order to 

convey to the reader the importance of baptism, O'Connor confesses in her essay 

"Novelist and Believer" that "for the majority of my readers, baptism is a 

meaningless rite, and so ... I have to jar the reader into some kind of emotional 

recognition of its significance." O'Connor continues, "I have to make the reader 

feel, in his bones if nowhere else, that something is going on here that counts" 

(162). Like O'Connor, Percy presents such an effectual and dynamic sign that his 

readers have the opportunity to have an "emotional recognition of its 

importance." And like Will, the reader can either jump around, laugh aloud, and 

choose life, or the reader can select a means of rotation or repetition to escape the 

living-dead condition. 

When Will awakens from his sleep in the back seat of his car, Kitty 

appears. Standing between Will and the morning sun, Kitty blocks the light. 

This image of Kitty contrasts sharply with the image of her daughter. Kitty 

signifies and symbolizes the darkness within mankind while paradoxically Allie, 

as proprietress of the greenhouse, signifies and symbolizes the life-giving forces. 

Moreover, the dichotomy between the two is analogous to sin and redemption. 



Kitty signifies and symbolizes Eve, the temptress, and Allie signifies and 

symbolizes Mary, the progenitor of redemption. 
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In this awakening scene Percy again utilizes the automobile as sign. In 

subtle innuendoes, Kitty suggests that her black Continental, which is parked 

next to Will's Mercedes, reminds her of her father's Lincoln and of a sexual 

rendezvous she and Will may have had, or may not have had, the last time they 

were in her father's car. The cars, for Kitty, signify sex, and her devotion to the 

pursuit of sex becomes obvious when she gets into the car with Will, continually 

"tweaks" different parts of his body, and kneels" as if she were in a pew, arms on 

the back of the seat" (SC 282). The image of Kitty worshipping at the altar of sex 

establishes the profound dichotomy between her and her daughter. 

Antithetically, Allie expresses shock at a bumper sticker that urges "DO IT IN A 

PICKUP," and she can lie naked beside Will in the greenhouse without sex 

entering the relationship. For Kitty, profane sex becomes her rotation out of 

alienation; for Allie, sex will eventually establish the sacred bond between her 

and Will, which serves as part of their movement toward transcendence. 

As Will absentmindedly listens, Kitty reports on the events that occurred 

during his stay in the cave and greenhouse. She ultimately informs Will, "I could 

have told you twenty years ago if you'd asked me, that you would have to 

undergo trial and exile before you finally won." Ironically, as he does with 
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Lance in Lancelot, Percy cunningly has Kitty articulate Will's choices: "Your 

destiny is in the Return" (SC 286). Percy's capitalization of the word Return 

signals its importance. In spiritual exile, Will must return home, not to his North 

Carolina home, nor to his Georgia boyhood home where he first became 

conscious of his exile, but to the metaphoric home of spirituality, for Percy, to 

Judeo-Christianity. Percy discusses the vacuity of returning to a physical home 

in Lost in the Cosmos. Among the list of multiple ways that one can reenter into a 

world, Percy points out that when "the options of travel and exile may be 

exhausted, yet instead of despairing, the traveler may hit upon one last 

alternative: the return." Percy then questions, "Why not go back to the very 

place one left, as a kind of deliberate exercise of freedom?" Presenting a 

plausible answer to his rhetorical question, Percy notes the futility of such a 

return: "Not only is it not the case that you can't go home again, you may have 

to--back to the evacuated, bombed-out home-place, a ruin which by the very fact 

of its abandonment has in the long interval of one's absence magically acquired a 

certain solidity and integrity of its own" (151 ). Percy then concludes that going 

home and seeing the reality of home, not the idealized or exaggerated vision of 

home, might or might not make the traveler see the stasis of everydayness, a 

sight that the traveler ultimately cannot confront any better at home than on the 

road. 
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Additionally, the word Return, metaphorically, could be interpreted to be 

a reentry into a pre-lapserian Edenic state. This semiotic intersubjective 

interpretation is based on another one of Percy's statements in Lost in the Cosmos: 

"The exile from Eden is, semiotically, the banishment of the self-conscious self 

from its own world of signs" (108). The pre-lapserian self was not conscious and 

had no need to be. Will, like the sinner Adam, has become self-conscious and in 

so doing moves from the old world of signs into a new world of signs. This 

interpretation is supported by Percy who explains in Lost in the Cosmos that" the 

origin of consciousness is the initiation of the sign-user into the world of signs by 

a sign giver" (106). In that context, Will is now participating in a new triad: 

himself as sign user, the signs, and the sign-giver. For Percy, the sign-giver is the 

Judeo-Christian God. 

On his new metaphoric road of self-discovery, Will has a sense that 

"events speeded up. A general law of acceleration prevailed. His Mercedes 

fairly zipped along the highway yet other cars honked and passed him" (SC 287). 

Metaphorically, Will has moved into a different mode of travel. That point 

becomes more evident when he drives his Mercedes into his garage, only to 

discover it empty of the other cars. Will's sole reaction is a single sound: "Hm" 

(SC 287). The reader enters into an intersubjective tetradic connection with Will 

as the meaning of the "Hm" becomes apparent. Will's lack of concern about the 
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missing automobiles signals the reader that Will has made a complete break from 

the old world of material things, which he perceives to be death in life, and has 

entered into a new world, a movement toward transcendence. Will has begun 

his travel on a metaphoric road that needs no car. 

Nonetheless, as with all of Percy's travelers, Will does not stay on a direct 

route toward transcendence. After cleaning up and reading his mail, Will 

returns to his Mercedes and drives toward town, only to discover that in the 

dark" a light flew behind the bushes at the corner of his eye as if a runner with a 

lantern were keeping pace" (SC 292). The light in his peripheral vision signifies 

and symbolizes the acumen he earlier experiences, but the light is not strong 

enough to help light his way. Will's vision continues to play tricks on him: "The 

road ran along the ridge, which fell away on both sides. He saw two roads 

instead of one, and thinking himself to be on the interstate, took the passing lane, 

until he saw headlights coming straight at him" (SC 292). Will's short-term self

consciousness abruptly ends, and he finds himself on a road without clear 

direction.19 Additionally, the signs within the scene signify another intertextual 

connection to a Kierkegaardian concept. In The Sickness unto Death, Kierkegaard 

addresses how humans react to self-consciousness: "So meanwhile he comes to 

19 This divided road image signals the same type of uncertainty that 
Robert Frost's poet persona faces in the poem "The Road Not Taken." 
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himself only once in a while, as it were on a visit, to see whether the change has 

not occurred, and as soon as it has occurred he moves home again, 'is again 

himself,' so he says." Kierkegaard's next sentence explicitly reflects Will's 

condition: "However, this only means that he begins again where he left off; he 

was to a certain degree a self of a sort, and became nothing more" (189). Will has 

become" a self of a sort," but at this point, nothing more. Percy's subtle use of 

synecdoche signals his reader that Will is not yet whole. 

In this state of flux, the wayfarer Will wrecks his Mercedes, signaling once 

again that the journey toward transcendence is never straight and easy. After 

"riding trees, airborne, [the car] rose and hit something hard but at an angle 

which bore him up even higher" (SC 292). Landing in a precarious position, Will 

"noticed that the window did not let onto leaves or earth as might be expected 

but deep empty dark" (SC 292). Not wanting to risk falling into that deep empty 

darkness, Will settles down to await daylight, and his thoughts turn back to the 

"Greener and the Luger he had locked in the trunk" (SC 292). This recollection 

suggests that he is "himself again," that is, he has returned to his previous state 

of despair. His concern about the guns signals his concern with death, again a 

rotation that would allow him to escape the living-death. 

The ambiguity of Will's predicament becomes evident the next morning. 

Will leaves the wrecked car, walks to town, goes into the bus-station restaurant, 
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and eats a hearty breakfast. As he eats, the abstracted wayfarer becomes aware 

that a man is talking to him about taking the bus to Georgia. Assuming that Will 

is also waiting for the Georgia bus, the man asks him, "You got unfinished 

business in Georgia too?" (SC 295). To which Will "heard himself say, 'I have 

unfinished business in Georgia.' And having said it, if only to answer the man's 

question, he suddenly knew that he meant it" (SC 295). In this dialog with the 

stranger, Will interprets the sign Georgia:" Georgia, the man had said, and the 

word came to him like a sign. Georgia! That was the place!" (SC 295). Again, in 

this passage, Percy provides the reader a sign that has multiple and diverse 

interpretations. One possible interpretation of Will's interpretation is that 

Georgia, that is home, will provide Will another rotation out of despair; this 

temporary rotation reflects Kitty's answer. Boarding the bus enables Will to 

withdraw into both rotation and repetition. Because the bus ride will remove 

him physically, it provides Will with a rotation, and because the bus is returning 

Will to his old world, it becomes his means of repetition. 

Will desires to return physically to his old world in order to help him 

better understand his current unregenerate world; this desire couples rotation 

and repetition. In his discussion about rotation and repetition in Lost in the 

Cosmos, Percy submits that reentry may be sought by geographic travel: "The self 

leaves home because home has been evacuated, not bombed out, but emptied out 
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by the self itself. That is, home, family, neighborhood, and town have been 

engulfed by the vacuole of self, ingested, and rendered excreta." Percy surmises 

that "if one can keep moving and if the places retain sufficient form and decor, 

the places may not run out before one's life runs out." To illustrate this point, 

Percy points out that "Hemingway ran out of places. Lawrence did not" (148). 

Will's journey back to Georgia, the place where he believes he split with his self, 

will not provide him relief from his "vacuole of self," but Will, the traveler who 

seeks reentry, feels that he must go home to find the other half of his self the 

spiritual being, in order to be whole. 

The bus, yet another use by Percy of mobility as sign and symbol, signals 

the reader that Will probably will experience something significant in route from 

North Carolina to Georgia: "This journey would settle it for both of them" (SC 

296), that is, for Will and his new associate. As the bus moves down the road, 

Will's mind explores how this trip will resolve everything, and in the middle of 

his mental wanderings, Will concludes that "the Jews hadn't left!" (SC 296). This 

statement signals Will's return to the conscious state. Equally important, it 

verifies that God's plan is indeed working, as signaled by God's chosen people. 

Will's consciousness continues as he becomes aware of images that slip past the 

bus window. Will's "eye traveled along the ridge and came to a notch where in 

the darkness of the pine and spruce there grew a single gold poplar which 
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caught the sun like a yellow-haired girl coming out of a dark forest" (SC 297). 

The image of the yellow-haired girl coming out of a dark forest symbolizes and 

signifies Allie. As a symbol, in the midst of Will's struggle out of his own 

darkness, Allie exemplifies light and hope for transcendence. As a sign, Allie 

points the way for Will, who immediately understands. Within moments, desire 

for reentry motivates Will to leave the bus, to leave the rotation and repetition. 

Allie signals the way for Will's reentry into selfhood, his transcendence into 

being. He does not need to return to Georgia; he can move toward 

transcendence in Linwood, North Carolina, with Allie. 

In one of the funniest scenes, among many, that Percy has written, Will 

attempts to get the driver to stop the bus so he can get off. The driver, indifferent 

to Will's need for transcendence, refuses: 11This is an express, Mac. Next stop, 

Ashville." Will's initial politeness turns to anger, and he demands that the driver 

stop: "I said goddamn it stop the bus and let me off" (SC 297). Percy's 

brachylogy reflects Will's anxiety. The driver, oblivious or indifferent to Will's 

predicament, also becomes angry. In unison, their anger simmers, and in unison 

"they both watched the pleasant road spinning under them" until Will demands 

action: ''If you don't stop this fucking bus right now, I'm grabbing your ass out 

of that seat and stopping it for you" (SC 297). This sentence, so uncharacteristic 

of the mild-spoken and affable Will, signifies how desperate he is to get off the 
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bus, to leave the mechanism that provides, signifies, and symbolizes his rotation 

and repetition. 

As the tension accelerates, Will's new associate from the bus station 

demands that the driver allow Will to leave the bus. Responding, the driver 

declares, "'I'll let him out all right,"' and through a series of swift actions, he 

causes Will to fall out the bus door, "levering him down hard enough so that the 

next thing he knew, the pebbles of tar and craters of pavement were coming at 

him like a moon landing fast and silent yet slow enough for him to say to 

himself: right, it's not going to end like this or in a Georgia swamp either because 

I won't stand for it and don't have to." Concluding the scene, Percy again drives 

home the image of mobility: "Then the Eagle landed and the moon went dark" 

(SC 298).20 The open-minded reader will probably consider the significance of 

the signs that Percy so graphically depicts. The wayfarer Will, with the driver's 

help, makes his final rotation, one that takes him beyond the earth into the outer 

Comos, an image that solidifies and signifies Will's complete. alienated condition 

and, as metaphor, mankind's alienated condition. 

After the bus incident, Will moves back again into passive dependency. 

He allows, and even enjoys, other people to care for his needs and to make his 

20 An American reader would probably have an additional intersubjective 
humorous connection with Percy through this image of a space ship landing and 
an astronaut informing NASA that "the Eagle has landed." 
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decisions as he convalesces in St. Mark's Convalescent Home. For about one 

week Will ceases to struggle for independent selfhood until one morning when 

he and two other residents are watching King Solomon's Mine on television. In a 

type of counterplot that runs parallel to the movie's development, Will once 

again retreats into the memory of his near-death experience, and simultaneous to 

the movie's climax, Will reaches his own turning point. This return to repetition 

signals Will's return to despair . As he recalls his father's firing of the gun in the 

Georgia swamp, Will realizes that "he didn't miss me after all." He deduces, "I 

thought I survived and I did but I've been dead of something ever since and 

didn't know it until now" (SC 324). In a statement that leaves little room for 

misunderstanding, Will voices Kierkegaard's and Percy's ideology: 11 Ah, but 

there is a difference between feeling dead and not knowing it, and feeling dead 

and knowing it. Knowing it means there is a possibility of feeling alive though 

dead" (SC 325). Will has been existing in a life-in-death state, wavering on the 

verge of life but always retreating into another rotation or repetition in order to 

escape despair. Finally, the movie watching, which is a sign of rotation, and 

Will's retreat into memory, which is a sign of repetition, signify simultaneous 

metaphoric actions and subsequently drive Will's authentic movement toward 

transcendence. At long last, this movement signals Will's second coming. 

Will begins his transcendence with a fast paced movement back to Allie, a 
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physical activity that signifies and parallels his spiritual activity. Like Allie, who 

earlier had longed for Will to share her new worldness with her, Will wants Allie 

to share in his new life. Allie eagerly embraces Will, but still worried that her 

mother and Dr. Duk will send her back to Valley head, she urges him, "'Let's go 

to the cave."' Will laughs and responds, '"No. We don't have to go to the cave. 

The cave is over and done with. We can live up here. How would you like to 

begin your life?" (SC 331). This exchange signals to Percy's readers that Will 

Barrett, the alienated pilgrim and ongoing seeker, who has missed his first life 

because he lived in a memory of the past, and Allie, who cannot remember much 

from her first life, will come together in Eros, a life-affirming act of renewal. 

The closing lines of the novel support that interpretation. After Will asks 

Father Weatherbee if he will perform the marriage ceremony, Will questions and 

then answers his own activities concerning Allie and Father Weatherbee: "What 

is it I want from her and him, he wondered, not only want but must have? Is she 

a gift and therefore a sign of a giver? Could it be that the Lord is here, 

masquerading behind this simple silly face? Am I crazy to want both, her and 

Him? No, not want, must have. And will have" (SC 360). Clearly, Will's first 

usage of the pronoun him refers to Father Weatherbee, but the final capitalized 

Him refers to God, for the Catholic Percy, the alpha and omega of gift-givers. 

With these words, Walker Percy completes the second phase of Will Barrett's 
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journey, his second coming. 

Although Will Barrett may best exemplify Percy's seeking wayfarer-an 

individual, lost in the malaise of everydayness, who struggles to come to terms 

with that alienation-Will is not Percy's only alienated wayfarer. Binx Bolling in 

The Moviegoer, Tom More in Love in the Ruins and Thanatos Syndrome, and 

Lancelot Lamar in Lancelot also experience alienation, and each undergoes a 

struggle to escape the static despair inherent within alienation. Moreover, The 

Second Coming is not the only work in which Percy utilizes signs of mobility to 

signal the wayfarer's existential movement from stasis toward transcendence. 

Percy repeats this motif in each of his novels, and in so doing, he develops a 

composite drawing of alienated man seeking movement; additionally, within this 

composition, Percy presents his readers with signs of mobility that point the way 

toward transcendence. Even a cursory examination of a few of those signs of 

mobility in two of his other novels demonstrates Percy's reliance on those signs 

to communicate his message about wayfaring man. 

In The Moviegoer Percy employs some of the same signs of mobility that he 

uses in The Second Coming. For example, Binx explains early in his first-person 

narrative that "I have a car but I prefer to ride buses and streetcars" (Mg 5). A 

few pages later Binx clarifies that point: "whenever I drive a car, I have a feeling I 

have become invisible. People on the street cannot see you; they only watch 
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your rear fender until it is out of their way" (Mg 11 ). Binx' s early assessment 

reflects his fragmented alienated condition. He feels invisible because he is lost 

in the malaise of everydayness, and the car signifies and symbolizes that 

condition. However, by the end of the novel after Binx has undergone his search 

and appears to be on the cusp of becoming, he seems to have a different 

perspective of cars as he and Kate ride together in Kate's car. In subtle 

metaphoric action, Binx watches Kate drive the 1951 Plymouth, which as he 

points out, "with all her ups and downs, Kate has ever cared for [this car] 

faithfully" (Mg 183). Binx's language choice of "faithfully" certainly signals a 

different perspective. Additionally, as Kate drives, they discuss their upcoming 

marriage and Binx' s future career choice: ''There is only one thing I can do: listen 

to people, see how they stick themselves into the world, hand them along a ways 

in their dark journey and be handed along, and for good and selfish reasons." 

Binx concludes this explanation, "It only remains to decide whether this vocation 

is best pursued in a service station or-" (Mg 184). This short scene, which takes 

place on Ash Wednesday-a day of fasting and penitence for Catholics-

exemplifies not only the change that Binx has undergone, but it also illustrates 

the movement both Binx and Kate have made. Binx, a willing passenger toward 

new life, as signified by his willingness to be a passenger in the car, realizes that 

sometimes he will need assistance in life's journey and sometimes he will need to 
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extend assistance. Although he and Kate talk of marriage, a life-affirming move, 

his uncertainty about whether his future lies in a service station or elsewhere 

suggests that he still feels somewhat invisible, but he is at least receptive to 

movement, which the service station sign metaphorically signals. As an 

attendant in a service station, Binx could enable mobility, and ultimately 

transcendence, for other wayfarers---also a life-affirming move. Transcendence 

eradicates the invisible state because Binx becomes conscious of his self which 

negates the need for recognition from others. 

Among the multiple other signs of mobility within The Moviegoer, one 

crucial one stands out: the train trip that Binx and Kate take to Chicago. In her 

essay "Binx Bolling and the Stages on Life's Way," Janet Hobbs points out the 

significance of that journey: "The train trip itself is a repetition for both of them" 

(Broughton 45). As repetition, the train ride reminds Kate of football games in 

Baton Rouge, and it makes Binx feel that "the last ten years of my life take on the 

shadowy aspect of a sojourn between train rides" (Mg 184). Percy's message 

leaves little room for misinterpretation. Binx's life has been partitioned into 

periods of shadowy existence between periods of movement. Between train 

rides, which signal both literal and spiritual movement, Binx has felt caught in a 

shadowy and static existence. The train rides enable him to see beyond the 

shadows into the light of self-knowledge. 
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As a result of one event in particular, the Chicago train ride forces Binx 

from that in-between shadowy condition into a new understanding. That event 

is sex. When Binx and Kate attempt sexual intercourse on the train, they are, as 

Hobbs insightfully advances, attempting "to experience a rotation within a 

repetition by making love for the first time" (Broughton 45). Yet, they discover 

in route that" sex alone, like rotation and repetition, cannot save them from 

everydayness" (Broughton 46). Hobbs contends that" the trip fails Binx and 

Kate, not because Aunt Emily calls them home, but because they have expected it 

to do more for them than any mere journey could" (Broughton 46-47). Whereas 

Hobbs presents an insightful assessment of Binx's experience, her conclusion fails 

to recognize an important Percy an sign. Contrary to Hobbs's conclusion, the trip 

does not fail Binx and Kate completely because it affords them an epiphany of 

understanding: they both discover that sex cannot move them from 

everydayness. Moreover, they discover that their physical being is not enough 

to enable them to transcend. Binx expresses this awareness very clearly: 

The burden was too great and flesh poor flesh, neither hallowed by 

sacrament nor despised by spirit (for despising is not the worst fate 

to overtake the flesh), but until this moment seen through and 

canceled, rendered null by the cold and fishy eye of the 

malaise-flesh poor flesh now at this moment summoned all at once 
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to be all and everything, end all and be all, the last only hope-quails 

and fails. (Mg 200) 

Binx and Kate are "wayfarers on a quest for their true selves which can only be 

reached by suffering the throes of indirection" (Gretlund and Westarp ix). On 

this journey within a journey, Binx and Kate seek transcendence through the 

indirection of sex, but they learn in route that sex cannot deliver them to their 

desired destination. Thus, the train ride, as sign and symbol for Binx, Kate and 

the readers, affords the same insight that Will's attempted bus ride to Georgia 

provides Will a route to consciousness, the first movement toward 

transcendence. This understanding unites Binx, Kate, and reader in a new triad 

of understanding. Moreover, Percy enables intersubjective communication with 

his reader by presenting transit signs of mobility, which the reader can interpret. 

In an effort to minimize misinterpretation, Percy makes his signs of mobility 

dominate the movement toward transcendence. 

One final example that illustrates Percy's signs of mobility can be found in 

Love in the Ruins, which is replete with metaphoric images of broken and 

interrupted mobility. An examination of the image of mobility in the opening 

page of this novel will illustrate the extent of those signs. The protagonist Tom 

More, also an alienated wayfarer who seeks signs that will point him in the 

direction of transcendence, wonders whether "God has at last removed his 
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blessings from the U.S.A." More questions whether "what we feel now is just the 

clank of the old historical machinery, the sudden jerking ahead of the roller

coaster cars as the chain catches hold and carries us back into history with its 

ordinary catastrophes" (LR 3). In this passage, Percy uses a roller coaster to 

signal mobility back to a time of "ordinary catastrophes," which for Percy arouse 

"obscure testimony to a gross disorder of consciousness and to the need of 

recovering oneself as neither angel nor organism but as a wayfaring creature 

somewhere between" (MB 113). Thus, the roller coaster, as a metaphor of 

movement, is significant because it can take an individual back to the re

cognition of self as wayfarer. Additionally, the roller coaster can carry "us out 

and up toward the brink from that felicitous and privileged siding where even 

unbelievers admitted that if it was God who blessed the U.S.A., then at least 

some great good luck had befallen us, and that now the blessing of the luck is 

over, the machinery clanks, the chain catches hold, and the cars jerk forward?" 

(LR 3-4). For Percy, movement forward, transcendence, begins after a re

cognition. He submits that "it may well turn out that consciousness itself is not a 

'thing,' an entity, but an act, the triadic act by which we recognize reality through 

its symbolic vehicle" (Signposts 287). Semiotically, the roller coaster is one such 

symbolic vehicle through which Percy and his reader connect in an 

intersubjective act of consciousness. 
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Percy's readers are not unlike all readers since Homer. Among 

multifarious reasons for reading, Percy's readers may expect intersubjective 

connections in order to better understand their own life journeys. Nonetheless, 

Percy's readers may feel somewhat like the man stranded on the island in 

"Message in the Bottle," an "alert, conscientious, and well-informed man who is 

interested in the advance of science and the arts, and a responsible citizen who 

has a stake in the welfare of his island society" (MB 120). These readers, travelers 

all, are "anxious to evaluate the messages properly and so take advantage of the 

information they convey" (MB 120). Although Percy's repeated transit 

metaphors may contain the message of good news for which the wayfaring 

reader has been waiting, the bewildered wayfarer may find that "the messages 

are very diverse in form and subject matter" and may feel unable to interpret 

messages (MB 120). However, careful readers need only to interpret the signs in 

a semiotic process, and in so doing they can begin "sorting out the messages" 

(MB 120). Only through the interpreting and sorting process does the crux of 

Percy's messages emerge for Percy's readers. 

Percy's rhetorical strategy of employing the metaphor of journey not only 

points his readers to previous writers and their works, but it also stipulates 

movement from stasis. Additionally, Percy's application of this time-honored 

strategy-particularly notable in The Second Coming-makes transcendence 
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possible for both his abstracted protagonists and his readers. Walker Percy 

makes the decoding of those diverse messages much easier for his readers 

because of his usage of intertextual triangulation. This rhetorical strategy 

enables careful readers, as they undertake the task of "sorting out the messages," 

to make new intersubjective connections with Percy and his abstracted 

protagonists, thereby creating new and dynamic triads (MB 120). Within these 

triads, Percy's message emanates: truth is in the transit. 



CHAPTER4 

SENTIMENT AL JOURNEY: TRANSCENDENCE THROUGH DEATH 

In a 1987 interview, Zoltan Abadi-Nagy asks Walker Percy about various 

aspects of his canon. In response to Abadi-Nagy's questions, Percy candidly 

discusses his concept of the semiotic typology of self, alienation, and 

transcendence within the context of his writing. In one important area of 

inquiry, Percy discloses revelatory underpinnings about his sixth and final novel, 

The Thanatos Syndrome. At the session's close, Abadi-Nagy gives Percy an 

opportunity to frame the final question himself. Percy complies: "Since you are a 

satirical novelist and since the main source of the satirist's energy is anger about 

something amiss or wrong about the world, what is the main target of your 

anger in The Thanatos Syndrome?" In a memorable response, Percy answers his 

own query: "It is the widespread and ongoing devaluation of human life in the 

Western world-under sentimental disguises: 1 quality of life,' 
1 

pointless 

suffering,' 'termination of life without meaning,' etc." (Signposts 394). Percy 

explains that he traces contemporary apathy toward the value of life "to a certain 

mind-set in the biological and social sciences which is extraordinarily influential 
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among educated folk--so much so that it has almost achieved the status of a 

quasi-religious orthodoxy." Naming this evolving order the "Holy Office of the 

Secular Inquisition," Percy cautions that "it is not to be confused with' secular 

humanism,' because, for one thing, it is anti-human." Asserting that this Secular 

Inquisition "drapes itself in the mantle of the scientific method and free scientific 

inquiry," Percy further submits that "it is neither free nor scientific" (Signposts 

394). Instead, followers of this pseudo-religion observe "two holy 

commandments which the Secular Inquisition lays down for all scientists and 

believers" (Signposts 395). Fundamentally, followers "shall not find anything 

unique about the human animal even if the evidence points to such uniqueness," 

nor shall followers suggest "that there is a unique and fatal flaw in Homo 

sapiens sapiens [Percy's repetition of Sapiens] or indeed any perverse trait that 

cannot be laid to the influence of Western civilization" (Signposts 395). After 

providing specific examples of some scientists' adherence to these 

commandments, even in the face of contradictory evidence---for instance, 

scientific disregard of Charles Sanders Peirce's studies "in man's unique 

symbolizing capacity"-Percy warns that if scientific inquiry is not freed of 

dogmatic agenda, no one should be surprised if "the history of the Weimar 

doctors is repeated" (Signposts 396). Declaring that "Weimar leads to 

Auschwitz," Percy closes his warning with a dire admonition: "The nihilism of 
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some scientists in the name of ideology or sentimentality and the consequent 

devaluation of individual human life lead straight to the gas chamber" (Signposts 

396). 

Percy's response to his own query establishes the central theme of The 

Thanatos Syndrome: death in the name of compassionate humane science. Equally 

important, even though his reply appears to end on a rather pessimistic note, 

Percy's cautionary remarks do not forbid hope. Hope resides both in his use of 

the word warning and in the warning itself. The word sign stipulates the 

possibility for change, and the act (issuing the warning) reflects Percy's 

commitment to the science of semiotics, particularly to abduction-which Peirce 

names II the only kind of reasoning that supplies new ideas" (Peirce, Collected 2: 

497). Abduction,21 as a semiotic process, begins with a situation that is 

ambiguous and puzzling, and it ''supposes something of a different kind from 

what we have directly observed, and frequently something which it would be 

impossible for us to observe directly" (Peirce, Collected 2: 385). Because 

contemporary readers of The Thanatos Syndrome may not have witnessed the 

social conditions that led to the Holocaust and because these readers may 

themselves be abstracted and thus unaware of the similar catastrophic social 

21 Peirce often interchanges the word abduction with the words 

hypothesis and presumption in his theses on logic. 
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disease which currently threatens their lives, both physical and spiritual, Percy 

reintroduces the orthodoxy of the Weimar Republic and names the symptoms of 

the disease. As artist, Percy observes that "novel writing is a rather humble 

vocation, that is, making up stories to give people pleasure," and he notes that if 

an artist "can do that[,] he's succeeded"; but he further observes that ''even a 

novelist has a right to issue a warning. It's a noble tradition, going back to 

Dostoyevsky" (Lawson and Kramer, More 198). Following that "noble tradition," 

Percy, in The Thanatos Syndrome, presents distinct signs and symbols of warning 

in the hope that each reader will experience an intersubjective relation and, by 

using abduction, will form new ideas that might result in movement from stasis 

(the death state) toward transcendence (a dynamic movement toward becoming 

and being). 

As a II thief of Peirce" (Samway, Thief130), Percy understands that literary 

art, because it is inseparable from language, partakes of Peirce's 
II 

thirdness" in 

that it is a symbol. As a whole symbol, Percy's novel invites interpretation of its 

parts---its multiple, minute signs and symbols. A. J. Greimas and J. Courtes 

designate each minute sign and symbol a seme, the '"minimal unit' of 

signification" (278). As Winfried Noth points out, "Semes are conceived as 

abstract, deep structural entities of metalinguistic description. The universe of 

semes represents the totality of conceptual categories of the human mind" (317). 



By connecting semes, interpreters come to discover new concepts. On the 

surface, a single semiotic seme may appear insignificant within The Thanatos 
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Syndrome, but when considered collectively, paradigmatically, and visually, 

much like pointillism in art, semes in The Thanatos Syndrome paint a Cimmerian 

picture of unconscious despair and love-of-death, an image that signifies the 

alienation and destruction of America's body and soul. Percy's readers who note 

the semetic signs and symbols of this manifestation of death (the thanatos 

syndrome) will participate in a dynamic process that moves them from puzzling 

ambiguity through the stages of reasoning, understanding, and knowledge. The 

result is a movement toward the ultimate stage of transcendence. 

The Thanatos Syndrome differs from Percy's earlier works in at least three 

notable ways. The most striking difference is that it does not concentrate on one 

solitary, alienated protagonist; instead, the work focuses on locus (Feliciana, 

Louisiana), "the place where the strange events related in this book occur," as 

exemplar of post-modern American society (TS 1 )22 This shift in locus is 

significant, for as Gary M. Ciuba notes "the central metaphor of the title is more 

revealing than any individual victim of the disease" (Walker 258). Equally 

22 By focusing on Feliciana, the same area in which Binx Boling resides in 
The Moviegoer, Percy creates a quasi-mythical region similar to Faulkner's 
Yoknapatawpha County though Faulker' s county is more geographically 

specific. 
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important, this distinction establishes a metaphoric extension of act and action 

(agent) to locus (scene) in that Feliciana evinces the same characteristics that 

Percy's protagonists commonly exhibit: stasis, alienation, and abstraction. The 

conscious artistry of the opening of this novel signals those three characteristics: 

"For some time now I have noticed that something strange is occurring in our 

region. I have noticed it both in the patients I have treated and in ordinary 

encounters with people" (TS 3). Because Feliciana' s citizens are being drugged 

with Na-24, a sodium solution that affects the cortex of the brain, they regress to 

"pre-linguistic pongid levels of behavior" (TS 329). This drug-induced inability 

to communicate intersubjectively signals that "there's not only a loss of cortical 

inhibitions, superego, anxiety which was once present. There's something else, a 

loss of-self-" (TS 33). This loss of the self (agent) extends to loss of the locus 

(scene, Feliciana), and for the Catholic Percy, the two parallel to a loss of body 

(locus) and soul (agent). This loss of self-consciousness repeats a similar 

characteristic of Percy's previous protagonists who struggle to move from static, 

silent, unconscious despair toward transcendence, a Kierkegaardian Christian 

existential concept. Among many appropriate possibilities, two examples 

highlight that comparison: Lance's confession to Percival in Lancelot, "I've 

nothing to say and am certainly not interested in what they say" (5) and the 

narrator's explanation of Will Barrett's relationship with his father, "There was 
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silence. They spoke no more of it. We know don't we, the silence said, that the 

man was wounded by the same shot and there is nothing to be said about it" (SC 

59). Percy's individual protagonists are unable to name the alienation that 

results from thwarted intersubjectivity; analogously, Feliciana' s citizens are 

unaware of their own thwarted intersubjectivity. By extending alienation from a 

single character to a community, Percy broadens his philosophical argument 

through his semiotic typology. 

A second and equally significant distinction is the novel's intensely dark 

milieu-a product of its moral outrage--despite moments of comic hope, a 

hallmark of all Percyan work. Whereas Percy's other novels focus on each 

protagonist's internal struggle for consciousness, this work satirically attacks 

society's moral ennui, a feature of this locus (Feliciana). Percy's apparent moral 

concerns in The Thanatos Syndrome may result in some critics' labeling him a 

moralist, a distasteful appellation to many, but Percy probably would not be 

offended by such a label; instead, Percy would likely agree with Allen Janik and 

Stephen Toulmin who, in Wittgenstein's Vienna, posit that" only art can express 

moral truth and only the artist can teach the things that matter most in life. Art 

is a mission" (197). Percy himself suggests his agreement in the Abadi-Nagy 

interview: "If a writer writes from a sense of outrage--and most serious writers 

do-isn't he by definition a moral writer?" (Signposts 379). Percy's clarification of 
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the word moral signals Final Interpretant,23 which Peirce submits is "the one 

Interpretive result to which every Interpreter is destined to come if the sign is 

sufficiently considered" (Selected 414). This Final Interpretant reappears in 

Percy's essay, "Diagnosing the Modern Malaise," which the author originally 

delivered as a speech at the Cornell University Chekhov Festival in 1985, while 

writing The Thanatos Syndrome. In his speech, Percy describes Chekhov as a 

"literary clinician, the pathologist of the strange spiritual malady of the modern 

age" (Signposts 205). Noting that "Chekhov would, if he were here, be outraged 

or pretend to be outraged at the suggestion that his story might be about 

anything so grandiose as the spiritual plight of Western man or the loss of 

meaning in the modern world," Percy proposes that Chekhov's rage (real or 

pseudo) would be rooted in the Russian author's "healthy contempt for didactic 

writing and almost fanatic vocation to show people the way they are" (Signposts 

205). The physician-artist Percy like the physician-artist Chekhov scorns the 

didactic, which may explain Jay Tolson's belief that "Percy was divided about his 

own book." Tolson claims that Percy "recognized the conflict it marked between 

his aesthetic and moral commitments"; expounding on that theme, the critic 

proffers that "it was important for him [Percy] not to seem too much a moralist." 

23 Because Peirce capitalizes these terms (Interpretant, Immediate 
Interpretant, Dynamic Interpretant, Final Interpretant, and Possibilities), this 
study continues to follow that practice in order to designate Peirce's use of them. 
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Ultimately, Tolson concludes that "there was, as Percy himself realized, 

something different about this novel" (Tolson, Pilgrim 465). That II something 

different" is Percy's overt moral warning, which some readers may interpret as 

didactic. Such a restricted interpretation fails on at least two fronts. First, it fails 

to accept the warning objectively. Further, it fails to recognize the possible 

implications of the warning as a dynamic process. 

The third, and perhaps the most important, in this triad of identifiable 

significant differences is Percy's use of the rhetorical strategy of authorial self in 

the characters Dr. Thomas More, as objective voice, and Father Simon Rinaldo 

Smith, as subjective voice. Michel Foucault examines the function of author, 

meaning, and knowledge in discourse in Archaeology of Knmuledge. Of particular 

interest to understanding Percy's rhetorical strategy is Foucault's view on the 

author's role in discourse. Foucault notes that 
II 

the function of the author has 

steadily grown stronger" since the seventeenth century. Foucault believes that 

readers expect an author II to reveal or at least carry authentification of the 

hidden meaning which traverses them," that is, the texts. Noting that the author 

"is asked to connect them [texts] to his lived experiences, to the real history 

which saw their birth," Foucault concludes that 
II 

the author is what gives the 

disturbing language of fiction its unities, its nodes of coherence, its insertions in 

the real." Recognizing that readers have a dynamic relation with authors of any 
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text, Foucault submits that readers who write about any writer's oeuvre assume 

"the function of the author: what he writes and what he does not write" (1159). 

In this function of discourse, the dynamic process produces new interpretations 

within a semiotic process. Additionally, these interpretations are influenced by 

the authors who, consciously or unconsciously, provide signs that point to their 

own presence within any work. In "What is an Author?" Foucault addresses this 

development as "the manner in which a text apparently points to this figure who 

is outside and precedes it" (Language 115). Edward Dupuy notes that the 

"transformation of experience into art," a type of autobiography, "creates a 

metaphor of self for both its writer and its reader. It names the self through the 

process of metaphorical indirection" (14). Percy, as an author concerned with a 

semiotics of self, enters this particular novel through the voices of Dr. Tom More 

and Father Smith, and subsequently projects an authorial self in the process of 

transcendence. Simultaneously, he invites his readers to join in the dynamic 

process of transcendence. 

By presenting Tom as a relatively detached and credible observer of 

Feliciana' s predicament, Percy's strategy leads readers to objectify the grim state 

of affairs in the parish and to trust the narrator's report by presenting Father 

Smith as a moral activist. Further, Percy's strategy induces readers to be moved 
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emotionally by the same grim state of affairs.24 In the combined characters, 

Percy effectively employs all three Aristotelian artistic forms of proof: logos, 

ethos, and pathos----a dynamic triad that can move readers. Most importantly, 

taken together, Tom's and Father Smith's personae reflect Percy's Christian 

existentialist philosophy, which Percy specifically addresses in his non-fiction 

and obliquely addresses in his fiction. Two representative statements from 

Percy's non-fiction parallel selected passages from his fiction, which illustrate 

this interpretation of duality. In his essay "Diagnosing the Malaise," Percy offers 

his conception of the artist's role in fiction: 11 one of the tasks of the serious 

novelist is, if not to isolate the bacillus under the microscope, at least to give the 

sickness a name, to render the unspeakable speakable" (Signposts 206). In a like 

manner, Tom defines the role of a psychiatrist: "the best thing we shrinks do, [is 

to] render the unspeakable speakable" (TS 17). Tom's repetition of Percy's idea 

signals a connection between character and author. Both seek to aid the patient 

(reader) by naming, the first step toward consciousness. Yet, a second 

connection may be observed in Percy's commentary on the roles of the novelist 

and the psychiatrist. "There are similarities," Percy admits, "between these two 

24 Father Smith's use of pathos does not parallel Bob Comeaux' s. Father 
Smith's emotionalism betokens a happiness that is located in the soul, as it is a 
composite of intellect and will. Comeaux' s emotionalism rejects the intellect and 
will as it seeks to move by false emotionalism, that is, by sentimentalism. 
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branches of art and science; that is, novel writing and psychiatry" (Signposts 141). 

This statement demonstrates Percy's belief that practitioners of both disciplines 

can work together to name the love-of-death predicament in which post-modern 

man exists. The semiotic process allows for the interpretation that Tom, as 

psychiatrist, can voice the novelist's warning. Shelby Foote, recognized Percyan 

scholar as well as Percy's closest friend for almost sixty years, also notes the 

coupling between character and novelist; in a letter to Percy (dated August 10, 

1983) Foote observes, "I was very pleased to hear that you are furthering the 

adventures of Tom More; Ive [sic] always considered him the character most like 

you-not autobiographically, but by nature" (Tolson, Correspondences 282). 

Foote's Final Interpretant of Tom, the character, is Percy, ethical man, 

Kierkegaard's first stage beyond unconscious despair. 

An examination of Father Smith's persona also reveals an analogous 

connection to Percy. In this case, Father Smith, the character, is Percy, moral 

man, Kierkegaard's religious stage in the movement toward transcendence. 

Among numerous possible illustrations from the novel and from Percy's life 

experiences, two noteworthy examples delineate this point well. The first, and 

arguably the best, example that demonstrates Father Smith's role as Percy's 

moral spokesman occurs when Tom, during his first visit to the firetower, asks 

the priest, "Why are you?" (TS 125). Father Smith completes and interprets 
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Tom's elliptical question: "Why am I what? Oh. You mean why am I a Catholic" 

(125). Through a litany of probing, inductive questions from the old priest and 

reticent responses from Tom, much like the liturgy of Mass, Percy reveals the 

meaning of the sacraments that produce grace. Tom recites the" scriptural 

example" of that grace: "'Unless you eat my body and drink my blood, you will 

not have life in you"' (TS 125). Percy, as a Catholic, accepts that the act of 

communion sustains the soul, which Father Smith's answer affirms: "'Sarne 

one!'" This indirect answer prepares readers for Father Smith's more forthright 

reply that is spoken in a "murmur," like prayers before communion: '"Life. But 

that's the trouble, the words-" (TS 125-26). As a Final Interpretant, Father Smith 

labels communion life, the antithesis of death. Concerned that the sign, 

communion as life, no longer signifies, the old priest notes that the trouble lies 

not in the act, but in the word (agency) that signifies that act: "Once, everyone 

admits, such signs signified. Now they do not" (TS 118). In his essay in which 

the title mirrors Tom's question, "Why Are You a Catholic," -written in 1990, 

three years after the publication of The Thanatos Syndrome-Percy offers his own 

reasons for being a Catholic; in the course of that discussion, Percy addresses his 

concern about the condition of religious language, a concern that also mirrors 

Father Smith's: "So decrepit and so abused is the language of Judeo-Christian 

religions that it takes an effort to salvage them" (Signposts 306). As Sue Mitchell 
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Crowley points out, "Like O'Connor, Percy realizes that a writer cannot use the 

language of religion, words such as 'sin' and 'salvation,' but must rather make 

his message apparent by shock. You must shout at the hard of hearing" (227). In 

his attempt to avoid making his fiction explicitly edifying,2s Percy repeatedly 

advances, through Tom's and Father Smith's voices, semetic signs that signal the 

great apocalypse in such a way that even the hard of hearing can name and 

know them. 

A second significant illustration that Father Smith voices Percy's moral 

concerns can be found by comparing Percy's statements to Phil McCombs in a 

1988 interview to Father Smith's confession. Percy explains to McCombs that he 

drew upon his own visit to Germany in 1934, to create Father Smith's 

recollections of a visit to that country though Percy readily admits that his own 

youthful experiences were "nothing so dramatic as Father Smith's" (Lawson and 

Kramer, More 190). Like the youth in Father Smith's confession, the nephew of 

Percy's German hosts strongly influenced the future writer. Percy portrays the 

2s Percy is fond of quoting Flannery O'Connor's warning about writing 
edifying novels. For example, in a 1988 interview with Phil McCombs, Percy 
relates one such account: "You know what Flannery O'Connor said-she said 
beware of writing edifying novels. She was always saying, 'These ladies are 
coming up to me and saying why aren't your novels more uplifting?' And 
Flannery said something like if you get fifty women who read uplifting novels 
what you got is a book club. So the novelist is very limited in what he or she can 

do" (Lawson and Kramer, More 201-02). 
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teen as" dead serious with this impressive uniform" as he was" graduating from 

the Hitlerjugend and going into the Schutzstaffel" (Lawson and Kramer, More 190). 

Similarly, Father Smith's young friend exhibits "serious and absolute dedication" 

as he goes through his "last exercise in the Hitler Jugend before going to the 

Junkerschule, the SS officer school" (TS 248). Percy acknowledges to McCombs 

that the "tremendous mystique" of the apprentice soldier "made an impression 

on me" (Lawson and Kramer, More 190). That Shelby Foote also is aware of this 

German connection further corroborates the lasting imprint that the visit and the 

young soldier had on Percy. Foote states that Percy "was tremendously 

impressed by what he saw. Tremendously impressed" (Tolson, Pilgrim 115). In a 

statement that demonstrates Final Interpretant, Dupuy concludes from these 

same Percyan and Foote statements that "there can be little doubt, then, that 

Percy uses Father Smith as a mouthpiece for his own views against the scientific 

humanism that seeks to engineer society in the name of 'doing good"' (118). 

Percy's affinity for the German youth allows for the possibility that the young 

Percy may have been attracted to the mystery of the Third Reich, perhaps even to 

the point of aspiring to emulate his soldier friend, and that attraction in turn may 

have resulted in guilt. Building on that possibility, Percy's guilt may be reflected 

into Father's Smith's anguished confession, in which the priest reveals a dark 

secret: "If I had been German not American, I would have joined him .... I 
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would have gone to Junkerschule, sworn the solemn oath of the Teutonic knights 

at Marienburg, and joined the Schutzstaffel. Listen. Do you hear me? I 'Would 

have joined him" (TS 248-49). Dupuy makes his case that Father Smith's 

confession may suggest Percy's public confession of the author's "inner struggle 

with Gnosticism" (119). An extension of that argument would be that Father 

Smith's self-imposed anathema with respect to his past inclinations signals his 

moral covenant-that is, Percy's moral covenant-which is supported in the 

priest's portrayal as the novel's moral consciousness. For Mikhail Bakhtin, the 

confession "is the object of artistic vision and depiction." The artist "depicts 

confession and the confessional consciousness of others in order to show that 

they [confessions] are nothing other than an interaction among consciousnesses" 

(Problems 287). Bakhtin further submits that confession is" an encounter of the 

deepest I with another" (Problems 294). In Father Smith's confession, Percy 

creates dual interactions of consciousnesses-intersubjectivity-on the deepest 

level: one between Tom and Father Smith, and by extension, a second one 

between Percy and his readers. As Percy's moral voice, Father Smith articulates 

the author's concerns not only about morality but also about semiotics and 

religion. In the semiotic process, not every reader will come to this same Final 

Interpretant, but the man and character's shared history and values signal a 

viable yoke between Percy and Father Smith, a correlation that signifies the 
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author's moral self 

Together, the Tom More/Father Smith collective voice likewise signals 

two facets of Percy's public voice, the objective observer and the moral mover. 

Linda Hobson provides a similar interpretation: "The Thanatos Syndrome is also 

notable because it gives form to a different' self' of Percy's. This 'public' self or 

voice is realistic, chastened by experience, and solidly on the side of St. Thomas 

More when it invokes God's law, a higher law than the utilitarian good of the 

state" (150-51 ). Although Hobson' s statement subtly alludes to the rhetorical 

strategy of duality implicit in the Tom More/Father Smith voice, she does not 

directly address the feature of narratology; nonetheless, the voices represent a 

dual bonding of Percy's reasoning self (intellect) and his moral self (will), which 

in turn singularly signal both the author's rational warnings of impending 

catastrophe and his emotional messages of enduring hope. This collective public 

voice places Percy in Foucault's category of authors who are "initiators of 

discursive process" (Language 131), primarily because through Tom and Father 

Smith, Percy's voice initiates the semiotic process which prompts unlimited 

possibilities for his readers' transcendences. 

Unlike the prefatory material in his other fiction, Percy places his name at 

the end of his introductory remarks to The Thanatos Syndrome, and again signals 

an authentic authorial presence. The name placement initiates a direct 
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intersubjective communication with his readers; thus, when in his own voice the 

author describes the town and its citizens, readers experience an I/Thou 

relationship with Percy. As a microcosm of the larger macrocosm-America as a 

whole-the region, according to Percy, "has too many malls, banks, hospitals, 

chiropractors, politicians, lawyers, realtors, and condos with names like Chateau 

Charmant" (TS viii). Its citizens, "all manner of fractious folk, including Texans 

and recent refugees from unlikely places like Korea and Michigan," get along as 

well or as poorly as any other citizenry (TS viii). Then suddenly, in the midst of 

Percy's remarks, Tom's voice unexpectedly overshadows the text in a single 

remarkable statement: "Still and all, I wouldn't live anywhere else" (TS viii). 

Because Tom is the one who lives in Feliciana, not Percy (who lived in 

Covington, St. Tammany Parish), the rhetorical import of this intervening 

statement allows Tom, as narrator, to intrude into Percy's text, into the artist's 

conscious public self. Another notable rhetorical feature of this strategy is that 

Percy sets it apart from the text as an independent paragraph, again, a signal of 

its rhetorical importance. Finally, and most importantly, this deliberate intrusion 

signals the archetypal Homo-duplex of man and character, Percy and Tom. 

Returning to his own voice, Percy closes the brief introduction by 

acknowledging that the geographic boundaries in the novel are somewhat 

accurate, but he hastens to add that the "people in Feliciana have been made up" 
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(TS viii). That which is accurate and real in this work of fiction is the information 

about the "German and Austrian professors and physicians who were active in 

both the Weimar Republic and the Third Reich" (TS viii). The author's careful 

inclusion of this distinction signals its importance in the work, which Percy 

expands by expressing his debt to "Dr. Frederic Wertham' s remarkable book, A 

Sign for Cain" (TS viii). This reference to Wertham's study also serves as a sign to 

readers, in this instance, a symbolic connection between the real and the fictional. 

Additionally, it signals that particular characters within The Thanatos Syndrome 

signify and symbolize "the Nazi doctors and their academic precursors" that 

Wertham considers in great detail in his work, which, Tolson speculates, had 

preyed on Percy's mind for several years (Pilgrim 455). Peirce's discussion of the 

function of symbols substantiates that interpretation: "Symbols grow. They 

come into being by development out of other signs, particularly from icons, or 

from mixed signs partaking of the nature of icons and symbols." Continuing, 

Peirce explains that because individuals think only in signs, "these mental signs 

are of mixed nature; the symbol parts of them are called concepts. If a man 

makes a new symbol, it is by thought involving concepts. So it is only out of 

symbols that a new symbol can grow" (Peirce, Collections 2: 169). Peirce accepts 

that the interpretant of the first triad creates a second triadic connection in which 

the relation of the sign to its object in the first triad becomes the object of the 
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process of interpretation, the symbolic possibilities encourage reinterpretation 

until each reader reaches a Final Interpretant. 
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Like a prologue, Percy's brief prelude provides readers with specific, 

salient information by introducing yet another sign that evolves into a unifying 

symbol within the novel: the concept of "littleness," both in semes and as a 

symbol of spirituality. Percy introduces this concept following that momentary 

interruption by Tom's voice. Surmising that" these Lousianians, for all their 

differences and contrariness, have an affection for one another," Percy notes that 

this tenderness ''is expressed by small signs and courtesies" (TS viii). Although 

an immediate interpretation of these statements may be literal-that is, 

southerners, out of genuine fondness, treat each other with caring courtesy

another interpretation suggests that this small passage may signal readers to 

note Percy's alignment of tenderness and smallness, which together serve as 

contrary underpinnings in the novel. This interpretation is borne out in the 

novel, beginning with signs of "littleness" at the beginning of the work. 

In the opening page of the novel, Percy illustrates the role of readers as 

interpreters when he immediately signals the necessity to piece together semetic 

signs in order to reach new interpretations. Like the pointillist artist's ever

changing canvas, Percy's novel demands apprehension of the novel as object 
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while it simultaneously requires interpretation of the smallest sign, an action that 

initiates a multilayered and multifaceted semiotic process. Tom articulates this 

process when he immediately declares that" a great scientist once said that 

genius consists not in making great discoveries but in seeing the connection 

between small discoveries" (TS 1). In order to emphasize the significance of this 

underpinning, Tom later repeats and expands that idea: "Small disconnected 

facts, if you take note of them, have a way of becoming connected" (TS 67). 

Completing the triad of signs that point to Peirce, Tom for the third time repeats 

the idea by naming its source: "The great American philosopher, Charles Sanders 

Peirce, said that the most amazing thing about the universe is that apparently 

disconnected events are in fact not, that one can connect them. Amazing!" (TS 

68). To illustrate the importance of making semetic connections, Percy begins the 

novel with Tom's relating a story about a New Orleans physician who 
0

noticed a 

couple of little things most of us would have missed" (TS 4). While making a 

house call, this alert doctor hears the family's cook muttering about the children 

being exposed to poison, which had been put out to combat a rat problem. Tom 

judges that "most physicians would not even listen or, if they did, would not be 

curious and would leave with a pleasantry to humor old what's-her-name" (TS 

4). But this "natural diagnostician" discovers a connection between the two 

"little things"-the dead rat "with a drop of blood hanging like a ruby from its 
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nose" and his two sick patients-and ultimately concludes that his patients have 

the black plague (TS 3-4). He is subsequently able to treat the malady, and his 

patients recover. 

As a rhetorical strategy, this vignette--a minute sign--serves as 

synecdoche, as metaphoric symbol of the novel as a whole, and as a sign of the 

greater plague that is sweeping Feliciana, and, by extension, America. By 

naming the malady, Percy, through Tom his physician-diagnostician voice, can 

help readers (patients) discover their own disease, an unconscious love-of-death, 

and thereby recover from it, like the children with the plague. Further, Percy's 

use of a minimal narrative to evoke an archetypal, consequential event, Europe's 

Great Plague, signals readers to note and mark semes (small signs) in the 

upcoming narrative in order to make their own important discoveries, which 

could lead to an awakening and subsequent movement toward transcendence. 

This movement from static unconsciousness begins with the Delta Factor; 

therefore, the author challenges his readers to name and know the small but 

significant signs that signify the thanatos syndrome, also a deadly, catastrophic 

disease and one which, like the black plague, must be named and known; failure 

to follow such a course, Percy signifies, can have but one result: death. "Naming 

or symbolization," for Percy, "may be defined as the affirmation of the thing as 

being what it is under the auspices of the symbol" ( Signposts 133). Once readers 
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name the predicament, they enter an intersubjective relation as "co-knowers" 

and "co-celebrants" with Percy, uniting the "I," Percy, and "Thou," reader, in a 

sacred bond of knowledge, again, an epistemological concept grounded in 

Percy's Judea-Christian belief that the Word is Divine. By affirming the existence 

of this dread disease, which Tom labels "more mysterious and perhaps even 

more ominous" than the plague, readers make possible their own individual 

journeys toward transcendence (TS 4). 

Percy repeats Peirce's motif of "little things" as Tom explains his current 

view of life. When readers last see Tom at the end of Love in the Ruins, he 

appears to be on an unswerving transcendent path after he and Ellen marry, 

move into the slave quarters, have two children, and buy a Sears Best king-size 

bed. At the novel's end, Tom reports, "Poor as I am, I feel like God's spoiled 

child. I am Robinson Crusoe26 set down on the best possible island with a 

library, a laboratory, a lusty Presbyterian wife, a cozy tree house, an idea, and all 

26 As Jae Tharpe points out, Percy's repeated use of the Robinson Crusoe 
sign and symbol in his fiction serves to "elucidate his theories of epistemology" 
(126). Tom, a post-modern Crusoe, can explore what it means to be a human set 
down in a world that needs discovery and naming, a semiotic act. Tharpe 
submits that the Crusoe sign "means that the individual lives his life as if he 
were the only person-the first person-in a newly made universe, encountering 
the 1niraculous world itself for the first time, all quite as if being and miracle 
depended on him alone" (126). Literally and symbolically, each individual has to 
discover for himself, and if each discovery connects to another discovery, then 

the individual moves ever towards transcendence. 
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the time in the world" (LR 361). Like Crusoe, Tom appears ready to discover his 

new world, that is, to interpret the signs and move toward transcendence. 

Additionally, Tom's statement suggests that he now possesses life, 

metaphorically, in that he feels he has II all the time in the world," a timelessness 

that is antithetical to death. Yet, between the ending of Love in the Ruins and the 

beginning of The Thanatos Syndrome, Tom has fallen back into the aesthetic stage. 

Readers discover early in The Thanatos Syndrome that Tom's conscious state, like 

all of Percy's protagonists, has not endured, that his moment of II recover being," 

to use Marcel's term, was short lived, primarily because the ethical state is not 

abiding. 

Tmn (named for his" collateral ancestor" St. Thomas More) has been in 

prison for two years for selling prescriptions of Desoxyn and Dalmane to truck 

drivers who stopped at the local Union 76 truck stop. Still, Tom reveals that 

11 two years in the clink have taught me a thing or two. . . . I don't have to 

plumb the depths of 'modern man' as I used to think I had to. Nor worry about 

'the human condition' and suchlike. My scale is smaller." Tom then explains 

that II at one time I thought the world was going mad and that it was up to me to 

diagnose the madness and treat it." Confessing that he has been 
II 

grandiose," 

Tom compares his past "megalomania" to Faust's "pacts with the Devil." He 

next clarifies his new, humbler approach to life: "Living a small life gave me 
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leave to notice small things" (TS 67). In this extension of the "littleness" motif, 

Percy, whom critic Jolm F. Desmond calls" one of the most elusive and cunning 

of American writers, a fact both necessitated and conditioned by the deep 

religious sensibility that informs his work" ( Crossroads 4), employs the rhetorical 

strategies of amplificatio and significatio, in that he both embellishes and implies 

more than is actually stated. Percy, through Tom, signals readers to consider the 

semetic signs as Tom has come to do. The semetic signs, if connected as Peirce 

and Percy recommend, may initiate great discoveries for readers through the 

semiotic process and in so doing move the reader toward transcendence. 

Describing himself as an" an old-fashioned physician of the soul, one of 

the last survivors in a horde of Texas brain mechanics, M.I.T. neurone 

circuitrists" (TS 16), Tom is qualified to diagnose and capable of naming the 

small insults that damage the self, that is, the body and soul. Ciuba notes that 

the psychiatrist "sees the strange behavior of those around him as signs of 

spiritual morbidity and then gradually learns to read those symptoms as the 

semiotics of the end" (Walker 253). This "physician of the soul," who professes 

that his "psychiatric faith" comes from Dr. Harry Stack Sullivan,27 repeats 

Sullivan's credo: "Each patient this side of psychosis, and even some psychotics, 

27 In "Diagnosing the Modern ~al~si~;" ~ercy claims that Sulliva:1 is_ 
"perhaps the greatest American psychiatrist ~Signposts 212). ~ha~ a~m~rahon 
probably accounts for Percy's referring to Sullivan repeatedly m his fiction. 
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has the means of obtaining what he needs, she needs, with a little help from you" 

(TS 16). Again, Tom's use of the word little implies an important message that 

initiates the semiotic process. The psychiatrist readily admits that he does not 

know the basis of Sullivan's tenet, but he wonders whether one source might be 

Matthew 13:44 (TS 16). Because Percy, through Tom, specifically names the 

biblical reference, readers may infer that the author expects them to make an 

intertextual connection to this biblical verse. 

Upon investigation, the inquisitive reader finds the verse pertinent to 

Sullivan's and Tom' s---and, by extension, Percy's-hypothesis about the gift of 

healing as it relates to knowledge of self and transcendence: "the kingdom of 

heaven is like unto a treasure hidden in a field. Which a man having found it, 

hid it, and for joy thereof goeth, and selleth all that he had, and buyeth that 

field." Tom expresses that biblical passage in similar language as he explains the 

impact Sullivan's creed has on his own approach to treatment: "But there it was, 

to me the pearl of great price, the treasure hidden in a field, that is to say, the 

patient's truest unique self which lies within his, the patient's, power to reach 

and which we, as little as we do, can help him reach" (TS 16-17). Percy's use of 

scriptural exegesis, through Tom, reflects the ancient Christian theological idea 

that each biblical passage reflects a triad of textual meanings. Noth explains that 

Church Fathers developed a complex system of interpretation which determined 
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that the Bible offers "a cortex, or level of surface meaning, covering a nucleus of 

truth" (335). This hermeneutic system" distinguishes three stages of scriptural 

analysis," with the final stage uncovering that truth (Noth 335). The first stage, 

littera, interprets grammatical structure; the second stage, sensus, interprets the 

"obvious, literal, or narrative meanings" (Noth 335). These two stages combine 

to form the" outer cortex of the text," whereas the "nucleus of truth" within that 

cortex is the level of deep structure that requires the third stage of interpretation, 

sententia-11 the spiritual sense of the Holy Scriptures" (N 6th 335). By coupling 

the biblical directive "hidden in a field" with the phrase "as little as we do," 

Percy signals, through Tom, the extraordinary significance of this slight, but 

powerful, passage, that is, the truth as Percy sees it. 

A reader may accept the interpretation that Tom's hidden treasure, the 

self, metaphorically parallels the biblical hidden treasure-truth-in this case 

salvation, primarily because the soul share of the self partakes of salvation. 

Additionally, the Peircean and biblical intertextual connections advance parallel 

metaphors in this Percyan work. Like "treasure[s] in a field" Percy details semes 

for readers to discover and interpret. Unconsciousness precludes the finding of 

these small signs. Self-consciousness-which Tom as psychiatrist attempts to 

help his patients attain and by extension Percy, his readers-enables recognition 

of the signs that need to be semiotically interpreted so that the reader (patient) 
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can better understand the thanatos syndrome, the disease that permeates and 

threatens to destroy the twentieth century; from understanding, the reader can 

subsequently come to knmo,28 the single act that makes transcendence possible. 

While advancing the motif of "littleness," Percy creates a new intertextual 

triad among Tom, Peirce, and St. Theresa of Lisieux, the French Carmelite nun 

who died of tuberculosis at age twenty-five in 1897, was canonized a saint in 

1925, and named a Doctor of the Catholic Church in 1998. Just as Peirce valued 

connecting" small disconnected facts" (TS 67), the devout nun in her 

autobiography, Story of a Soul, expresses her belief in the "Little Way," the name 

2s St. Thomas Aquinas proposes in De Veritate that faith is a form of 
knowledge: '"The act of faith consists in knowledge and there we find its formal 
or specific perfection"' (MB 119). For Aquinas, as for the Catholic Percy, the soul 
has two faculties: the will and the intellect. The will seeks goodness or evil; the 
intellect seeks truth. Faith is a virtue of the intellect because it knows that truth. 
In Fragments, Kierkegaard refutes that idea: '"Faith is not a form of knowledge; 
for all knowledge is either knowledge of the eternal, excluding the temporal and 
the historical as indifferent, or it is pure historical knowledge. No knowledge 
can have for its object the absurdity that the eternal is the historical"' (MB 119). 
Jan Nordby Gretland, in an interview, asks Percy if he took issue with 
Kierkegaard" on the function of knowledge in attaining faith." Percy offers a 
detailed answer about the acquisition of knowledge and its role in 
transcendence: "Well, it is a classical dispute between Catholics and Protestants 
whether faith is a form of knowledge." Continuing, Percy defines his own 
position on the matter: "I tend to agree with Aquinas there, even though I am 
more sympathetic with Kierkegaard. I am on his wavelength, I understand his 
phenomenology, his analysis of the existential predicament of modern man." 
Nonetheless, Percy affirms that" Aquinas was right about faith. It is not a leap 
into the absurd, it is an act of faith, which is a form of knowledge" (Lawson and 

Kramer, Conversations 204). 
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she uses to interpret her act of "littleness," that is, her entire way of life: "The only 

way to make rapid progress along the path of divine love is to remain very little 

and put all our trust in Almighty God. That is what I have done" (67). St. 

Theresa repeatedly clarifies her commitment to the concept of "littleness": "To be 

little is not attributing to oneself the virtues that one practices, believing oneself 

capable of anything, but to recognize that God places this treasure in the hands 

of His little child to be used when necessary; but it remains always God's 

treasure" (Therese, conversations 139). When Tom declares that he prefers "living 

a small life," Percy signals an intertextual connection to St. Theresa's "treasure" 

of "littleness." Like St. Theresa, Tom's conscious movement toward "living a 

small life" signals his renewed movement toward transcendence, despite his 

assertion that "I still don't know what to make of God, don't give Him, Her, It a 

second thought" (TS 81). Tom's ironic expression does not signal a lack of faith; 

rather, this antiphrasis signifies the purest kind of faith because it connects to 

another idea that St. Thomas Aquinas embraced: Deum cognoscimus tamquam 

ignotum, "we know God as someone unknown." Thus, Tom's statement affirms 

his intellectual integrity because he is, in effect, admitting that which is beyond 

his human power, an understanding of God. 

Desmond recognizes an intertextual connection to St. Theresa's concept of 

''the Little Way" in Percy's first novel, The Moviegoer. In addressing that 
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intertextual connection, Desmond submits that St. Theresa's discipline "was not 

one of stoic resignation or masochistic self-denial" but was instead an" obsession 

with finding the will of God in the seemingly most inconsequential details and 

trials of everyday existence" (Crossroads 5). To illustrate that point, the critic 

refers to a statement by Monica Furlong who explains that St. Theresa "saw that 

all you were asked to do was to follow the will of God, whatever it might be, and 

give yourself unreservedly to that life and to no other" (Furlong 95). Complete 

submission to the will of God freed St. Theresa, for "she realized that instead of 

trying to be something she was not-a crusader or an A postle--she was now free 

to be Theresa with all her little problems" (Furlong 95). St. Theresa's "Little 

Way," as Desmond points out, 11 meant viewing herself from a great distance and 

seeing the ordinary humiliations of life as signs of human imperfection" 

( Crossroads 5). 

Finally, Desmond notes, "Theresa's Little Way did not require a 

suppression of consciousness; on the contrary, consciousness is central to the 

discipline since it demands a constant, knowing attention to what one is doing 

and why" (Crossroads 6). Analogously, Tom's recognition and acceptance of his 

own quotidian world of "little things" frees him to be himself with respect to all 

his problems, great and small: now he can name and know the precise symptoms 

of the disease that permeates Feliciana: stasis, alienation, and abstraction. 
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Moreover, by viewing" signs of human imperfection" from a" great distance," 

again like a pointillist painting, Tom not only can view the semetic sign&-the 

symptoms that may be dot sized-but also he can name and know the love-of

death disease. Further, like St. Theresa, Tom must pay attention to what he is 

doing and why. His act of "littleness," though not of the aphoristic spiritual 

nature of St. Theresa's, can nonetheless be interpreted as a sign of his renewed 

dynamic movement toward transcendence, primarily because he can name and 

know the unconscious condition, an act that stipulates that movement. 

Desmond submits that within Percy's intertextual connection to St. 

Theresa, "Percy does not make any explicit connection between humble 

attentiveness to the trivia of existence and the search for God-in-Jesus as St. 

Theresa does in her biography. Nevertheless," Desmond argues, "implicit in his 

[Percy's] commitment to the quotidian is his Christian recognition that nothing is 

ever lost, and that even the most obscure and seemingly insignificant of actions 

or signs can be the 'Little Way' that opens up to a saving truth" (Crossroads 11). 

Percy's plight as a writer is to signal those" seemingly insignificant" signs in 

such a way that the reader will know them for what they are, prolific and 

powerful signs of spiritual morbidity as well as their opposites, signs that make 

possible transcendence. "Yet," as Desmond points out, "it is here--in the use of 

language as sign-that Percy conducts his search and suggests the mysterious 



interpenetration of the quotidian and the numinous, what Flannery O'Connor 

called the action of grace" ( Crossroads 11 ). Percy's warning, which readers find 

by connecting seemingly insignificant semetic signs, stipulates possibilities for 

movement toward that action of grace, toward transcendence. 
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Percy again expounds on the virtue of small deeds and preoccupations in 

the passage in which Father Placide29 urges Tom to visit Father Smith and"' ask 

him if he can take off a little time from saving the world to help one po' li'l 

priest'" (TS 111). Besides highlighting the concept of "little things" in the words 

little time and po' li'l, this passage also informs an important dichotomy between 

Tom and Father Smith as it simultaneously illustrates the wholeness of the two 

combined. From his fire station tower, Father Smith wants to save the world; 

from his dingy little office, Tom wants only to save his patients. By linking 

Father Smith's long-range vision, as symbolized by his view from the tower, with 

Tom's exploration of living small--evidence of Percy's commitment to Peirce 

and St. Theresa-together the old visionary priest and the quizzical, slightly 

befuddled psychiatrist can indeed make the unspeakable speakable as together 

they issue Percy's warnings. This naming act initiates knowing for the citizens of 

Feliciana and for Percy's readers. 

29 Percy's conscious artistry cente~s o~ irony. Father Placide is anything 

but placid. This charactonym does not s1gmfy. 
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Another of the warning signs that Percy advances by way of semetic signs 

in The Thanatos Syndrome is contemporary Gnosticism, a doctrine which 

buttresses post-modern man's love-of-death. Though some might argue its 

demise, Cleaneth Brooks declares that Gnosticism is "far from dead. There is 

plenty of hard evidence that it pervades Western civilization" (677). Referring to 

Eric Voegelin' s work on this subject, Brooks affirms that "two critical aspects of 

Gnosticism are worth emphasizing." Primarily, "man the creature is not 

responsible for the evil in which he finds himself. He has a right to blame it on 

someone or something else .... The assumption that 'In Adam's fall/We 

sinned all,"' Brooks explains, "is to the Gnostic pure nonsense." The second 

premise is that "man's salvation depends upon his own efforts. He must rely not 

on faith but on gnosis," a type of secret mystical knowledge (680). Declaring that 

these two ancient traits "characterize Gnosticism, even its present-day 

secularized form," Brooks speculates that post-modern man, feeling more 

confident in his ever increasing scientific knowledge, thinks he" can recreate the 

world to suit himself" (681). Brooks argues convincingly that Lancelot Lamar, 

Percy's protagonist in Lancelot, is such a Gnostic. Brooks' s case is compelling, but 

Lancelot is not the only novel in which Percy addresses this mind set. With even 

greater clarity, The Thanatos Syndrome renders Percy's most overt warning about 

Gnosticism. Dupuy's assessment supports this observation: "whereas Percy's 
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earlier fiction and essays counter the doom of a Gnostic attitude and offer a 

recovery 'silently,' his later works deal with it more or less explicitly" (106). In 

fact, Dupuy insightfully submits that "in Percy's last work of fiction, ... he 

launches a frontal attack on the gnosis of scientific humanism" (117). Percy's 

"frontal attack," achieved by utilizing diverse and seemingly disconnected 

semetic signs and symbols, exposes this attractive but fatal doctrine, one which 

threatens "to make ours the most innocently, even sentimentally, death-dealing 

of ages--an age that kills in the name of goodness" (Tolson, Pilgrim 455). 

In his last novel, Percy details how sentimental Gnosticism perverts 

semiotics, which in turn, the author implies, dooms post-modern culture. Before 

exploring this idea in The Thanatos Syndrome, the introspective reader need only 

consider Helen Keller once again in order to delineate the destructiveness that is 

inherent in perverted semiotics. When Helen Keller acquires the naming faculty, 

she frees herself from a dyadic existence to a triadic human existence. Her 

breakthrough repeats the intuitive semiotic speech act of all humans, an 

epiphany of the species, and parallels the process of transcendence. As Ralph 

Woods points out, when Keller learns to name, she becomes self-conscious: "'For 

the first time, I felt repentance and sorrow'" (Comedy 151). Repentance and 

sorrow exemplify that awareness of self at the nadir of despair, an awareness 

that is needed, according to Kierkegaard and Percy, before transcendence can 
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begin. When the naming process is perverted, the reverse happens; humans lose 

their self-consciousness and revert to the unconscious, a static, death-like state. 

The most damaging result of that reversal is the loss of consciousness, the loss of 

self, for repentance and sorrow--definitive symptoms of death-in-life--------can no 

longer be named, and thus conscience, the arbiter of behavior in self

consciousness, is lost. Moreover, as Howland observes, "this reduction of the 

creature Percy has called Homo loquens is especially terrifying. With language 

diminished, the human being is no longer able to reach out to others" (140), 

which again alienates the individual in unconscious despair because it perverts 

the tetradic connection, that is, intersubjectivity. 

Dr. Bob Comeaux, Percy's antagonist in The Thanatos Syndrome, personifies 

the scientific Gnostic whom Percy addresses in his interview with Abadi-Nagy. 

Draping himself in that mantle of "free scientific inquiry," Comeaux claims that 

he seeks to improve life in the name of goodness (Signposts 394). Ironically, his 

acts represent authentic concern for humanity just as Rappaccini's garden 

represents life; thus his acts negate his expressed compassion. With his Na-24 

program, Comeaux sets forth to correct humanity's predilection to fail. Humans, 

he tells Tom, have not been very well designed, "at least a segment of the human 

neocortex and of consciousness itself is not only an aberration of evolution but is 

also the scourge and curse of life on this earth, the source of wars, insanities, 
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perversions--in short, those very pathologies which are peculiar to Homo 

Sapiens" (TS 195). In his administration of Na-24, Comeaux, Linda Whitney 

Howland insightfully notes, "replaces the Christian doctrine of original sin with 

a neurological explanation for the human propensity to err" (140-41). 

Comeaux' s rejection of man's innate spiritual fallibility enables him to wield 

inordinate and inappropriate power. By administering the compound, Comeaux 

can deaden mankind; conversely, by discontinuing the program, he can enliven 

mankind. He becomes an all-powerful, all-knowing demi-god, an elixir that 

Comeaux, as exemplar of all other scientific Gnostics, cannot resist. Comeaux' s 

compelling ego makes him indifferent to the resulting perversion of semiotics 

and its consequent effect, loss of a sense of self 

Because, as Percy notes, the world is segmented and named by language, 

word signs--which connect communicators intersubjectively-compel endless 

interpretations as the condition of intersubjective potential presupposes all 

human communication. Inherent in these endless interpretations is individual 

freedom, but if someone like Comeaux can force exact and restricted 

interpretations of word signs, that individual possesses power that can shape the 

world. In Comeaux' s desire to remake the world, as for any other Gnostic, 

controlling language, by prescription and proscription-that is, by restricting 

interpretations--becomes paramount. This perversion of the semiotic process is 
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a type of semiotic magic. Noth points out that initially magic "was closely 

associated not only with science in general but also with semiotics in particular." 

Continuing his explanation, Noth distinguishes how magic differs from "normal 

communication acts," that is, intersubjectivity. Magic is "based on a semiotic 

fallacy, a misjudgment of the pragmatic effect of signs and their semantic object 

relation" (188). After detailed explanations about the origins of semiotics in 

magic, Noth affirms that "the major forms of implicit verbal magic are linguistic 

taboo and euphemisms." Words are taboo "because of the fear of their effect in 

use," and euphemisms are substituted for those forbidden words (Noth 189). For 

all his post-modern scientific knowledge, Comeaux adheres to the ancient science 

of magic and fallacious euphemisms. The scientific humanist depends upon this 

fallacious perversion of pragmatic semiotics in order to make tolerable, and even 

desirable, things that are unacceptable and/ or sordid.30 Because perverted 

word-signs and euphemisms impede intersubjectivity, use of them results in 

alienation. 

Comeaux perverts the semiotic process in every facet of his life. One 

archetypal example of this obsession is evident when Comeaux surreptitiously 

30 A literary parallel that illustrates the danger in. e~phem!sms can be. 
found in Animal Farm. George Orwell, who explores this idea with extraordinary 
perception in this novel, labels this act doubl~spe.ak. By co~ecting to ~rwell, 
Percy makes yet another intertextual connection m Comeaux s use of this 

fallacious rhetorical process. 
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changes the spelling of his last name from Como to Comeaux: by renaming 

himself, Comeaux thus alters who he is. Semiotically, the name Comeaux 

represents, for Como, an ancestry of "old-line Delaware Huguenot stock," which 

he prefers to his Italian ancestry (TS 99). By rejecting his name, Comeaux 

repudiates the Como self and creates a new self In doing so, Comeaux alters his 

heritage and changes his worlds, an apocalyptic act that mutates the past, 

present, and future. Ironically, Como' s renaming of himself is incomplete 

because the change is restricted to visual literacy. As an auditory sign, no change 

occurs. Nonetheless, this fallacious effort to control the language, even the 

language that identifies his selfhood, allows him to control, with varying degrees 

of success, the actions of others. For example, members of the Feliciana Hunt 

Club, which allow only "the old-line names and the old-line money" to join their 

organization, "voted [Comeaux] into the club on the first ballot," but probably 

would never have admitted Como as a member. 

Although Tom puzzles over the name change and labels it" a small thing," 

another example of significatio, it actually signals the power of language and 

Comeaux's understanding of that power. With conscious artistry, Percy has Tom 

label Comeaux' s name change a small thing within two succinct, adjacent 

paragraphs; this deliberate act signals an intersubjective connection to the reader 

in that Percy wants his audience to note this "small thing" about Comeaux in 



order to make the Peircean connection to other aspects of this Gnostic's 

character. Extending that idea, Percy uses Comeaux to help readers make the 

Peircean connection to larger issues, primarily his "warning" to the reader, 

which is repeated throughout the work in exacting detail. 
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Another significant example of perverted semiotics can be found in the 

name of Comeaux' s department in Fed ville, where "he's at the top now, director 

of something or other," the Quality of Life Division (TS 25). The euphemistic 

name Quality of Life Division belies its function, which is to administer 

"pedeuthanasia" and" gereuthanasia." The name also signals the larger and 

even more sinister connection, that one between Feliciana and the Weimar 

Republic. That interpretation is borne out by Comeaux's sentimental argument 

with Tom. In this emotion-laden passage, Comeaux attempts to argue with Tom 

about the value of "pedeuthanasia," which the Supreme Court ruled 

constitutional, thereby permitting the termination" of unwanted or afflicted 

infants facing a life without quality" (TS 35). Exemplifying the scientific 

humanist who fallaciously, but compassionately, argues that quality of life is a 

prerequisite for length of life, Comeaux challenges Tom to share his compassion: 

'"Can you honestly tell me ... that you would condemn a child to a life of 

rejection, suffering, poverty, and pain?" (TS 35). By employing the rhetorical 

strategy of using words that activate a pejorative interpretation-"rejection, 
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suffering, poverty, and pain"--Comeaux manipulates the argument. Moreover, 

his rhetorical question, an erotesis, begs for the answer "no," which in turn grants 

first indulgence and then approval, thereby sanctioning the act, an endorsement 

that results from a degeneration of rhetoric. His appeal to Tom's emotions 

exemplifies the fallacy of argumentum ad misercordium. Comeaux' s fallacy rests in 

his attempt to persuade through emotional deceit. 

Ironically, while exploiting pathos, Comeaux attempts to present a logical 

argument by suggesting that this practice actually benefits suffering children. 

His sentimentally false premise does not signify. Death does not benefit life; it 

ends life. Sentimentality-weak emotionalism and excessive indulgence in 

pathos over logos--as Linda Whitney Hobson perceptively maintains, stands "as 

a wall of false feeling between two people; in the same sense, mass sentimentality 

is the first step to schizophrenia for an entire civilization, symbolized by the 

Norman-Rockwell-type, state approved art of Nazi Germany" (156). 

Demonstrating that sentimental rhetoric further perverts semiotics, the "wall of 

false feeling" that Comeaux erects virtually guarantees that authentic 

intersubjective communication will not occur between him and Tom, primarily 

because authentic intersubjective communication depends upon conscious 

willingness of the speaker (Comeaux) to share understandings through language 

with the listener (Tom). Also ironic, although Comeaux espouses his confidence 
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in the scientific legitimacy of Na-24, he resorts to the language of sentimental 

pathos to present his argument, an implication that he believes the use of 

inauthentic sentimental rhetoric can induce change more readily than the use of 

authentic logical rhetoric. 

Comeaux' s claim that only a particular kind of life is worthy to continue 

also perverts semiotics as it further reverberates the ideas in The Release of the 

Destruction of Life Devoid of Value, a "proto-euthanasia manual" written by two 

prominent scientists during the era of the Weimar Republic: psychiatrist Alfred 

Hoche and jurist Karl Binding (Wertham 43). Wertham explains that Hoche and 

Binding's "book advocated that the killing of 'worthless people' be released from 

penalty and legally permitted" (43). He names the perverted euphemistic signs 

that were used by the two German scientists and others of like mind-among 

whom Hitler eventually reigned: "The concept of 'life devoid of value' or 'life not 

worth living' was not a Nazi invention, as is often thought. It derives from this 

book [The Release of the Destruction of Life Devoid of Value]" (Wertham 44). In his 

confession, Father Smith explains to Tom the controversy that this text enkindled 

in Weimar Germany: "I couldn't follow the heated argument very well, but it 

seemed to be between those who believed in the elimination of people who were 

useless, useless to anyone, to themselves, the state, and those who believed in 

euthanasia only for those who suffered from hopeless diseases or defects" (TS 
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246). The irony of this debate is that apparently no one questioned the 

application of the words that re-named the humans to be terminated (words like 

useless and worthless), but only debated the application of the concept. By 

applying devalued words to humans, the German Gnostics not only re-named 

humans, but also in the renaming they de-valued and de-humanized them, 

making murder justifiable, easy, and palatable. Comeaux' s renaming murder as 

compassion serves the same purpose.31 The de-humanizing act alters the tetradic 

structure; therefore, intersubjectivity is blocked. Such indifference about 

intersubjectivity not only perverts semiotics, but also, and more important, it 

rejects life and embraces death. Comeaux' s use of the same perverted semiotics 

likewise signals his embrace of death. Furthermore, just as the scientific 

humanists in Germany altered semiotics in order to limit the argument regarding 

which kind of euthanasia is the most compassionate, in Feliciana's new Eden, the 

Gnostic Comeaux limits the argument to sentimental compassion. Finally, as 

Director of the Qualitarian program, Comeaux has the authority to re-name life 

as existence free from defect-that is, perfection-and as a result of that gained 

power, he can eliminate, that is, kill, any and all who do not meet that subjective 

31 Many would argue, including Percy, that the wo~d _pro-choice does not 
signify and thus is an excellent example of pe~~ert~d sem10tic_s. The ~ynergy of 
combining the prefix pro, which activa~e~ p~sitive mte~preta~io~s, with_ chm.ce, 
which for Americans also activates positive mterpretations, limits a perJorative 
interpretation of the word, which names the act of death for the unborn child. 
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Gnosticism II anti-human" (Signposts 394). 
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In an effort to proclaim the scientific logic in using euthanasia, Comeaux 

paraphrases passages from Tom's work on language acquisition: 

As you of all people know, as you in fact have written articles 

about, . . . the human infant does not achieve personhood until 

some time in the second year for the simple reason, as you yourself 

have shown, that it is only with the acquisition of language and the 

activation of the language center of the brain that the child becomes 

conscious as a self, a person. (TS 35) 

In this passage, Comeaux employs the rhetorical strategy of antistrephon by 

perverting Tom's proof and applying it to his own argument. Moreover, the 

proof to which Comeaux refers is yet another example that Tom personifies 

Percy in this novel because the idea of language acquisition and consciousness 

credited to Tom is the phenomenon on which Percy bases his semiotic 

anthropology. Whereas Comeaux' s statement reflects Percy's idea that language 

makes one conscious as a self, it perverts that same idea by suggesting that 

11 personhood" does not begin until naming begins.32 Percy never suggests that; 

32 Like Comeaux, contemporary Gnostics seriously advance these same 
arguments about pedeuthanasia and gereuthanasia in America today. For 
example, on November 2, 1997, the New York Times Sunday Magazine carried an 
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he recognizes that personhood exists before language, but that consciousness of 

personhood, self, cannot. Pre-language, humans behave like dyadic organisms, 

but all humans possess the innate capability to move into the conscious stage, 

which language facilitates, though not all humans begin that dynamic process. 

A second example of perverted semiotics is evident in Comeaux' s illogical 

argument. Comeaux presents his point of view as the only possible conclusion, 

reflecting what Umberto Eco labels "the object of a semiotics of conversational 

article by Steven Pinker, a professor of psychology at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (Pinker's affiliation with M.I.T. is a bit satirical in light of Tom's 
remark about M.I.T. brain specialist). Although Pinker labels killing a baby an 
immoral act, he also suggests that infanticide warrants discussion as a legal 
practice. Pinker argues that mothers who kill their newborn infants should not 
be judged as harshly as people who take human life in later stages because 
newborn infants are not persons in the full sense of the word and therefore do 
not, as a matter of course, enjoy a right to life. He claims, "To a biologist, birth is 
as arbitrary a milestone as any other." In a statement that grotesquely and 
ironically echoes Comeaux's perspective, even his words, Pinker submits that 
babies are not real people because they lack" an ability to reflect upon 
[themselves] as a continuous locus of consciousness, to form and savor plans for 
the future, to dread death and to express the choice not to die." In an analogy 
that sounds like satire, but is deadly serious, Pinker concludes, "And there's the 
rub: Our immature neonates don't possess these traits anymore than mice do" 
(7). This ideology, like Bob Comeaux' s, seeks to supplant both traditional Judeo
Christian morality and liberal humanism with a new scientific philosophy that 
humans, as organisms, cannot be trusted to distinguish between right and 
wrong. In both Comeaux's and Pinker's cases, seemingly mainstream scientists 
take a casually authoritative anthropology, present it as fact, and consequently 
offer convincing argument that may appeal to readers as accurate and reasonable 
despite the fallacy it in truth represents. This _argume~t,_the justifica~ion if not 
outright advocation of infanticide, presented m both fiction and reality, surely 
must be among the most thoroughly dishonest construct ever presented as 

empirical science. 
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intention" (Theory 278). Eco submits that an '"ideological' discourse" that uses 

"probable premises" but only considers "a partial section of a given semantic 

field, pretends to develop a 'true' argument" (Theory 278). Eco notes that this 

inauthentic rhetorical strategy may reflect" an attitude [that] is deliberately and 

cynically adopted by a sender in order to deceive a naive audience," or it "may 

suggest that the sender is simply a victim of his own one-sidedness" (Theory 278). 

Eco's analysis applies to Comeaux, who seeks to deceive his captive and "naive 

audience," Tom. In his quasi-argument about person.hood, Comeaux's 

perversion of the triadic and tetradic events negates human value. If only 

conscious individuals were allowed to live, most people would face death as 

most live in the aesthetic stage, the name Kierkegaard applies to the state of 

unconsciousness. Movement into consciousness is a painful transition in that it 

awakens individuals to the despair inherent within the human condition. 

Comeaux exemplifies the aesthetic individual who constantly seeks escape, by 

way of rotation, from his own consciousness in a whirlwind of social activities 

(fox hunting, horse back riding, and weddings, to name only a few) and in his 

preoccupation with Strauss's music (another semetic sign that connects Comeaux 

to the Weimer Republic). Ironically, Comeaux himself is eligible for Quality of 

Life extermination, for he too exists in aesthetic unconsciousness. 

Tom listens silently, much like Percival listens to Lance, as Comeaux 
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presents his one-sided arguments in an attempt to justify euthanasia; continuing 

his onslaught of rationalization, the Gnostic humanist then accuses Tom of using 

the word infanticide disingenuously: '"In using the word infanticide, you see, you 

are dealing not with the issue but in semantics, a loaded semantics at that"' (TS 

36). In this exchange, Percy presents a Flannery O'Connor shout-at-the-hard-of

hearing strategy in that Percy wants his readers to take note of this example of 

perverted semiotics. In Comeaux' s distorted language, he labels the act of 

terminating young children compassion; conversely, he perverts and denies the 

signifier "infanticide" even though that word names the act for Tom. Ironically, 

Comeaux complains that Tom uses semantics, which Noth notes "is the study of 

meaning. Historically, it was one of the precursors of modern semiotics" (103). 

To apply a pejorative connotation to semantics only serves to illustrate further 

Comeaux' s contempt for semiotics--at its core, a contempt for the uniqueness of 

humanity. Comeaux reduces language to a response sequence, that is, a dyadic 

event and not a triadic event. This reduction signals his belief that man is only 

an organism reacting to other organisms, a being incapable of intersubjective 

connections. More importantly, his rejection of the triadic connection prevents 

acceptance of a tetradic connection. Percy maintains that" denotation is an 

exercise in intersubjectivity. The two are suddenly no longer related as 

organisms in a nexus of interaction but as a namer and hearer of a name, an I and 
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a Thou, co-conceivers and co-celebrants of the object beheld under the auspices 

of a common symbol" (MB 271). Because Comeaux rejects the denotation of the 

word infanticide that he knows Tom understands and accepts, he simultaneously 

rejects Tom as a Thou, and ironically, even rejects himself as an I, yet another 

example of his lack of consciousness, his lack of self. Illustrating the importance 

of the I-Thou relation, Percy asserts that it is "not merely a desirable state of 

affairs, as Buber would say, but is rather the very condition of being and 

knowing and feeling in a human way" (Signposts 127). This intersubjective 

connection is so significant for humans that" it is something of a fool's errand to 

attempt to derive intersubjectively by theorizing about interactions among 

organisms, response to responses" (MB 271). Because Comeaux attempts to 

prove that intersubjedivity is merely "interactions among organisms," as 

evidenced by his inability to "find anything unique about the human animal," he 

can, as a Final Interpretant, be named fool (Signposts 395). 

Rhetorically, like the short story about the New Orleans physician at the 

beginning of the novel, Comeaux' s argument is another synecdoche in that it is a 

part that signifies the whole. Comeaux professes tenderness as rationalization 

and justification for "pedeuthanasia" and" gereuthanasia." He executes babies 

and the elderly under the guise of goodness and in so doing validates Father 

Smith's paradoxical appraisal: "Tenderness is the first disguise of the murderer" 
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(TS 128). Further, Comeaux signifies the amalgamation of sentimental 

compassion and reasoned doctrine (albeit unreasonable) of which Father Smith 

warns Tom. Whereas a lover of man might, like Walt Whitman, write poetry and 

"probably do no harm and might even write good poetry and give pleasure" and 

whereas the theorist might believe "he understands man's brain" and in solitude 

might write harmless texts on his theories, Father Smith warns Tom of the 

dangers inherent in uniting these seemingly benign preoccupations (TS 129). 

The priest reasons, "if you put together the lover of Mankind and the theorist of 

Mankind, what you've got now is Robespierre or Stalin or Hitler and the Terror, 

and millions dead for the good of Mankind" (TS 129). Comeaux exemplifies that 

sentimental theorist who believes in his ability to perfect society; in the name of 

goodness and pity, he runs his Qualitarian program, and with the power of 

government behind him, he determines who is both worthy and unworthy of 

life. 

In "Diagnosing the Modern Malaise," Percy submits that "the 

contemporary novelist . . . must be an epistemologist of sorts. He must know 

how to send messages and decipher them." Percy allows that the "messages 

may come not in bottles but rather in halting and muted dialogue between 

strangers, between lovers and friends" (Signposts 217). Percy's view of dialogue 

somewhat reflects Mikhail Bakhtin' s view. Bakhtin submits in his essay "The 
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Problem of Speech Genres" that dialogue provides an understanding of 

ideology, psychology, linguistics, and literature. In fiction, as in life, readers 

often are privy to the "halting and muted" dialogue between characters to which 

Percy and Bakhtin refer. The dialogue between Tom and Father Smith may well 

be halting in its starts and stops, but assuredly it is not muted; in fact, this 

dialogue most likely reflects Percy's ideas of semiotics more definitively than any 

dialogue in his fiction. Thus, it provides readers a fresh view of the novelist's 

ideas and artistry. Additionally, this dialogue, composed of complex yet terse 

questions layered one on the other, signals readers to note the underlying ideas, 

especially in the German historical context, that concern Father Smith. Further, 

Percy establishes the entire dialogue between Tom and Father Smith, the 

author's two voices, within a triadic framework, which serves to repudiate the 

perverted semiotics that dominate the other characters' conversations. Percy 

signals this triad immediately: "We sit on the high stools opposite each other, the 

azimuth between us" (TS 116). The thirdness between Tom and Father Smith is a 

small, specialized instrument, yet another semetic sign, that indicates the 

intersection of heavenly bodies with the horizon. To the receptive reader, the 

azimuth, as symbol, may suggest that God, the apex of the Christian Trinity, 

enters a triadic relationship with Tom and Father Smith, and in this metaphoric 

· p ·d hi·s reader much like the azimuth guides its viewer, to mark image, ercy gm es , 
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that momentous spiritual event. 

Sympathizing with Father Smith, who appears to be depressed over the 

closing of his hospice,33 Tom quizzes the old priest about whether he has been 

able to offer Mass or preach. Father Smith explains that he has been offering 

Mass but has been unable to preach because '"it doesn't signify."' When Tom 

asks the old priest what does not signify, Father Smith specifies, "The words." 

Seeking to clarify his interpretation of the priest's answer, Tom asks: "The words 

of the sermon, of the Mass, don't signify?" Father Smith affirms Tom's question 

and adds, "But the action does" (TS 117). Implicit in this dialogic exchange is the 

idea that the Mass does signify because the ritual's interaction leads to a dynamic 

process. Conversely, because the words no longer signify, the sermon represents 

a static state. 

This brief exchange exemplifies two of Percy's major ideas, evidenced 

throughout much of his work: the language of religion has become static even 

though transcendence requires dynamic moment. In "Why Are You a Catholic?" 

Percy articulates that first point: "Yet another reason for reticence in matters 

religious has to do with the infirmity of language itself" (Signposts 306). Naming 

33 Tom discovers in his conversation with Father Placide that Father 
Smith's hospice was closed because of cuts in go~ernment f~nding, cuts that 
were not imposed on the Qualitarian centers. This passage illustrates well 
Percy's sharp satirical attack on the government's desire to maintain death 

institutions but not life institutions. 
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language "a living organism" and thus "subject to certain organic ailments," 

Percy laments, "So decrepit and so abused is the language of the Judea-Christian 

religions that it takes an effort to salvage them, the very words, from the husks 

and barnacles of meaning which have encrusted them over the centuries" 

(Signposts 306). Father Smith voices that Percyan belief. For Father Smith, the 

Judea-Christian words within his sermons no longer signify; thus, he faces the 

same chore that Percy entrusts to the saints, 11 to renew the language, to sing a 

new song" (Signposts 306). Father Smith's moving to the firetower, a symbolic 

action, like the interactive ritual of the Mass, signals that renewal; 

metaphorically, the movement (act) itself becomes the sermon. The word sign of 

that referent signifies his connection to God. 

In an effort to make clear to Tom what he means by words not signifying, 

Father Smith asks a question that startles in its simplicity and bewilders in its 

complexity. He asks, "'If it is a fact that words are deprived of their meaning, 

does it not follow that there is a depriver?" (TS 118). Of the many possible 

interpretations of this deliberative question, one may be that trouble lies not 

within the word but within the word users--both speaker and listener. In a state 

of unconsciousness, homo symbolificus, the symbol-mongerer, no longer can be 

· ·th Tl the tri·ad 1·s broken The referent may exist, and a name may conscwus wz . 1us, ~ · 

t tl t f t but Unless that name is understood and accepted, it no 
represen 1a re eren , 



longer signals meaning. If the triad is broken, man then does become just 

another organism and transcendence is impossible, a Judea-Christian 

interpretation that can lead to only one conclusion: mankind is doomed to a 

static existence outside of God. 
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Another interpretation, the idea that the depriver in Father Smith's 

question is Satan, is borne out in the priest's hospice dedication sermon at the 

end of the novel. Percy, as he does so often, chooses a character of dubious 

sanity to articulate his most important messages, words that signal and 

symbolize post-modern man's love-of-death. In "Diagnosing the Modern 

Malaise," Percy offers a paradoxical statement that illustrates this significant 

point: "the world is so crazy that only a patient in a mental hospital can recover a 

degree of perspective and stability" (Signposts 206). Father Smith exemplifies 

that questionable sane voice in an insane world. The old priest does not use the 

language of religion; instead, he attempts to re-name angel of eternal death. In 

the midst of the dedication sermon, as Tom reports, Father Smith, "though 

desultory and disconnected," utters "in a calm, serious voice" a statement that 

shocks his assembled audience when he names the depriver: "The Great Prince 

Satan, the Depriver, is here" (TS 359). Percy, through Father Smith's voice, 

creates a new word, "the Depriver," that signals a triadic connection among 

language, the language user, and God; conversely, the word Depriver signals a 
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triadic connection among the perverted and vacuous language, the user who 

deliberately perverts that language, and Satan. By extension, Percy connects the 

depriver of signs (Satan) with Comeaux who seeks to deceive through his 

perverted semiotics. 

In Comeaux's Na-24 experiments, the Gnostic manipulates the cortex of 

the brain, what Percy identifies in the Abadi-Nagy interview as the "neurological 

seat of the primate's, and man's, 'higher functions"' 34 (Signposts 391). Because 

Comeaux' s Na-24 sodium solution deadens that area of the brain, it necessarily 

deadens the self; consequently, each person who drinks water laced with Na-24 

becomes incapable of speech that signifies. Additionally, as Hobson points out, 

"Drinking that doctored Mississippi River water is slowly making the population 

docile, distracted, erotic, unselfconscious, and-most important--soulless" (143). 

Perhaps the best example of this regression to the pre-language state can be seen 

in Ellen, Tom's "lusty Presbyterian wife." As a result of drinking Na-24, Ellen 

has become a prodigy in Bridge, possessing a supernatural ability to "know 

where all the cards are" (TS 63). Yet, she is unable to articulate coherent 

sentences. Tom recounts her erotic behavior and nonsensical language on the 

34 Percy advances his interest in this phenomenon: "I was parti~ula;~Y 
intrigued by the work of neurologists like John Eccles who locate the self m the 
language area of the cortex-which," he continues, "squares ver~ wel~ with the 
semiotic origins of the self in the origins of language-as that which gives names, 

utters sentences" (Signposts 391). 



night they have sex after his release from prison: 

Ellen is in bed but is, to my surprise, not lying on her side as she 

used to but is on all fours. 

Very well, if that's--

'Well, bucko?' 

Bucko? 

'Cover,' says Ellen. 

'You mean-' I say, taking the sheet. 

'No.' 

'I understand,' I say, and cover. (TS 52) 

Ellen exhibits a total loss of self, as evidenced by her overt animal-like sexual 

behavior---characterized by II presenting"-and by an indiscernible speech 

pattern, characterized by her mumbling non-signifying words. Tom's 

questioning reaction to Ellen's use of the word "bucko" reveals that this word is 

not one Ellen normally uses, nor is it one that Tom understands. Although Tom 

eventually figures out what Ellen means by "cover," his immediate 

interpretation of the sign does not correspond with Ellen's; thus, initially, Tom 

and Ellen do not have an authentic interactive relation. Because she has been 

drinking the Na-24 solution, Ellen is neither able to use language that signifies 

consciously, nor does she behave as a participant. Instead, she becomes an object 
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to be covered. Only Tom's consciousness enables him to interpret the meaning. 

As architect and administrator of the Na-24 project, Comeaux literally and 

metaphorically becomes the depriver of signification, that is, he becomes an 

av a tar for Sa tan. 

When Tom is unable to identify the depriver during his first visit with 

Father Smith, the post-modern Simeon-the-Stylite priest explains that as long as 

words no longer signify, any proof of God's existence would make no difference 

to II unbelievers and to so-called believers" (TS 118). The word signs that used to 

be accepted as signifying God no longer signify; again, in a recursive process, 

Father Smith voices a Percyan philosophy. Percy warrants that" these words of 

religion tend to wear out and get stored in the attic. The word 'religion,' itself 

has a certain unction, to say nothing of 'born again,' 'salvation,' 'Jesus,' even 

though it is begging the question to assume therefore that these words do not 

have valid referents" (Signposts 306). To prove this rather complex point, Father 

Smith asks Tom to use the azimuth to line up smoke, a dynamic sign that Father 

Smith acknowledges still signifies fire, but before they "can get a triangulation 

fix" for the referent that the smoke signals--fire--they must add a third 

component in order to create that all important triangulation. Tom and Father 

Smith call Blondie, another fire spotter, to confirm the third point, the fire. In the 

· t· t · 1 t· tl1e referent of the II triangulation fix" is fire; in the sem10 1c nangu a 10n, 
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metaphoric triangulation-that is, the vehicle-the tenor of the "triangulation 

fix" is God. Father Smith's response to Tom's statement about needing a 

"triangulation fix" supports that interpretation: "And you're right! So we need a 

little help, don't we?" (TS 119). In an extended metaphor, Tom and Father Smith 

have joined in yet another triad: one with God, one that signifies. Again, Percy 

expects his readers to make connections among the individual semes in order to 

understand his larger point: in this instance, the word that signifies the referent 

may be "worn out," as Father Smith and Percy both submit, but the referent, 

God, both literal and figurative, still signifies. 

Characteristically, Percy continues to emphasize the triangulation of 

semiotics by establishing multiple series of new triads. One of those triads 

occurs when the priest, who is performing isometric exercises, puts Tom through 

parallel mental exercises by challenging him to "name one word sign which has 

not been evacuated of meaning, that is deprived" (TS 120). At the same time, 

Tom mentally ticks off three things that have become clear to him, one of which 

is his diagnosis of Father Smith's psyche pathology. The psychiatrist labels the 

old priest "batty" and places him in a "category of nut who can do his job 

competently enough," but he adds," given one minute of free time [he] latches on 

to an obsession like a tongue seeking a sore tooth" (TS 120). Shortly, the priest 

names for Tom the only sign that cannot be subsumed, the sign Tews. The 
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priest's triad signifies, that is, he knows and names the one word sign that has 

not been deprived, but Tom's triad does not signify, that is, he misnames, by 

misdiagnosing, the old priest's condition. Through carefully selected details, 

Percy layers these two triads, which are antithetical. Tom's sign, batty, for Father 

Smith, can be subsumed in the nut category; the priest's name, Jews, for 

authentic signs, cannot be subsumed in any category because Jews represent, for 

Father Smith and for Percy, God. These examples of multi-layered triads 

illustrate Percy's conscious artistry. 

Much to Tom's annoyance, Father Smith continues questioning his friend. 

In identifying the sign Jew as the only word that still signifies, Father Smith 

repeats a pivotal and recurrent motif in all of Percy's fiction. In each of the other 

five novels, the protagonist worries about the disappearance of the Jews, for that 

disappearance in turn signals God's disappearance, that is, the archetypal 

apocalypse. In The Thanatos Syndrome, Percy again advances that idea and 

provides the signs pointing to that interpretation. After recognizing that "the 

unique particularity of the Jews is linked to their unique historical character," the 

critic Desmond observes that "redemption history began with the Jews, and is 

defined by the Incarnation" (Crossroads 98). Father Smith voices Percy's belief 

that Jews, the original chosen people of God-thus the locus of salvation-" are a 

· f G d' which cannot be evacuated" (TS 123). "Therefore," as 
sign o o s presence 



Desmond points out, "the attempt to exterminate the Jews in the Holocaust is 

implicitly an attempt to exterminate God, the True Signifier, from history" 
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( Crossroads 99). By extension, Comeaux, exemplar of all Gnostic humanists, takes 

the first step in perverting all signs that signify-most significantly Jews--when 

he perverts the semiotic process. In doing so, Comeaux and other Gnostics like 

him likewise "attempt to exterminate God," albeit in the name of compassion. 

In a statement that virtually mirrors Father Smith's, Percy addresses the 

role of Jews in the essay "Why Are You a Catholic?" After expressing his 

interpretation that "there are only two signs in the post-modern world which 

cannot be encompassed by theory," Percy explicitly identifies them: one's self 

and Jews. The self, even the conscious self, 11 does not know who it is or where it 

belongs" and thus struggles to become as opposed to the Jews who are. In a 

statement that reverberates with Father Smith's voice, Percy explains that" the 

only other sign in the world which cannot be encompassed by theory is the Jews, 

their unique history, their suffering and achievements, what they started (both 

Judaism and Christianity), and their presence in the here and now" (Signposts 

312). Later in the same article, Percy refers to a Pope who connected every 

spiritual wayfarer to the Jews: '"Whatever else we are, we are first of all spiritual 

Semites."' To support the Pope's statement, Percy articulates the teachings of 

b ·b1· 1 · t "S lvati·on the Lord said comes from the Jew." And finally, to 1 1ca scnp ure: a , ' 
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ensure that his signs are interpreted the way he wants them to be, Percy 

proclaims, "Thanks to the Jews, one can emerge from the enchanted mists of the 

mythical past. ... For, whatever else the Jews are, they are not mythical. 

Myths are stories that did not happen. But the Jews were there then and are here 

now" ( Signposts 314). Percy's Final Interpretant of the historical event reflects the 

traditional Judea-Christian perspective. Additionally, these passages provide a 

striking example of Percy's conviction that Jews are the one authentic historical 

sign that represents the mysterious and unique act of naming. Moreover, Percy's 

remarks establish the idea that Jews cannot be contained in myths, a key point 

that Father Smith extends. Through the priest, Percy confirms that Jews, as the 

only authentic sign, can project into existence a world of spiritual meaning. 

When Father Smith voices these ideas and challenges Tom to "try to find a hole 

in that proof," he knows that Tom will be unable to do so. To illustrate the 

finality of the argument, the old priest declares'" Probatur conclusio, as St. Thomas 

would say'" (TS 123), that is, the conclusion is proven. Although the semiotic 

process allows other interpreters to reach other Final Interpretants, Father 

Smith's Final Interpretant reflects Percy's Final Interpretant. 

The significance of Father Smith's protracted questioning and proven 

1 · b omes clear Because Jews signal the existence of God, cone us10n soon ec · 

extermination of the Jews signals the extermination of the history of redemption 
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by "God-become-man, a Jew" (Signposts 314). This single actual event, a 

Dynamic Interpretant, becomes the sign of man's redemption. When Gnostics 

reject the concept of man's fall and the subsequent act of redemption, they are, in 

effect, rejecting the Judea-Christian interpretation of history. That interpretation 

develops when the priest shows the fallacy of the Holocaust as myth: "People 

have the wrong idea about the Holocaust. The Holocaust, as people see it, is a 

myth" (TS 126). In surprise, Tom responds to the old priest's statement," Are 

you telling me that the Nazis did not kill six million Jews?" (TS 127). When 

Father Smith affirms that six million Jews were indeed killed, Tom seeks 

clarification of Father Smith's seemingly radical and contradictory statements. In 

a methodical process, Father Smith establishes the sign. The actual killing of the 

Jews was not a myth; in fact, the priest points out that the "Holocaust was a 

consequence of the sign which could not be evacuated" (TS 126). Father Smith 

recognizes that the Gnostics of the Weimar Republic and ultimately of the Third 

Reich rejected the Judea-Christian interpretation of history and thus embraced a 

myth, their own myth, in order to create a world better than the existing world; 

this myth necessitated the elimination of God's sign, his chosen people-the 

Jews. Ironically, the Gnostics' hubristic rejection of history and equally hubristic 

embrace of myth were euphemistically manifested in the guise of tenderness and 

sentimental compassion, unspeakable acts performed for the good of mankind. 
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In this case, Father Smith alone makes the unspeakable speakable. 

Through Father Smith's voice, Percy warns that the practice of 

compassionate eugenics leads to the practice of ridding" alien, decadent, foreign 

body" from the "pure organism of the Volk" (TS 249). Father Smith points out in 

his confession that at first" anti-Semitic activities were forbidden" (TS 249), but 

soon good-hearted German scientists and rational political theorists began 

executing Catholics and Jews, Catholics to stop their actions as part of the "part 

of the 'Judaic conspiracy'" and Jews to erase history and therein negate God (TS 

250). The priest warns Tom, as archetypal physician, that he is in danger of 

participating in post-modern man's new holocaust: "You are a member of the 

first generation of doctors in the history of medicine to turn their backs on the 

oath of Hippocrates and kill millions of old useless people, unborn children, born 

malformed children, for the good of mankind-and to do so without a single 

murmur from one of you" (TS 127). This holocaust in Feliciana-that is, 

America-like the one before it in Germany, unfolds under the guise of 

sentimental compassion, which Father Smith, that is, Percy, seeks to halt. 

Exactly one year before his death, Percy met with the Senior Advanced 

Placement English Class at St. Paul's school in Covington, Louisiana, his 

hometown. After reading an excerpt from The Thanatos Syndrome, he asked the 

t d t 
"'Wl t' · on here?'" After a couple of tentative responses from 

s u en s, 1a s gomg · 
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the students, their teacher ventured an answer: '" Could you interpret this book 

as a warning?"' To this question, Percy's reply was an immediate and emphatic: 

'"You' re damn right. . . . My job is just to raise a few questions, to annoy some, 

to irritate some. If I can get under some people's skins, I'm satisfied"' (Samway, 

Walker 408). This response illustrates Percy's on-going anger at America's 

fascination with, and love of, death. Although America has not yet sanctioned 

pedeuthanasia or gereuthanasia, it has, since 1973, sanctioned more than one

and-one-half-million abortions each year: more than thirty-five million. As 

Tolson explains, "the link between German schemes for social engineering and 

what was going on in contemporary America [exists] most dramatically, Percy 

believed, in the routinization of abortion" (Tolson, Pilgrim 455). Public evidence 

of Percy's concern about abortion occurred on January 22, 1988, only nine 

months after The Thanatos Syndrome was published. Percy wrote a letter to the 

editor of the Nezu York Times. The letter suggests that Percy continued to worry 

about the moral implications, America's continued support of abortion. 

Recognizing that the "battle lines between the 'pro-life' and the 'pro-choice' 

advocates are so fixed that it hardly seems worthwhile to enter the controversy 

on the present terms," Percy, despite skepticism, carefully addresses his 

sustained concern (Signposts 349). 

Although the author stipulates that "while it may indeed be argued that in 
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terms of Judea-Christian values individual human life is sacred and may not be 

destroyed, and while it is also true that post-modern medical evidence shows 

ever more clearly that there is not a qualitative difference between an unborn 

human infant and a born human infant," he concludes that this II argument is 

persuasive only to those who accept such values and such evidence" (Signposts 

349). This statement reflects Percy's understanding of semiotics in that he knows 

different interpreters will reach different Final Interpretants. Thus, Percy 

declines to enter into the "fray" with either of these arguments, which he notes 

11 true or not, seems to be unavailing"; instead, the writer Percy repeats the theme 

of The Thanatos Syndrome: "In a word, certain consequences, perhaps unforeseen, 

follow upon the appearance of the principle of the destruction of human life for 

what may appear to be the most admirable social reasons" (Signposts 350). 

Percy's semetic plu·ase "in a word" signals readers to note the import of his 

warning. The phrase II perhaps unforeseen" implies that America may not be 

cognizant that signs of compassionate science are also signs of the thanatos 

syndrome, signs that begin with the perversion of the semiotic process. 

As he continues his letter, Percy points out that" one does not have to look 

back very far in history for an example of such consequences." After a brief 

account of Binding and Hoche' s book (The Justification of the Destruction of Life 

Devoid of Value), Percy explains that the two scientists had never heard of Hitler, 
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nor was it likely that Hitler had ever read their book Percy maintains that Hitler 

did not have to be familiar with its contents in order to implement its thesis and 

supporting points because "the ideas expressed in the book and the policies were 

the product not of Nazi ideology but rather of the best minds of the pre-Nazi 

Weimar Republic." Percy identifies those leaders, "physicians, social scientists, 

jurists, and the like" as humane individuals "with the best secular intentions " I 

which were "to improve the lot, socially and genetically, of the German people." 

Their method of attaining this noble goal turned out to be" getting rid of the 

unfit and unwanted" --or the Holocaust-an act that ultimately represented a 

grotesque perversion of these idealists' original intentions and one that still 

stands as one of the most horrifying episodes in human history ( Signposts 350). 

Having made that point, Percy ends his letter with a warning that "once the line 

is crossed, once the principle gains acceptance--juridically, medically, socially

innocent human life can be destroyed for whatever reason, for the most 

admirable socioeconomic, medical, or social reasons." In a thought-provoking 

statement that sounds very much like a combined Tom-More/Father-Smith 

remark, Percy further suggests that" depending on the disposition of the 

majority and the opinion polls-now in favor of allowing women to get rid of 

unborn and unwanted babies-it is not difficult to imagine an electorate or a 

t t f 'ft ars from now who would favor getting rid of old people, cour en years, 1 y ye , 
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retarded children, anti-social blacks, illegal Hispanics, gypsies, Jews . . ." 

(Signposts 351). Percy's rhetorical strategy of aposiopesis-that is, stopping 

suddenly and leaving a statement unfinished, in this case, trailing off with the 

ellipse after the word Jews--illustrates the disengagement of the semiotic process 

but allows for a variety of possible interpretations. It may imply a Nazi-Gnostics 

rejection of Judea-Christian history and a subsequent embrace of myth, or 

perhaps it implies that the list of expendable persons is endless once that line is 

crossed. A third possibility might be that Percy wants his readers to fill in their 

own "names." If readers reach that as a Final Interpretant, they may conclude 

that Percy's warning should be heeded. Tolson points out that Percy's goal in 

writing The Thanatos Syndrome 11was precisely to give this complex of cultural 

attitudes its proper name. For it was Percy's conviction that those implicated in 

the syndrome had no idea of what they were truly pursuing" (Pilgrim 456). 

Percy's letter to the New York Times, like his novel The Thanatos Syndrome, reflects 

that same impulse to make known the danger. More importantly, this letter 

restates Father Smith's warning to Tom, again signaling that Father Smith speaks 

as Percy's moral voice. 

As a moral writer, Percy shows his satiric outrage in The Thanatos 

Syndrome, but his shift in rhetorical strategies from his earlier novels does not 

d
. · · h h. l' t· ti·c value Presenting what Eco labels 

II 

communicative 
1m1ms t 1s nove s ar 1s · 
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interplay" among author, characters, and readers (276), the work, an interpretant 

become sign, provides readers multiple small but significant signs and symbols 

that, like the collective dots in a pointillist painting, portray the thanatos 

syndrome in all its Cimmerian darkness, which dissolves through time and 

space. In a fusion of antithesis, Percy also shines the light of hope in this novel, 

both in the warning, word and act, and in pristine signs that point readers 

toward transcendence. Among numerous possible illustrations from the novel, 

perhaps the most striking sign for transcendence can be found in the images of 

fish, which Tom describes during a fishing trip with Van Dorn. 

Noting the quiet serenity that reigns on the bayou after he turns off the 

boat's motor, Tom observes: "There is only the ring of a kingfisher" (TS 57). 

Although the fish sign may create a myriad of interpretations, for the Catholic 

Percy it signifies the archetypal symbol of a kingfisher to signal Christ's (as King) 

presence on that Sunday morning. The author's repetition of that image in the 

following passage supports such a reading. As Tom watches, Van Dorn catches a 

large sunfish on his first cast: 

We gaze at the fish, fat, round as a plate, sinewy, fine-scaled, and 

silvered, the amazing color spot at his throat catching the sun like a 

topaz set in amethyst. The colors will fade in minutes, but for now 

the fish looks both perfectly alive yet metallic, handwrought in 



Byzantium and bejeweled beyond price, all the more amazing to 

have come perfect from the muck. (TS 59). 
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As with all signs, Percy's use of the fish sign, emblematic of the author's carefully 

wrought structure, allows readers to reach many different, but equally valid, 

interpretations. On a literal level, the fish simply may represent the end product 

of a sporting activity. On a more philosophical level, the fish may signal the 

angst of alienation that twentieth-century man feels, as the fish comes from the 

muck, a symbol of man's dark unconsciousness. Van Dorn' s profane reaction to 

the fish, '"Well, I be goddamned," reflects that interpretation. On a metaphorical 

level, the fish in this resplendent passage may signify and symbolize hope for 

transcendence. Some readers may interpret the sign sunfish as the Son of God, 

fisher of men. In that interpretation, the fish becomes the cure for the thanatos 

syndrome. Percy's images of jewels, "silvered" and "like a topaz set in 

amethyst," and the repetition of those images in the word bejeweled further 

establish the rare value of the fish, which is "beyond price." The word 

Byzantium completes the image of spiritual enlightenment for those readers as it 

hearkens to the glorious rise of the Byzantine Empire, which evolved at the end 

of the then corrupt Roman Empire. Like Byzantium, the sunfish, as metaphor, 

signals rebirth from among the ruins of an unconscious, alienated species, in this 

C t d an In thl·s act Percy scrapes the "husks and barnacles" that ase, pos -mo ern m . , 



have "encrusted" these words and images over centuries ( Signposts 306), and, 

like a priest on the altar, he resurrects those old signs to signal hope for 

transcendence. 
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CHAPTERS 

A CANARY FOR POST-MODERN MAN 

On March 29, 1962, Flannery O'Connor sent a congratulatory message to 

Walker Percy; with characteristic O'Connor wit and brevity, the Georgia writer 

told the Louisiana writer, 'Tm glad we lost the War and you won the National 

Book Award. I didn't think the judges would have that much sense[,] but they 

surprized [sic] me" (Habit 470). This prestigious award honoring The Moviegoer, 

Percy's first published novel, was certainly not to be his last. During his lifetime, 

the author and his works garnered tributes and accolades frequently enough not 

only to substantiate O'Connor's early favorable opinion but also to demonstrate 

that people other than the National Book Award judges had "sense." 

One of Percy's last and most significant honors35 came in May, 1989, 

exactly one year before his death, when he was invited to deliver the eighteenth 

National Endowment for the Humanities Jefferson Lecture in Washington, D.C. 

Begun in 1972, this lecture series provides eminent scholars and writers with a 

public forum to express their ideas about life and art or their philosophical ethos 

35 Also in 1989, Walker Percy became the first American to be awarded the 

coveted T.S. Eliot Award for his complete body of work 
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and thereby add another voice to the continuing voices of the forum. Previous 

speakers include such notable writers and thinkers as Lionel Trilling, Robert 

Penn Warren, John Hope Franklin, Saul Bellow, and Gwendolyn Brooks; thus, 

Percy joined a distinguished fraternity when he delivered his speech, "The San 

Andreas Fault in the Modern Mind," to a packed house of dignitaries. Percyan 

scholars would probably agree that this lecture, a comprehensive but succinct 

summary of Percy's approach to semiotics, could have served as the introductory 

chapter of his long-planned, definitive work on semiotics as it eloquently set 

forth the core of the author's multi-layered philosophical preoccupation: an 

objective typology of semiotics that inextricably entwines throughout his canon 

with a Judea-Christian ethic. Having pondered this two-in-one anthropology for 

more than forty years, Percy was on the brink of writing his seminal treatise 

when cancer took his life. Although scholars lament that this much-anticipated 

work never reached fruition, they, nonetheless, celebrate Percy's significant and 

substantial contributions to the arts and sciences in his fiction and non-fiction, all 

of which reflect his unique anthropology. To add to the expanding scholarly 

colloquy that addresses his work, the study presented herein explores three of 

Percy's cardinal contributions: his triadic and tetradic paradigms, his analysis of 

post-modern man's alienation, and his signs of transcendence. 

F P th terious triadic event, in which man as organism-by 
or ercy, e mys 
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using the copula is-knows and names an Object, juxtaposes symbol-mongering 

and alienation. With language, Homo loquens, man the talker, or Homo 

symbolificus, man the symbol-monger, acquires II consciousness and knowing, 

happiness and sadness, of being with and being alone, of being right and being 

wrong, of being himself and being not himself, and of being at home and being a 

stranger" (MB 3). The triadic phenomenon unleashes desirerata within Homo 

symbolifius, for with language comes the opportunity to become self-

consciousness, a movement away from unconsciousness, an abstraction of the 

self Because Percy accepts the ad infinitum property of semiotic interpretations, 

his novels--grounded in the phenomenological and dialogic for novelist, 

characters, and readers alike-do not conclude with any definitive answers, 

more often with extended questions. This open-ended rhetorical strategy 

compels readers to discern the relation between semiotics and ontology. 

Moreover, it engages readers to recognize their own alienation and 

simultaneously requires them to be responsible for their own movement toward 

transcendence. 

By exploring three of Percy's novels, this study interprets and analyzes 

the author's application of the triadic and tetradic events, which serve as 

d 
· · · 11 h. fi·ction To illustrate chapter two of this study, "Sounds 

un erpmmngs m a 1s · ' 

f S
·1 " · d di·c event through the character of Lancelot Lamar 

o 1 ence, exammes a ya 
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who chooses to retreat into static silence, a state that exemplifies man in the pre

languaged stage of being. In this state, Lance's withdrawal and subsequent 

murder of Margot and her lover represent an organism reacting to another 

organism, a dyadic event, due to Lance 's unconsciousness, his lack of self 

knowledge. It is only after Lance moves from the dyadic state to the triadic state 

that self-consciousness and perhaps transcendence become possible for him. 

Percival, also silent, exemplifies the triadic event because his silence signifies his 

faith in and knowledge of God. By showing Lance in static silence and Percival 

in dynamic silence, Percy deftly demonstrates the dichotomy between the dyadic 

and triadic. Additionally, by allowing the reader to observe and even participate 

in Lance's and Percival's triangulations, Percy extends the triadic dimension. 

Likewise, as illustrated in chapter three, "Truth in Transit," Allie must re

learn naming in order to begin her movement to selfhood and ultimately toward 

transcendence. Her active participation in both triadic and tetradic events 

reestablishes her self, which Dr. Duk, as post-modern scientist, seeks to restrict by 

subjecting Allie to shock treatment, thereby stealing her self Finally, as 

demonstrated in chapter four, "Sentimental Journey: Transcendence through 

Death," the antagonist Dr. Bob Comeaux exemplifies the post-modern secular 

· t· t l · and subsequently perverts the triadic and tetradic events sc1en 1s w 10 ignores 

th t 
· th · t·c process By perverting semiotics, Comeaux assumes a comprise e sem10 1 · 
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alarming power as he casually dares to do God's work: administering death to 

some in the name of compassion and isolating others to a death-in-life existence 

by canceling their ability to communicate intersubjectively. In creating such 

despicable secular scientists, Dr. Duk in The Second Coming and Comeaux in The 

Thanatos Syndrome, men who ignore the unique dimension of man and thereby 

necessarily deny the existence of God, Percy calls all modern science to task. 

Equally important, he seeks to make known the fundamental human element of 

the triadic and tetradic events. 

Following S0ren Kierkegaard's lead, Percy establishes this existential 

possibility for his characters and readers, a coming-to-know action that can move 

character and reader from unconscious alienation through conscious despair and 

finally toward transcendence. In light of Percy's second major thesis, this study 

analyzes the rhetorical strategies that Percy uses to couple Kierkegaard's 

philosophy with his own Judeo-Christian ethic, strategies that guide readers of 

his fiction toward a personal recognition of and possible transcendence from 

their own unconscious despair toward possible transcendence. Additionally, this 

study examines not only authentic movement to escape alienation, but also it 

examines inauthentic movement by way of rotation and repetition. For example, 

chapter two demonstrates Lance's isolation, as exemplified by his inability or 

·11· t t·c1·pate in an intersubJ'ective relation. The chapter follows 
unw1 mgness o par 1 
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Lance's semiotic progress from that stasis to naming and knoiuing, that is to be 

conscious ·with, his alienated self. Further, this study delves into Will Barrett's 

alienation and his repeated attempts to escape that stasis through repetition and 

rotation before Will, as wayfarer, ultimately makes a conscious decision to move 

toward transcendence, as exemplified in his intersubjective relation with Allie, 

both in sincere and symbolic language and in sexual and spiritual union. Finally, 

in chapter four, the study investigates the extent to which post-modern science 

factors into societal alienation, as exemplified by Feliciana' s unconscious, 

inarticulate state, which Dr. Comeaux, as exemplar of post-modern science, 

induces and seeks to maintain at all costs. 

In order to illustrate Percy's perception of the role that novelists play in 

culture, the author frequently draws analogies among novelists, other 

professions, and entities. Within these numerous, varied, and colorful 

metaphors, two diverse but complementary ones stand out-a comparison of 

canary to novelist and another of physician to novelist-both of which warn of 

impending or immediate peril. A novelist, Percy submits, "is less a prophet than 

he is like the canary that coal miners used to take down into the shaft to test the 

air." Displaying his arid wit, Percy suggests that "when the canary gets 

h t 1 · t· . cries and collapses it may be time for the miners to un appy, ut ers p am 1ve , ' 

f d h
. k th· over" (MB 101) If warned of impending danger, only sur ace an t m mgs · 
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foolhardy miners would continue descent into a gas-filled shaft. The warning, a 

clarion call, would serve to signal a change in course. Likewise, when a doctor 

diagnoses a patient's illness, only to "point it out and name it, toward the end 

that the patient might at least have hope, and even in the end get well" ( Signposts 

196), a patient would be foolish to ignore the physician's assessment of 

symptoms. These two metaphors can be applied to Percy as writer of fiction for 

he perceives his role as moral novelist to be one who forewarns. 

A sagacious observer of post-modern culture, Percy implies that he feels a 

duty in his fiction and non-fiction to alert readers to signs of immediate, 

impending dangers that, for him, portend death: both twentieth-century's love

of-death and its simultaneous and parallel death-in-life existence as well as 

science's impervious indifference to authentic, objective science--for Percy, 

semiotics. Percy's warning, like the canary's cry or the physician's diagnosis, 

does not preclude hope, for knowledge stipulates the possibility for action and 

change. 

Because Percy believes that fiction's primary purpose is cognitive, for both 

the reader and the author, his signs of transcendence signal a knowing with, a 

consciousness of the choice between stasis, a condition of death, and 

transcendence, a condition of life. As novelist, Percy signals the immediate or 

impending doom and thereby extends the possibility for hope, but his signs may 
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be interpreted or misinterpreted, heeded or not heeded. In the third of its own 

triad, this study examines Percy's signs of transcendence as well as the 

characters' interpretations or misinterpretations of them. Because, as John K. 

Sheriff points out, there is no single correct interpretation of a literary work-

" not only because a literary work is a complex sign but also because, as is true of 

any sign, it is always already an interpretant that itself becomes a sign and so on 

to infinity" (69)-this study explores specific signs that may be construed, or 

misconstrued, as signs of transcendence. For example, in Lancelot, Percival's 

single word, "Yes," signals affirmation of possibility for some readers but 

negates that possibility for others. Moreover, Will's movement to Allie and their 

subsequent plan to create a new life together stipulates the same possibilities. 

Perhaps the fish in The Thanatos Syndrome, for a reader with a Judeo-Christian 

knozuledge-in any context of the word-signals most clearly a Final Interpretant 

for transcendence. Regardless of the interpretation possibilities, without the 

subtle signs of transcendence within all of Percy's work, his novels might reside 

in stasis and obscurity rather than in dynamic movement and recognition within 

the literary community that they now occupy. 

This rhetorical study of Percy's canon contributes to the on-going critical 

dialogue by exploring specific signs that signal post-modern man's alienation 

d 
· t tl ossible modes for transcendence from that isolation. 
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Though other studies examine semiotics and existentialism as independent 

and/ or conjoined ideologies within Percy's work, this study is unique in that it 

applies these ideologies in the examination of the following signs that inform his 

last three novels: silence, both as static and dynamic; mobility, as rotation, 

repetition and transcendence; and sentimentalism, a romantic conception that 

not only perverts semiotics but that also obscures the death-in-life existence and 

encourages love-of-death with false pathos. Not the least difficult aspect of this 

study has been the multiplicity of signs and the limitless possible interpretations, 

which though restricted in this study remain openended to any reader of the 

analysis. This examination reinforces the value of Percy's aesthetic contributions 

to the arts and his pragmatic contributions to the sciences. At least one 

additional area of inquiry that will also expand the critical canon of Percy's work 

needs to be considered; this new exploration first will refine the rhetorical 

strategy of Percy's authorial voice, briefly addressed in this study, and then that 

line of inquiry will augment this Percyan intersubjective relation between each 

self-conscious narrator and reader by applying A. J. Greimas' s theory of 

signification, which for Greimas means "articulated meaning." Percy's narrators, 

both first-person and third-person, exemplify the same ironic, detached voice 

that Percy employs in his non-fiction. Application of Greimas' s discoursive 

structures would allow "localizing narrative actors in times and space" (Noth 



316). This line of inquiry should prove to be a valuable resource for other 

Percyan scholars. 
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Criticism abounds on various aspects of Percy work-for example, 

feminist criticism and psychological criticism of his fiction as well as semiotic and 

theological criticism of his non-fiction-yet, a seminal work that unites these 

diverse studies has not yet been forthcoming. Additionally, several attempts 

have been made to transform Percy's fiction to film, with one fairly successful 

beginning on The Moviegoer with Sam Waterston, 11 a self-described Percy addict," 

playing Binx Bolling, but that project was never completed because of the 

director's "gross incompetence" (Samway, Walker 279). Adaptations would help 

move Percy's fiction from academia into popular culture. An attractive prospect, 

yet the challenge would lie with realizing Percy's signs and symbols in their 

totality. An avid movie goer, Percy would probably approve of this application 

and would appreciate an extended audience, but he would also not want the 

movie to fall prey to worn-out signs and symbols to convey his 
II 

good news." 

The more readers examine Walker Percy's complex esoteric canon, the 

more they may feel like The Last Gentleman's Will Barrett, who notices, during his 

visits to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the difficulty of viewing the works in 

that the "ravenous particles which were stealing the substance from painting and 

· 1·k "t f "happy" viewers into abstracted viewers with "their viewer a 1 e rans orm 
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eyes glazed over" (LG 26). As a result of the particles, looking at the paintings 

becomes profoundly challenging, often impossible, for young Will until he 

discovers a solution to the problem: "it is necessary to play a trick such as 

watching a man who is watching, standing on his shoulders, so to speak" in 

order to view the work. This act of filtering--0nce removed from the particles, 

twice removed from the painting, and thrice removed from the artist-gives Will 

liberty to both observe the observer and to redefine the art. Readers of Walker 

Percy experience an analogous phenomenon by the tri-partite semiotic process 

that informs all of his work, fiction and non-fiction, a process that may transform 

readers forever. Metaphorically, standing on Percy's shoulders allows readers to 

see, perhaps for the first time with all the ravenous particles erased, their own 

alienation. Additionally and equally important, this new point of view provides 

a crystalline look at Percy's art, similar to the techniques used in the art of 

pointillism, in that the viewer sees the work in its totality and sees the individual 

dots on the canvas, the signs and symbols within the semiotic process that 

inform Percy's work. Finally, and perhaps more importantly, this elevated 

position enables readers to re-vision transcendence, to see hope anew. Like the 

paintings in the museum, the picture of life is often shrouded in a haze of 

t
. 1 b t hysician philosopher-writer-Percy helps his readers to ravenous par IC es, u p -

·d h t· 1 
0 

that they can see life in all its luminescence, and in sweep asI e t e par IC es s Jl 



this act of enlightenment, Walker Percy becomes like the canary in the mine, a 

prophetic voice in the darkness. 
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